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Prolog
"Those who fight with monsters must be careful not to become monsters
themselves. And when you look into an abyss for a long time, the abyss
also looks into you."1
This word of Friedrich Nietzsche from the year 1886 outlines on the one
hand the problems which this book deals with, but on the other hand it
also shows its topicality. What is the kind of monsters then that Nietzsche
talks about? These are the self-evident aspects of everyday life and the
many sciences with their narratives.
The contemporary philosophical constructivism is significant for any human orientation (such as political, cultural, religious), because the traditional philosophies are not and have not been able to attain "general consciousness"2, a consciousness that was not able to prevent crimes against
humanity committed in the name of a state, and more often than not did
not even want to prevent them.
The mission of philosophy must by no means be limited to describing and
occasionally criticizing the existing conditions, but must rather address the

Friedrich Nietzsche, "Jenseits von Gut und Böse", Aph. 146, in: Giorgio Colli/Mazzino Montinari (Ed.): Friedrich Nietzsche: Complete Works. Critical study edition in 15 volumes. Munich 3rd edition 1993.
1

The contents and weighting of the "general consciousness" of a social system is
determined by the interests, expectations, collective needs and value attitudes that
the system regards as self-evident and legitimate.
2
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general consciousness of those who set important political, economic, social and cultural courses and thus determine the destiny of people.
It is therefore necessary to rethink philosophy after everything conceivable
seems to have already been thought. Reflection on this task should begin
with a thesis written by Karl Marx (1818-1883) in the spring of 1845. He
formulated in his "11th thesis ad Feuerbach": "The philosophers have only
interpreted the world differently, it is important to change it."3 Contrary to
the popular belief that Marx had only intended to find the revolutionary
path from changing the being to changing the consciousness, this sentence
recognizes the possibility of changing something in a revolutionary way
through thinking in the world.4 It was philosophers who were the first to
conceive the once revolutionary idea of democracy, liberalism and socialism and who effectively helped to put it into practice when it had seized

The theses were published only posthumously in 1888 by Friedrich Engels: Friedrich Engels: Ludwig Feuerbach und der Ausgang der klassischen deutschen Philosophie. Stuttgart 1888, p. 69-72, transcript of the original manuscript (original
orthography) 1845, Marx-Engels-Gesamtausgabe Abteilung IV. vol. 3, Berlin 1998,
Pg. 19-21, in advance in: Marx-Engels-Gesamtausgabe (in the following: MEGA),
Moscow 1932. I hope that this beginning does not tempt the readers to put my
book aside at once. Also, the Christian social doctrine stands on the shoulders of
Karl Marx.
3

In his "Introduction to the Critique of Hegelian Philosophy of Law", Marx writes
in 1843/44: "… even theory becomes material violence as soon as it seizes the
masses. The theory is capable of seizing the masses as soon as it demonstrates ad
hominem, and it does demonstrate ad hominem as soon as it becomes radical. Being radical means getting to the root of the problem. But the root for man is man
himself". (MEGA 3: 385). Marx understands "revolution" not necessarily as a "violent overthrow", but as a qualitative change of social being and consciousness in a
short time. "Material Power" does not denote "violence," but "power of reality."
4
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the masses. They changed consciousness in such a way that, with some
delay, it led to a change in social (political, economic, cultural) existence.
It is the task of every philosophy to critically accompany the general consciousness of people in its change, to critically consider what exists and to
point possible ways into a "better future". Philosophy thus always has to
be critical and must never deal with the existing as something self-evident
nor permit that it be put into service by it.
The critique of the existing will always be a critique of language and begin
with it. The possibilities of thinking form the framework and thus the limits of philosophical possibilities. Thoughts are drawn above all from traditional language design. To transcend them is a task, but also a possibility
of any philosophy. The ideas of philosophical modernity were elements of
the "ideological superstructure" of existing social (economic and political,
cultural) relations. But they contained – as will be seen later – at the same
time the seed of their own downfall.
First, it is determined what – according to Chapter 1 – constitutes constructivist thinking, and then in Chapter 2 the question is answered as to
whether there is an ethics that is compatible with this approach to philosophical thinking and which one it is. Since this is not definitely to be biophilic, the history of biophilic thinking is brought in, here, into this context. Also in relation to the First and Second Enlightenment.5 Chapter 3 discusses elementary preconditions for the work with terms, notions, values
and value terms to avoid misunderstandings, at least to a large extent.

Cf. my book "The Second Enlightenment. Introduction to Constructivism", 2015,
2nd edition Hamburg 2016.
5
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Decisive elements of ethics as a "place where reality and realness meet" are
described in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 deals centrally with the "ethics of the
sciences" in order to then illuminate the connection between "faith and action" with a special philosophical view of the "ethics of theology" (chapters
5.3, 6 and 7). Chapter 6 with its focus on "JHWH is love" serves as a guide
and foundation to confront the basic elements of religious and Christian
faith with the relevant question in Chapter 7: To what extent is theology
biophilic? With the critical reflection of the "limits of ethical obligation" the
8th chapter finally leads over to Chapter 9 "To the ethics of social systems"
and to Chapter 10 "To the ethics of political action".
The ethics represented here introduces a truth criterion that can point the
way for all decision-relevant knowledge, will and action. It is of a helpful
relevance for everyday life as well as for the survival and life of all life.
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1 What is constructivism and what does it
mean?
The philosophy of constructivism calls into question some of the thoughts
and self-evidences of European philosophies. To compete against the established philosophical systems 6 requires some courage. If philosophy
wants to fulfil its mission to critically accompany human thought in its political, economic and cultural decisions, this claim must be fulfilled. The
philosophies of the past were not able to counter the eruptions of inhumanity in the 18th century, 19th and the 20th century. So, a radical new
beginning is necessary if philosophizing does not want to expose itself as
thinking for the sake of thinking.
The constructivism presented in this book does not claim that historical,
economic, political "facts" are constructed when they are testified to by a
number of independent and differently interested reporting people. As
soon as the facts enter into action-relevant knowledge, will, decisions, they
are merged with values, expectations, needs and/or interests. The rules of
conduct must be compatible with ethical norms. Constructivism can therefore only become relevant to action in the horizon of ethical guidelines.7
For this reason, the question of ethics in constructivism is of considerable
Here and in the following, the adjective "philosophical" does not designate a
property of the system, but the dominant interest that guided the system members
when they joined together to form an alliance. But also the dominating interest in
the present should determine the character of the system.
6

There may be philosophical systems that neither want to be nor are able to be
action-relevant. In this respect, they may say goodbye to the postulate of an ethical
responsibility of philosophical thought.
7
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importance. The departure from the past also calls for a new terminology.
Moderate constructivism8 distinguishes the reality that does not depend
on human cognition from the reality created by human cognition. The latter was developed collectively in the course of phylo-genesis. Since it is
common to all people, people uncritically assume that what is recognized
in this way is real. That this assumption is erroneous can hardly be denied
today.9
The subject of constructivism, however, is not primarily collective realities,
but above all individual ones.10 It assumes that every human being constructs his own world based on experience to a large extent himself. In such
constructions, certain experiences, interests, expectations, needs flow
through education and other environmental influences. Such influences,
however, mostly remain completely unconscious. In the course of time,

8

which assumes that mental constructs are the roots of reason.

There are a lot of constructs that seem to be common to all people. This commonality is based on the similarity of the cognitive faculties (senses, understanding)
developed in the course of evolution. Animals that are equipped with other organs
to perceive the real world developed other collective constructs. The world of a
water turtle, which has a sense for the perception of magnetic fields, will be constructed in a much more different way than that of humans. Humans tend to interpret animals and their world anthropomorphically.
9

The exploration of reality, which does not integrate to the contents of collective
effects may possibly be realized by theoretical physics. This exploration is all the
more problematic because our realities obey the "law of non-contradiction". The
logical law demands: "Nothing can be and be or not be at the same time under the
same consideration." We cannot think any differently than what this principle allows us to. But that does not mean that it is a law that also applies in reality. Already "under the same consideration" refers to human cognitive interest. But this
is an aspect of reality that does not necessarily refer to reality.
10
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such constructs are filled with emotions. Both the content structure as well
as the weighting of the contents of such constructs and their emotional
word meaning have a history. This is determined on the one hand by interests and values and on the other hand by the experiences experienced
and lived in the past.

1.1 What are facts – what are constructs?

Here, we will first focus on four pairs of terms, the observance of which is
important in order to understand the following correctly.
a) Distinguishing between Facts and Constructs
"Facts" are the facts that are given in reality, i.e. independent of any recognition, mostly ahead of it. "Factum" is here the name for real specifications
of recognition. They are therefore elements (facts or events) of reality. Facts
can be physical, psychological, and social. Physical facts include calendar
data, weather events and weights. Social facts include moral, ethical or legal norms, as well as epistemological theories (such as epistemological realism11 or the concept of constructivism), psychological facts include emotions, constructs, decisions, values, needs, life experiences … all of which
precede all present recognition.

The latter fails to recognize that the structures and functions of knowledge are
phylogenetically conditioned and thus by no means are designed to recognize reality, but at best to interpret and select reality in such a way that survival of any
species in nature is granted.
11
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b) The Distinction between generic constructs, collective constructs and individual constructs

Peculiar worlds are determined by common interests and expectations, by
the needs of a biological species, a social system or an individual of the
species "Homo", an individual human being, a person. They all create their
own worlds. The structures and functions of these peculiar worlds are phylogenetically or individually genetically determined and have the primary
goal of securing physical or social existence.12
c) The Distinction between Constructs of Equal Rights and Equal Values

"All constructs which do not demand or favor necrophilic (i.e. reducing
personal life) actions or decisions are regarded as having "equal rights".
Constructs of equal rights are distinguished again into ones of equal or unequal values. The value is determined by the values, ideas and interests of
a person or a social system. Both have the right and (if their structures and
functions are based on biophilia) the duty to regard their constructs as
Thus the worlds of an elephant, a monkey, a wolf, a shark or a flea, or of any
other being differ from one another. In the course of their phylogenesis, their sensory organs developed in such a way that survival in the respective a priori predetermined peculiar worlds seemed as secure as possible. For example, many
sharks, sea turtles and migratory birds have a sensory organ that enables them to
orient themselves with enough certainty in the earth's gravitation field. The social
characteristics of a convinced Bolshevik, a National Socialist and a Bantu or Inuk
can be very different. Their social systems are characterized by very different
structures andsanctions. These, however, determine which actions in the system
are evaluated and judged as system-compatible and thus as morally good.
12
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more valuable than those of another system or another person. In order to
secure this value, deepening and defending (but not attacking) actions are
ethically permitted, insofar as they are not necrophilic.
d) To Discriminate between Knowledge and Action Guiding Knowledge Requirements leads to Different Constructs

The selection of specifications of interest-driven recognition – i.e. to distinguish the essential of the unessential, the useful from the useless – determines the action relevance of what is recognized. The type and scope of
these selections are usually determined by genre, system or individual interests and values. This applies in particular to findings that are considered
relevant for action and the interest that generates them. Surely, there is also
an interest that merely guides knowledge, for example the search for something new, its recognition and interpretation. This "curiosity behavior" certainly has its ethical justification, because the"greed for the new" is the prerequisite for progress in knowledge, which can contribute to the biophilic
evolution of a system as a new recognition of psychological, social facts.
This applies in particular to the human desire to explain, for which the human species has its own cognitive faculty, that of reason. Its existence has
obviously given people a selection advantage and is ethically positive to
the extent that it is biophilic. This evaluation, whether ethically significant,
essential or accidental, largely determines whether recognition can be relevant to action or whether it is to be evaluated as "merely relevant to recognition". Therefore, it may be measured to distinguish knowledge-relevant
constructs from action-relevant ones. Constructs that "only" guide
knowledge often have a different function, a different structure, a different
value than those that are also required for modes of action.
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In the course of time, it is not uncommon for the structures that originally
only guided knowledge to have the chance to become guides of action –
although sometimes only after centuries.
The ethics of constructivism can be summarized in one sentence:

All constructs have equal ethical rights if they do not lead to
decisions that are incompatible with ethical norms.13

1.2 How constructs are created and how they change
People sometimes blame Constructivism to preach occasionally that it assumes that data are constructed from social, physical, historical circumstances. This may be the case for some of the facts claimed to be data, but
by no means for the majority. Constructivism, however, assumes that
many of these data, when they become action-relevant, 14 become constructs that are always determined by values, expectations, interests and
needs. Because they have always been interpreted into these horizons,
when decisions lead to action or omission of action, they are subject to the
norms of law, morality and ethics, all of which are aimed at assessing the

This does not mean that they also have equal economic, political, social and cultural rights. Moreover, every human being has the right to regard his constructs
as more valuable than those of others. This restriction applies to both individual
and collective designs.
13

Relevance for action can be given directly or indirectly. Thus, for example, the
one of most sciences is indirect. Their translation into action-relevant knowledge
and will is itself action-relevant (for example in various technologies).
14
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social compatibility of decisions. In the following, only the aspect of ethics
will be discussed.
At the age of two and three, a child tries to find out who he is.15 This question is first answered with the focus on "otherness as". In this differentiation from other people and other things, a frame construction is formed in
which everything else finds its place. In the course of life, this original
structure forms the framework for the self-construction, but also for the
many social constructs that arise over time.16 The earliest ones of the content structures generally remain in place for the rest of one's life.17
In the next two years of life, in which a child tries to answer the question
"What can I do?" under the social circumstances in which it matures, the
foundations of one’s self-confidence18 are laid.
The basic structure of a human being that develops in these years of life
largely determines his relationship to his own ability and its limits. Now

This presentation essentially follows the development theory by Erik Erikson:
"Childhood and Society", New York 1950 (German: Kindheit und Gesellschaft; Zürich 1957).
15

The first social construct is usually the construct: "I and Mother". The other social
constructs such as "family", "play-mates” … and up to the emotional and social
integration into large-scale systems, such as "nation", "company", "religious community".
16

This may justify the facilities of day-care centers because children can find there
optimal chances to see themselves opposite many other humans and to answer the
question about their respective selves more surely.
17

18

This only applies if in the first year of life the "basic confidence" was not shaken.
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the foundation is laid for what Teresa of Avila might have called "wisdom"
in the 16th century.19
By the age of five, the dominant interests, expectations, needs, the basic
value settings may even be defined. The foundations of morality are also
laid. The question: "What can I allow myself to do without being punished"
defines a large set of behaviors that are regulated by moral norms.20
These elements are modified in the following years of life, rearranged in
their importance and supplemented. The most important factors of such
extensions are life experiences, role models, learning by trial and error, and
the appearance of destructive conflicts.21 The conscious, pre-conscious and
unconscious interests that change in the course of a life time are of particular importance for the ensuing formation of the self-construction as well
as the most important social constructs.

The words are attributed to her, "Lord, give me patience, to endure what I cannot
change, the power to change what I can change, and the wisdom to distinguish
between the two."
19

In particular, the punishment of love deprivation becomes significant for a morally determined conduct later in life. However, it can later lead to mental disorders, which is why such punishments should not be practiced. They often result
in a rigid attitude towards what one is allowed to do and what one is not allowed
to do.
20

"Destructive" be the term for all the conflicts that cannot be dissolved as biophilic
by means of the methods that are available at the moment. They are an example
of a form of distance to reality. If this becomes conscious, such conflicts can be
helpful when it comes to achieving density of reality in recognition.
21
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a) The Role of Interests in Construct Formation
Since the interests are involved in a special way in the formation of permanent, but also situation-dependent structures, they have to be given special
consideration. Because and inasmuch all human cognition is (also) guided
by interests, but is also determined by expectations and needs, some considerations about the different types of interests are given, here, first:
There is a difference to be observed between:
- Conscious, preconscious and unconscious interests,
- existential and categorical
- habitual, situational and
- private and public interests.
Most of the interests guiding action are probably pre-conscious, i.e. they
are not conscious as interests at the moment of the decision, although they
are in themselves capable of being conscious in other situations. Unconscious interests, which have their place in the character structure of a person, are inaccessible for reflection, even of critical reflection.22

To determine extent and share in a person's psychological or social peculiarities
is at best the task of a therapy. This may always be appropriate if there is a wellfounded assumption that more frequent psychological and/or social conflicts have
their cause in a person's behavior.
22
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Existential interests are, for example, the safeguarding of intrinsic value
(narcissistic homoeostasis) or physical, psychological and social survival
in critical situations. Categorical interests are determined by the social,
psychological and physical situations with which they are associated. Habitual interests are based on the character structure of a human being. In
general, corresponding to them does not depend on the concrete psychological, social or financial situation, the quality of which they determine.
However, private and public interests determine a person's life. There can
be a significant conflict-laden difference between habitats. Thus, in the case
of the areas, the interests can diverge clearly from each other and suggest
very different decisions. The resolving of such conflicts should comply
with ethical norms.
b) The Share of Life Experiences in Construct Formation
The present of the past and the visualization of the past is by no means just
a topic of historiography or a topic that is important in the writing of a CV.
Every event of some significance leaves its traces and can become important in the present. No man is answerable for his fateful past,23 for it
was formed by his own decisions and that of other people; these are, because they can no longer be reversed, removed from ethical responsibility.
This in no way excludes the obligation to accept responsibility for any
damage caused and to do everything in his power to repair it.

However, it is possible that he is responsible for his actions in the past. Here, the
past can have an effect on the present, and this effect must be answered for when
it becomes apparent in action. The past is not a matter of remembrance or memory,
images can be forgotten. And not every oblivion is ethically excusable.
23
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The past brought into the present is always constructed. This applies to
both individual and collective representations of the past. As with all constructions, also into these (mostly unconscious Interests) enter, even if one
strives for one’s own "greatest possible objectivity". All "objectivity" always
lies in the subjectivity of a human being or a social system that constructs
its collective past. When life experiences enter into construct formation,
they are, when they become conscious, always descendants of the constructs of the individual and the collective past.24 These constructs are part
of the universal construct which a human being or a society makes of itself
and thus also of its own past. Presumably, there is only one criterion available to us for determining the density of reality of such constructs, such as
those about one's own life experiences and their meaning, and these are
destructive conflicts.
These are called "destructive", here, because they lead to destructive actions, and/or cannot be resolved constructively (i.e. biophilically, in the service of life). Destructive conflicts can be of a psychological and/or social
nature, such as individual conflicts, which can be translated into fears,
compulsions and depressions, or social conflicts that manifest themselves
in destructive action.
The interpretation and evaluation of one's own life expectations and their
density of reality must become an important topic of practiced ethics.
Ethically significant for the formation of a man’s constructs are also his
basic values. They also have their own history and are generally only
aware of it as elements of an overall structure. This leads to guidelines for

"Objectivity" is a cognition which adopts an "objective fact" as its own. This appropriation always means an integration into given constructs. The subjectivity of
the objective is a central insight of constructivism.
24
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socially relevant action: These are the given frames within which enemy
constructs or friend constructs play a role with the biophilic or necrophilic
occupancy of these constructs, but above all those of the self-construction.
It is important to bring the ethical claim of one's own values, which commonly have their origin in a distant past, (including the hierarchy of values) to consciousness as far as possible, because only the conscious ones
can be evaluated ethically.25
The distinction between subjectively constructed reality and objectively
preconceived reality is decisive for a considerate constructivist approach
to one's own (and sometimes also foreign) past. Human memory always
constructs the past. The illusory notion that there was an "objective past"
overlooks the fact that the past does not consist of "objective data" (like
documented events), but that it is always constructed from the interpretation and emotional occupancy of data, but above all from the constructed
"bridges" that connect these data and cement them into a unity.
Inconsistencies in the construction of the past can lead to a malformed perception of reality, but also to a destructive loss of the present. All the past
is interpreted and evaluated from the present. A destructive perception of
the present can even shift the construction of the past into fantasy.
From one's own experience and the experience of social systems, from their
history (which is mostly imagined in stories), come values and attitudes
that often go uncritically into construct formation as self-evident facts. In

This does not rule out the possibility that recurring destructive conflicts which
signal a dissolution in reality may make therapeutic treatment an ethical obligation.
25
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so far as they are or may become relevant for decisions directly or indirectly, they must be tested for their compatibility with ethical standards.26
Genetic specifications and the characteristic structure can also play an important role in the formation of constructs. Only if they take out or exclude
certain decisions from a person's freedom of decision are they ethically relevant to the decision making process.27
c) The Role of Social Systems and Socially Mediated Values in Construct Formation
People are social beings who organize and integrate themselves into social
systems. Social systems are long-term associations of a plurality of people
interacting with each other. 28 These interactions obey certain rules, provided that the system remains for some time.
In this way, system-typical language games are developed that allow the
danger of misunderstandings to be minimized.29 In addition, all social systems develop standards which, on the one hand, are intended to secure the

I will deal in more detail later on with the connection between the appropriation
of the values of a social system and the freedom of decision which underlies all
decisions which are supposed to exist before the Court of Ethics.
26

In this context, the following is relevant for Pseudo-Darwinism and the distortions of "human life worth living" that the First Enlightenment in its powerlessness
could not prevent.
27

Those systems are called 'primary systems'. Systems whose elements are primary systems, are named as secondary systems.
28

Secondary systems must also develop their own language play if they do not
want to contain the seed of self-destruction. The interactions of two secondary systems, such as two states, should also obey this rule. However, this rarely happens
29

29

structures and functions of the systems and, on the other hand, seek to increase the benefits of the system members. These system-specific standards
may be called "moral standards". In order not to question the system affiliation, all system members are expected to adopt these standards. This
raises the question, however, whether there are norms that apply to all
people across the boundaries of a social system, independent of all systemic requirements? To answer this question is the task of ethics.

in practice, so that misunderstandings are the rule. If this is not sufficiently understood, there may be significant destructive conflicts between such systems.
30

2 The Fundamentals of Ethics

Since all construct-forming factors are different from person to person,
each person constructs his own world. In order that such world-constructs
(usually called world-views) do not fall within the scope of arbitrariness30
and human togetherness, which always presupposes a certain understanding of the other person, becomes possible, it is necessary to find a criterion
for the understanding of the other which, on the one hand, is not subject to
arbitrariness and, on the other hand, can be accepted by as many people as
possible. Since every knowledge can be arbitrary, action alone can provide
information on which aspects of knowledge guide action. This raises the
question of whether there is an ethical maxim that can or could be common
to all human beings. This maxim can only be found in the area that evaluates action.
Values underlie all our actions. They are all at first also subject to arbitrariness.
Thus the question is posed whether there is a chance to relativize arbitrariness in such a way that a creative and productive, life-enhancing coexistence of people becomes possible.

"Any" does not mean anything arbitrary. In the constructivism, the word designates an objective, fateful specification that means only subject-transcending reality and its difference from subject to subject.
30
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Although all values guiding action at first, too, are also subject to the arbitrariness of recognition, it is possible to overcome this arbitrariness by
means of rational insight in the will, which is subject to some degree of
freedom. This is the place of human responsibility, insofar as freedom
comes into play. It is thus possible, by means of rational knowledge, to
bring the will that precedes action to responsible rules, and thus to subject
action to personal responsibility. To identify the rules of responsible action
is the noblest task of ethics. It is, therefore, necessary to find a kind of ethic,
which, if its maxims are followed, allows human personal life to increase
and unfold in the togetherness of human beings. Such a kind of ethic is
referred to in the following as the "Ethics of Biophilia"31

2.1 The History of Biophilic Thinking
Like all reflection on the foundations of human coexistence, the "ethics of
biophilia" also has a long history, which is outlined here in a short digression. It can be assumed that it is deeply rooted in human knowledge of the
dignity of life. It probably first came up in Hinduism and became the central theme of all religiosity in Buddhism.32 In Sansara (The doctrine of the

The word "biophilia" was first used with an ethic intention by Albert Schweitzer
(1875-1965). He used it to describe the "Respect for life."
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In Buddhism, "Buddha" designates every human being who "has been awakened" (bidhi). This is especially true for Siddhartha Gautama, who is therefore also
called "Buddha". In the 5th century B.C., he learned perfect wisdom (Prajna) and
infinite, yet distanced compassion (Karuna) with all living things. He had already
realized Nirvana during his lifetime and is therefore no longer bound to the cycle
of reincarnation (Samsara) according to Buddhist conviction. Nirvana may be understood as entering into the absolute Nu.
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"constant wandering" of life) life will never perish, but will be transformed
into something new and different when someone or something dies.
A focal point of the ethic that followed this concept of the "eternity of life"
saw the three forms of "mental pollution" that poison human life: greed,
hatred and self-conceit. Greed manifests itself in the craving for action and
ownership.
This greed is opposed by generosity and charity. Hatred is based on egoism, which places a person’s property in the material or spiritual pursuit
of possession into the center of his efforts. Delusion manifests itself in ignorance and within the limitations of one's own knowledge.33 The Karma
(in the teaching of Dharma) states that every thinking, wanting and acting
leaves its indelible traces behind and is therefore ethically responsible.
Whether inspired by the Buddhist teachings of life, or in reflection on its
own origin in the early Sanskrit of the Upanishads, Hinduism34, in the “Trimurti” also developed a theology according to which the divine presents

One may recall here Socrates’ wisdom: "I know that I do not know" and the
teaching of Yeshua, who praises the ignorant.
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The sometimes murderous dispute among the Buddhists regarded "as renegades which may have contributed to the downfall of the Khmer Empire (with
Ancor as its capital) in Cambodia, is likely to play only seldom any role today.
Jayavarman VII. (+ after 1206) was the first king to replace the hinduistically oriented kind of Buddhism which had already come to Cambodia in the 9th century
through the Srivijaya empire.
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itself in three forms. They are: Brahma (the Giver of Life), Vishnu (the lifekeeper) and Shiva (who takes life for the sake of life).35
In European thinking, the medical doctor, theologian, philosopher and organist Albert Schweitzer (+ on 4/9/1965 in Lambarene) was certainly familiar with elements of Hindu thinking, places the basic features of a reverence for life and the love of life in the center of ethical thinking. Life and
reverence for life become the program of his philosophy. 36 For him, the
concern of every philosophy is to work out a little more humanity. The
focus should be on the effort, but not succumbing to the temptation to interpret oneself as the meaning of all evolution and the "crown of creation",
which may lead people to regard themselves as masters and not as "brothers of all creatures". Only this confraternity secures the reverence of all life.
It is "recognized as self-evident and completely in accordance with the nature of man … The fact that we are thus progressing from the incomplete
to the complete humanity disposition and swear off the naïve inhumanity
in which we were still caught is a significant event in the spiritual history

In this interpretation of the Trimurti, I follow a Hindu clergyman who introduced it to me in a long conversation at the Temple of Indira on Bali in March
2002.
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"Thinking must strive to express the essence of ethics by itself. It comes down to
determining ethics as a devotion to life, motivated by reverence for life. The ethics
of respect for life, arising from inner coercion, is not dependent on the extent to
which it can develop into a satisfying outlook on life. It does not need to answer
the question of what the effects of ethical human beings on the preservation, promotion and enhancement of life can mean in the course of world events. It cannot
be misled by the consideration that the development and completion of life that it
is practicing, alongside the succeeding destruction of life that takes place at every
moment by the forces of nature – is almost out of the question. (Albert Schweitzer,
The reverence for life. Munich 102, 1338)
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of mankind. We feel delighted to be living in complete ethical knowledge.
… A humanity disposition is of world historical importance today." 37
Schweitzer: "Good is it to protect and promote life; bad is it to inhibit and
destroy life. Certainly, when we step out of our stubbornness, we are abandoning our estrangement towards the other beings, and are experiencing
and suffering with everything that happens around us of their experience.
In this characteristic trait we are truly human beings; in it we possess our
own, undetachable, permanently developable, self-orienting morality. The
reverence for life and experience of the life of other beings is the great event
for the world."38
In 1962, Schweitzer assumes in the quintessence of his philosophical thinking that when people think about themselves and their limitations, they
recognize each other as brothers who think about themselves and their limitations. In the course of the civilization process, the solidarity, which was
originally only related to one’s own tribe, is gradually transferred to all
people, including unknown people. In the world religions and philosophies, these stages of cultural development have been preserved. 39 This
reverence for life must become the issue of every ethic. "Thinking must
strive to express the essence of ethics in itself. Then a point is reached to
determine ethics as devotion to life, which is motivated by the ethics of life
… Ethics of reverence for life, arising from out of inner coercion, is not dependent on how far and how little it is able to come up with a satisfying

Ibid. 152. With these words, which he might have regarded as his will, Albert
Schweitzer ends his work. He is dating his words: "Lambarene, September 12,
1961."
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Ibid. 39.

A. Schweitzer, "The reverence for life – basic texts from five decades". Munich
1991.
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outlook on life."40 Biophilic ethics know that man is important for all living
things.41
Erich Fromm (1900-1980) was the first one to develop the basic principles
of an "ethics of biophilia" that met these demands.42 First, in 1964, in his
book "Die Seele des Menschen" (The Soul of Man), Erich Fromm wrote very
clearly: "The tendency to preserve life and to defend oneself against death
is the most elementary form of biophilic orientation and all living substance. Inasmuch as it is a tendency to preserve life and to resist death, it
represents only one aspect of the desire to live. The other aspect is more
positive: any living substance has a tendency to integrate and unite; it
tends to unite with different and contrasting entities and to grow according
to some structure. Unification and integrated growth are characteristic for
all life processes, and this does not only apply to the cells but also to feeling
and thinking"43.

Ibid. 32; 33: "The world, responsible for the ignorant egoism - is like a part living
in darkness: only on top of the heights there is brightness, everyone must live in
darkness, only one thing is allowed to come out and watch the light: the highest
being: man.
40

The history of mankind, in cosmic events, is just like the twinkle of an eye. It gets
its importance from every human being. And the human being is, cosmically seen,
only important for the human being. That is his grandeur, but it is also his momentariness.
41

In 1973, he designed it in its main features in his work "The Anatomy of Human
Destructiveness", which was published in German in the following year under the
title: "Anatomie der menschlichen Destruktivität".
42

Erich-Fromm-Gesamtausgabe (GA) Vol. II, p. 185; it further states: "not by force
and by tearing things apart, not by treating people in a bureaucratic manner as if
they were dead objects. Since he enjoys life and all its manifestations. He is not a
43
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Later, in 1973, in his work "Anatomie der menschlichen Destruktivität",
Fromm wrote: "Biophilia is the passionate love of life and everything that
lives; it is the desire to promote growth, whether it is a human being, a
plant, an idea or a social group. A biophilic human being would rather
build something new than preserve the old. He wants to be more, not have
more. He has the ability to wonder at something, and he prefers to experience something new rather than find the old things confirmed. He prefers
adventure to security. He has more the completeness in mind than just the
parts, more structures than summarizations. He wants to shape and exert
his influence through love, reason and example"44.
Because of the unusual significance of his work for the construction of an
ethic of biophilia, Fromm be also quoted in the wording:
"Biophilic ethics has its own principle of good and evil. Good is all that
serves life; evil is all that serves death. What is meant is the reverence for
life. Everything that is conducive to life, growth, preservation. Evil is everything that suffocates life, constricts it, and everything that dismembers
it. Biophilia is the passionate love of life and all living things: it is the desire
to promote growth, whether it is a human being, a plant, an idea or a social
group."45
In the context presented in the following, the word "biophilia" refers to a
term that is about human personal life in all its dimensions. This life and
the "love of life" become the issue and the center of an ethic. It is based on
passionate consumer of freshly packaged “sensations”." (see also: "Anatomy of
Human Destructiveness", Reinbek 24th edition. 2013, 411.)
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Erich Fromm-Gesamtausgabe (GA) Volume VII, p. 331.

Before that, he determines the character requirements that a man should bring
with him who tries to follow the norms of such an ethic.
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the principle of the personal life of the person, and as far as this is dependent on social systems for maintenance and development, the following
principle applies indirectly also to social systems, which can only be identified as biophilic to the extent that they enable a personal development of
life. Stable systems are thus, ethically speaking, never a purpose in themselves, but always arranged according to their purpose in view of the personal life of the people living in them.
This raises the question of the responsible cooperation of people. The
norms that regulate such a coexistence are – apart from those of morality
and law - those of ethics. Ethics is (presumably) the only instance which,
because it is beyond arbitrariness, gives away philosophy to secure a good
human coexistence. It transcends the realities that every human being creates for himself based on his psychological and social specifications and
his experience of social worlds, in order to meet the reality preceding all
recognition.
The confusion of constructed ("subjective") realities with given ("objective") realities leads almost necessarily to destructive conflicts. Such conflicts can question the very existence of humanity. If, for example, a politician of a great power with nuclear weapons were to be misled in this way,
it could mean the perishing of many millions of people. Since the first Enlightenment with its ideals could not eliminate such confusion, a Second
Enlightenment seems to have to complete its concerns for the sake of the
existence of mankind. The crucial shortcoming of the First Enlightenment
was its abandonment of the need to make its enlightened recognition be
followed by enlightened action. The first Enlightenment was about recognition, the second must be about action. The "Sapere aude!" "("Have the
courage to use your own mind!") must lead one’s own mind to realize that
it, too, can be involved in constructs, that is in realities that have little in
common with reality.
38

2.2 The First Enlightenment
2.2.1 Basics of the First Enlightenment
The First Enlightenment owed its emergence and recognition to philosophy, like almost all political, economic and social orientations that changed
the world. The most important representatives are above all: Immanuel
Kant (1724-1804), John Locke (1632-1704), Montesquieu (1689-1755), JeanJacques Rousseau (1712-1778) and Voltaire (1694-1778).
a) Immanuel Kant
Immanuel Kant determined which term denoted the word "Enlightenment." He identified it as the liberation of people from self-inflicted immaturity and urged them to make use of their own understanding.46 In addition, he designed a theology of knowledge that would become the basis of
modern constructivism. 47 He taught that all knowledge proceeds from
things. This knowledge affects all other ability of cognition.
The first of these is the order of what is known in juxtaposition (in space)
and in succession (in time), the formation of concepts by reason and the
formation of explanations by reason by means of a priori (prior to any
knowledge) forms. However, he assumed that these constructs were the
"Enlightenment is the exit of man from his self-inflicted immaturity. Immaturity
is the inability to use one's mind without the guidance of another. Self-inflicted is
immaturity when the cause of it lies not in the lack of understanding but in the
resolution and courage to make use of it without the guidance of another. Sapere
aude! Have courage to use your own intellect, is the motto of the Enlightenment"
(AA 8, 33 f.).
46

Immanuel Kant did not understand his "Critique of Pure Reason" as a draft for
epistemology, but to an ontology.
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same for all people and that therefore all would come to the same results.
In addition, in 1797 he developed in the "Foundation of the Metaphysics of
Morals" an ethic that emphasized the self-purpose of man and prohibited
man from being a pure means.48
b) Jean-Jacques Rousseau
In 1762, Rousseau published his theory of a society treaty49 and established
with this new treaty theory a draft of democracy, in which all citizens have
equal voting rights, and the masters owe their rule to the ruled ones (sovereignty of the people). The rulers are obliged to the "common good" (volonté générale) because and to the extent that it is aimed at the common
good.
c) John Locke
John Locke already sees in the "natural state" powers attributed to the individual, which he, however, hands over through the social contract,
namely to the executive and the federal powers. In the state, the legislative
and the prerogative powers are added. Locke understands federalism to
mean a power that makes decisions about alliances and thus about war

"Act in such a way that you can always see mankind both in your own person
as well as in the person of everyone else at any time simultaneously as a goal,
never merely as a means." (AA 4, 433).
48

Jean-Jacques Rousseau, "Du Contrat Social; ou Principes du Droit Politique”,
Amsterdam 1762. The assumption of such a "natural state" or "social contract" is
not to be understood as the naming of a historical event, but is a hypothetical assumption to explain existing structures and functions
49
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and peace, and the prerogative powers to mean power assigned to the executive branch, which also acts for the public good outside the law according to its own decision.
d) Montesquieu
Montesquieu further developed the theory of the separation of powers. He
recognized that freedom would only prevail if the legislative, executive
and judiciary were strictly separated from each other in a moderate system
of government. Otherwise the coercive power of a despot would be the
result.50 In 1797, Immanuel Kant, in his "Metaphysics of Morals", wrote:
"Thus there are three different powers through which the state has its autonomy, i.e. it forms and maintains itself according to laws of freedom and
makes reason binding through a categorical imperative". In order to prevent this, it was necessary for the power to set limits to power.
e) Voltaire
Voltaire's contribution to constructivist thinking can hardly be overestimated. Voltaire is rightly considered a "prophet of tolerance". The philosophy of constructivism tries to suit this concern by advocating and justifying the thesis that every human being constructs his world and that all
these world constructs are equal as long as they do not contradict ethical
norms. Since the philosophy of modernity did not develop an ethic that
did justice to the concerns of the First Enlightenment, it must be the central
cause of constructivism to secure such an ethic of tolerance and to understand it as an opportunity for the coexistence of all people in the most diverse economic, political, cultural and religious situations.

50

"The spirit of laws" ("De l'Esprit des Loix", Geneva 1748).
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In numerous writings, Voltaire designed the basic thoughts of an active
tolerance, which not only accepts the other's thinking, but also wants it and
thus promotes it.51 He considered it necessary to respect the opinion spread
in another social system just as much as one's own. This by no means meant
absolute arbitrariness for him. Above all, he advocates freedom of opinion
and that one must resist an intended intervention to assert one's own cause
with fire and sword. The much-quoted sentence: "I think your opinion is
wrong, but I would give my life for you to have it and to be allowed to
represent it" does not come from Voltaire, but it does reflect his attitude.
2.2.2 Successes and Failures of the First Enlightenment
The first Enlightenment was a time of departure from the many self-evident things that had persisted, some of which were still based on the thinking of the Middle Ages. The modern age with the discovery of new worlds,
the awakening of the sciences, the overcoming of scholastic philosophizing
required new political and economic guidelines. And in the First Enlightenment there was a revolutionary congestion of such new political and
economic orientations. At the beginning, there was the industrialization
with its reorganization of human work, which took the name "industrial
revolution" and did it all credit. Like all revolutions that qualitatively
change human coexistence, this change had to be put in order by ethical
rules.52 The prohibition of making man and his work a purpose, as formulated by Kant, was not heard. Revolutions always change moral and legal

Voltaire is rightly regarded as a prophet of tolerance. The humanization of humankind is not possible without tolerance. In fact, the First Enlightenment failed
because of this very lack of tolerance.
51

Thus the categorical ethics of ancient world and modern times could not solve
the problem of the incompatibility of work and family. People in this area of tension receive, if at all, help only from the legislator.
52
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standards in order to shield and secure the new ones against the old ones.
They are written against the "existing conditions", but do they also change
the ethical norms? Since the industrial revolution by no means produced
an ethic oriented to the new situation, it is obvious that this question must
be answered in the negative. This revolutionary reorientation forced a
change of being and consciousness, but in the new consciousness there was
no room for a new ethics. Like all revolutions, this one, too, had to be translated into new political structures that demanded a "new spirit of laws".53
On the threshold of a new epoch that may carry the name "digital revolution", the lack of ethics should not again lead to countless inhumanities.
a) The Successes of the First Enlightenment
The First Enlightenment covered almost all areas of social existence and
knowledge. The emergence of democratically constituted states in Europe
and North America and the development of social freedoms should be
mentioned here.
b) The Formation of Modern Democracies
European democracies have a long history. The Attic democracy in the 5th
century B.C., and since 930, the democracy of the Norsemen on Iceland
announce that "free citizens" want to have a say in their fate and do not
want to leave it to the discretion of the authorities.

This effort of the First Enlightenment has a long tradition: Already in the 3rd
millennium before the law, the oldest collection of laws handed down to us was
created: the "Codex Ur-Nammu". It emphasizes the equality of all citizens as a
fundamental right.
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In modern times, democratic practice began with the declaration of independence of the United States on July 4th, 1776: The representatives of the
13 founding states of the USA assembled in Congress adopted the declaration. It begins with the words:
„We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that
they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that
among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.”54
The self-evident equality of all people, however, has remained a dream rather than a real fact in the USA to this day.
The independence of the USA was followed by the French Revolution (beginning: 14 July 1789 with the storming of the Bastille; its end cannot be
predicted), whose ideas, however, were only developed under Citizen Emperor Napoleon III. during the Second Republic (1848-1852). The demands
of "freedom, equality and brotherhood" have since been regarded as the
slogan of the revolution. After all, it was already then thought that freedom
is only to be had if equality and brotherhood are realized. But this
knowledge, which has indeed its roots in the First Enlightenment, was
soon lost.
The ideas of the revolution seized most of Europe's states. It took the Congress of Vienna (1814-1815) to domesticate the achievements of the First
Enlightenment. John Locke's basic knowledge that democracy is only possible if only the rule of the democratically elected legislature applies was

"We consider these truths to be constituted: All men were created in the same
way, they were endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights: the right
to life, to freedom, and the right to strive for happiness.”
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rejected because it was difficult in practice, as they said. De facto, the needs
and demands of the executive power largely determined the legislation.
c) The Guarantee of Social Freedoms
The list of social freedoms suggests that they do not necessarily have anything to do with real freedom (the freedom of decision and will). Nevertheless, the state appropriated this word "freedom", and under its power it
often became a mere cliché without any ethical relevance. Social freedoms
include freedom of expression, freedom of the press, freedom of assembly,
freedom of association, freedom of religion.55 The gain in social freedom,
however, restricts the "actual freedom" which distinguishes man from
other living beings: namely the freedom of will and decision.56 Admittedly,
however, it is true that the freedom of will and decision inherent in human
beings can only be realized in social freedoms.
d) The Failures of the First Enlightenment
However, the concern of the First Enlightenment to replace the guardianship of "external thinking" with one's own thinking did not lead to an
emancipation of human thinking.57 Thinking could sometimes free itself
from authorities, but not from irrational interests and collective self-evi-

In the Federal Republic of Germany, the Art. II, 2,2 and 104 GG define and grant
such freedoms.
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Health insurance statistics show that neurotic disorders such as fears, compulsions and depression are increasingly diagnosed in our enlightened times.
56

This does not rule out that the thinking of the First Enlightenment was effectively realized within certain social systems and has survived to the present day.
Here, above all, many lodges of the "Freemasons" are to be mentioned.
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dences. The external authorities were replaced by internal authorities: constraints that were deeply rooted in the collective unconscious state of mind
could hardly be eradicated. What was the reason for such a failure of human action in the task of morally responsible co-existence and of regulating it through ethical norms?
The First Enlightenment was unable to develop such norms because it did
not have the power to question effectively ideas that had become self-evident. These include slavery, collectivism (such as fascism, Bolshevism, nationalism), racism (it led to the extermination of entire peoples, such as the
Tasmanians, to the decimation of others, such as the indigenous peoples of
America and Australia, the Armenians, the Jews, Roma, Herero), The universalization of wars (of the world wars), compulsive missionary work
(such as the export of democracy 58 to states that knew no separation of
powers, no equality before the law, all these are structural prerequisites for
the development of functioning democracies).
All this may prove the failure of the humane concern of the First Enlightenment. What might be the reason? It seems obvious to look for it in the
lack of some "enlightened ethics". In order to remedy such a deficiency, it
is useful to distinguish ethics and ethical life from morality.
Ethical standards apply unconditionally. They are based on the existence
of human beings, because and to the extent that they are entitled to dignity
which cannot be taken away from or even diminished by norms and rules,

The attempt to export democratic ideas to countries in which the separation of
powers is not guaranteed will always fail, even though such export attempts claim
to make other people happy, but above all freer. The terrible assumption that one
can make others happy by exporting one's own happiness is a hubris hardly to be
overbid.
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by the self-understandings of a social system securing the existence of people, or by any situations.
Moral norms are generated by the social system, its structures and functions. Violating them is usually socially punished.59 Norms of sexual morality, norms which regulate the social obligation of private property,
norms which regulate the permissibility of the execution of the death penalty are categorical norms. Its scope is the social system which generated
them. Norms of ethical life are all moral norms insofar as they do not contradict ethical norms.
Traditional ethics were based on the assumption that all human beings essentially recognize the same thing and that the recognized (in terms) is
stored in memory in a similar way (cognitive realism). These terms are assigned different words in different languages (conceptual realism).60 Both
assumptions turned out to be wrong.

Such punishments may be: Reduction of recognition, of prestige, of influence,
but also the attribution of guilt. It is not uncommon for moral norms to become
legal norms, the violation of which is then punished with severe penalties including imprisonment.
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Some cultures, such as those of Japan or China, created written languages in
which a character represents a concept (i.e. a memorial mark). This made it possible to communicate in writing across language barriers. The spoken languages developed in most cultural regions, in which a letter represents a vowel or consonant, are culturally inferior to the languages of written concepts.
60
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2.3 A Second Enlightenment
Why do we need a Second Enlightenment?61 The critical philosophy of the
"Frankfurt School", postmodernism and constructivism are to be understood as a reaction to the failure of the ideals of the First Enlightenment. Its
noble targets: The liberation of thought from self-inflicted immaturity
(against all beliefs of authority), the rule of the people (and not of the nobility or the clergy) and social freedoms did change social conditions and
consciousness.
However, they were not able to realize the underlying goal of all this: to
achieve more humanity. How could this happen?
The first step is to find an answer to the question: Which facts make it necessary to answer the problems of our time anew with the draft of a new
ethics?
Critical theory and postmodernism questioned the "achievements of the
First Enlightenment", but they did not develop an ethic that allowed the
deficits of the First Enlightenment to be explained and thus overcome.
However, the point would be to lead the negation of negation (the failure
of the First Enlightenment) on into some new position.
First, the negation be introduced: The failure of the First Enlightenment
before the claim of the "normative power of the factual" as it presents itself
in politics, the economy and in many areas of culture. First and foremost,
reference should be made to the economization of all values. The political,
social, pedagogical, sometimes even religious values are, as it were, judged

Cf. Rupert Lay, The Second Enlightenment, Münster 2015, New edition Hamburg 2016.
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by a court of last instance, which does not admit any objection and are reduced to the economic success of the values prevailing in a social system.62
The economic globalization associated with this economization reinforces
this tendency and demands it.

Critical theory and constructivism represent and defend the value of the
individual, in contradiction to any global economization.63 But only constructivism, translated into practice, secures the dignity of every human
being.64

The word 'social system' designates any association of people which has been
established for some time. Private and professional partnerships, parties, boards
of directors and supervisory boards of companies, national peoples and people
living in a system that can be classified as an international association (such as the
UN or NATO) form a social system of the first or second kind. (The latter are social
systems whose elements in turn are social systems.) Social systems often form a
kind of rationality of their own. They create their own language games and with
them their own order of values and non-values. They develop structures that direct the functions of the system internally and externally. Such systems form collective constructs that define moral norms. Collective constructs can become collective phantoms if they immunize themselves against any interference with their
norms.
62

In some respects, constructivism can be regarded as a philosophy, which continues the concern of Critical Theory, although most representatives of this theory
seem to reject constructivism vehemently.
63

When asked what the expression "the dignity of the human person" means, there is
hardly ever an adequate answer. Christian theology mostly refers human dignity
to the godly likeness of man. Pico della Mirandola (1463-1494) made a first attempt
to detach himself from such a determination at the beginning of the modern age
64
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It is important not to let him fall prey to the economization described
above. The constructivist perspective ensures that every human being who
constructs his own world has a subjective right to such individualization
of the hierarchy of values, as long as this individualization does not lead
to a behavior that contradicts the norms and demands of ethical life65. Constructivism, with some justification, claims to be a continuation of the ideals of the First Enlightenment by "abolishing" them.66

In order to achieve this goal and to be able to live up to this claim, it is
necessary to have understood and accepted the difference between objectivism and reality as demanded by constructivism. Both is not quite easy,
because we humans mostly avoid questioning what we knew of (the "objective") even independently of our recognition (as "real"): "The world is as
it is recognized," is regarded as self-evidently true. Constructivism modifies: "My world is as I recognize it."
The difference between subjective reality and objective (= knowledge-independent) reality is not present in general consciousness. This may be due

in his only posthumously published work "Oratio de hominis dignitate". It is the
position of man in the world and his freedom of will that constitute his dignity, he
explained. He overcame the medieval idea that human dignity was based solely
on the image of God.
"Morally-acceptable" is a life orientation and the behavior and the actions following this orientation, if it does not contradict the ethical norms which can still
be discerned in the following. The meaning of the word, however, changes from
society to society, often even from situation to situation.
65

The "lifting up" is understood here as the preserving and raising on a higher
level.
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to the fact that many facts are perceived in the same way by all people and,
because they are not questioned by anyone, are accepted as real.
Human knowledge is based on three sources:
the sensory knowledge,
that of the mind and
that of reason.67
These three ways of recognition create their own objects according to the
peculiarity of their structure and function. The sensory recognition is the
basis of all other recognition.68 When several situations are recognized by
the senses as similar, the mind recognizes what they have in common and
makes it the content of a mental mark,69 a general term which combines
those similar situations into a set and thus brings them under one term.

In the phylogeny of mankind, our sensory insights did not develop towards the
knowledge of the facts, as they exist independently of our recognition, but in such
a way that we had optimal chances of survival to continue to exist in the world of
the real things and facts.
67

"Nihil est in intellectu, quod non sit prius in sensu," said Thomas Aquinas in his
writing "On the Truth" (De veritate II, 3). G. W. Leibniz formulated the exception:
"except the understanding itself", "nisi intellectus ipse".
68

This is what we think and mean when we form the memorial mark (that is, the
term) "rain", water drops that fall in some variety to the earth. In German we call
the term with the word "Regen". French designates the same term with the word
"pluie", English with the word "rain", Spanish with the word "lluvia", Turkish with
the word "yakmur". The term means almost the same in all languages.
69
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However, some of the facts brought into one term in this way need to be
explained. For example, the blushing of the cheeks may be explained by
feelings of shame. These feelings elude sensual perception, but explain
such perception. Such explanations may have their origin in one's own experience.
The explanation is then given by a cognitive faculty that can be called "empirical reason". However, there is also a number of facts that cannot be explained by drawing conclusions from one's own experience. “Creative reason" is required, here. It develops concepts of the one reason that can be
understood as primal concepts, since they are formed by almost all people
in almost all cultural areas without direct empirical reference and are typical of language games. Thus, the term "soul" can be formed to explain that
in the living organism, cells and organs communicate with each other in
such a way that the bionic system can show vital functions.70

Even Thomas Aquinas and the Council of Vienne (1311-1312) assumed that the
soul as the cause of information secures the coordination of the organism's effective processes.
70
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3 About Terms

In addition to the lack of distinction between objectivity and reality, it was
the undifferentiated conceptual theory of the First Enlightenment that denied her wide areas of critical recognition. Especially concepts of the type
"Inbegriff" and "Urbegriff" were common, but were hardly critically reflected.
a) Concepts
Concepts are concepts that have other concepts (i.e. no empirical characteristics) as their content. Among the concepts constructed by the mind are
those named by words such as "justice" or "freedom". All embodiments receive their semantic meaning only in the context of their construction.71 But
the consequence of this is that understandable meanings are assigned to
them only in context.
The combination of the terms brought together in them depends on the
language game and the dominant interests and values as well as the emotional imprints of their use. They are therefore always in danger of falling

Thus, the word 'justice' has a different meaning when it refers to justice between
persons or between social systems, or when it refers to the relationship between
social systems and persons and between persons and social systems. In all these
respects, emotional imprints also have an influence. If the partners of a justice reference are indifferent to each other, if they to be described as liking each other or
hostile to each other, the word names very different terms.
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into demagoguery. Communication between people of different social systems can be considerably more difficult since each system develops its own
language games and thus assigns different meanings to the concepts.72
b) Fundamental Terms
Among the original concepts constructed by reason are concepts of facts
which cannot be explained by the means of understanding. A distinction
must be made between primary concepts that directly explain empirical
facts and those that cannot fall back on empirical data. The latter are 'concepts of pure reason'. The former include the words "dignity" (to explain
the uniqueness of each person) or "information" (to explain data transfers
that combine a plurality of biological units into a biological system with
completely new qualities that cannot be explained by the mere addition of
singular properties). Here the term denoted by the word "cause of information" may play a role. Causes of information, for example, generate a
people from a multitude of insects, a swarm from a multitude of bees or
birds, which shows an intelligent behavior that transcends the intelligence
of each individual member of the swarm or people.73

Most constructivist-oriented approaches to a theory of concept formation deal
with empirical or general concepts. The theme of this treatise, however, are the
embodiments and original concepts that can be accepted as constructs even by
most of the philosophies committed to conceptual realism.
72

As examples of such swarm intelligence, grass-cutting ants are reported here.
They build corridors and caves some meters deep into the earth. In these caves,
they cultivate mushrooms, which provide food for them. They "feed" these mushrooms with grass strips, which they transport into their dens. They construct a
complex ventilation system to remove carbon dioxide, which is produced in the
metabolism of fungi and animals. The rationality of such a construction exceeds
73
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This also includes the term named by the word "God", which is formed to
explain that something exists at all. 74 Primal terms are not seldom abused
demagogically; their semantic and emotional meanings are also specific to
language games.
All ethically relevant terms are embodiments or primal terms. They value
actions and are therefore concepts of value. Such concepts are, because
they cannot be assigned to direct empirical experience, constructs of understanding or reason. These constructs are constructed very differently
from person to person, from society to society, from one historical situation
to another. The following rule then applies:
What is recognized is integrated into what was previously recognized in
such a way that an image is created which is as coherent as possible, and
which allows what is old to come together with what is new in one unit
(thus creating a "system of knowledge").
Thomas Aquinas formulated in his "Tractat über die Wahrheit": "Whatever
is perceived is perceived in the way of the perceiver.”75 This insight could,
however, be not to be generally accepted. The acknowledgment that every
human being and all the more every social entity – whether state, society,
that of any other animal. It can probably only be explained by some cause that
causes the basic causal activities of the different individuals.
One could here think of the "contingency proof” for the existence of God. It says
that all contingents, that is, everything that can principally also be non-existent,
cannot have itself as a cause, but requires a cause that is not contingent.
74

For this statement valid for all thinking with a claim to be true (i.e. with the congruence of thinking with reality) he found the formulation: "Quidquid recipitur in
aliquo est in eo per modum recipientis, et non per modum suum" (De veritate q.12,
a.6., arg., 4).
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church, marriage - can perceive (and as a rule also do perceive) real facts
very differently would have prevented many a disaster that human beings
do to human beings in the name of truth. People tend to understand their
knowledge as recognition of reality. They assume (wrongly) that they have
"true knowledge" and therefore formulate statements with a claim to truth.
So far, all ethics have not been able to remedy this situation.
Most European philosophers erroneously (because empirically falsified)
assumed that people perceive facts in almost the same way. The nature and
content of perception is, however, also determined by what was previously
perceived, by values, needs and interests. All these factors create, mostly
unconsciously (not capable of consciousness) or pre-consciously (conscious only in certain situations), apparent self-evidences, which can no
longer be coherently combined with reality.
The concept, which is formed by abstraction of what is known, depends on
the elements, which are available when the term is formed ("term system").
Only constructivism was able to make it clear that the (logical) images that
people make of what they perceive are very different or can be very different.76 Thus each person creates his own world, and each social system its
own realities.

Thus Ludwig Wittgenstein (1889-1951), who is regarded as the founder of a constructivist-oriented philosophy, formulated in 1921 (presumably under the impression of the different interpretations of the real world by the war opponents of
the First World War) in his "Tractatus logico-philosophicus": "We form a picture
of the facts. The image presents the situation in a logical space, the existence and
non-existence of facts. The image is a model of reality" (§ 2,1). What Wittgenstein
calls "reality" is today mostly called "reality", and the image derived from what is
real is called objectivity.
76
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c) About Language Play
Each social system trains its own language games. The term "language
game" usually refers to a linguistic utterance that is used within a certain
situation. Language games differ above all in and through the semantic
and emotional meanings of the concepts used in language games. Social
systems find their limits and thus their identity especially in the meanings
that they give to these concepts and the importance they attach to them.
That raises the question: How can people communicate with each other to
reach a consensus? A reality consensus presupposes
- that all those involved in reaching a consensus have mastered the language game77,

Obeying this condition is by no means a matter of course. The number of language games often leads to a problem to be solved that will be formulated by all
participants in the solution attempt in an all-dominant language game. The language game can change in an attempt to find a solution, depending on the area of
fact that reaches the language level. The joint mastery of one and the same language game, however, is a prerequisite for achieving a real consensus, which can
deviate greatly from a verbal consensus. The conclusion from a verbal consensus
to a real consensus can, if the decision leads to actions, lead to considerable confusion and mutual accusations of not abiding by agreements.
77
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- that they are in a position to recognize all subjective prejudices, interests, previous experiences, needs, expectations as subjective and to relativize them prior to the claim of reaching consensus.78
So there should not be a question of "being right" or "asserting oneself". A
reality consensus can only be found in interaction, in which actions accompany the words.
The success of action alone provides information about the density of reality of recognition and comprehension that precedes and determines action.
From a constructivist point of view, the mistake of most epistemological
theories and the theoretical and practical considerations based on them
was that one could justify knowledge through knowledge and secure its
content.

3.1 About Terms and Words
The distinction between thought marks, which are usually called "concepts", and language signs, which bear the name "words", "sentences", is
essential for constructivism. Words are names of terms. It should be noted
that although people think material in words, they formally mean the
terms named by the words.79

Philosophy also did develop idealistic theories, but these never reached general
consciousness and never became action guiding for people or relevant for the establishment of language games and thus for the construction of social systems and
the self-evidences applicable in them.
78

General comprehensibility presupposes that the parties have one and the same
language game. One may doubt whether there is such a thing as a "collective" language game (= understandable to all people and controlled by them) in the sphere
79
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The problem with many ethics is that they are often formulated in value
words and use value words that do not comprehend anything determinable and generally understandable.80 The language of ethics thus requires
its own justification. It is not primarily about facts,81 but about a purpose.
The application of ethical maxims and rules, however, takes place in the
language of facts.82 On the other hand, however, constructivism is a theory
of concept formation. In this respect, concepts of value, too, must be
checked for how and under what circumstances they are constructed. Human thinking happens in words, but the words are, as I said, names of
terms.
If the differentiation of terms and words is ignored or not realized at all,
this can lead to language slovenliness with consequences that are hardly
ethically justifiable. If one speaks of "Germany" and means the football
team of the "DFB e. V." by that, if one speaks of "technology" and thus calls

of validity of ethics. Language games always imply only morals typical of the system.
Thus words such as "charity" or "happiness" often remain without semantic content. Yeshua tried, according to the testimony of St. Luke’s biography (16, 20-31),
to give a semantic content to the word "charity" in the parable of the Samaritan
(often despised by the Jews) and Lazarus. Our neighbor in the Biblical sense is
always the one who is in need.
80

Facts are objects that behave in a particular and determinable way to other objects. Ethics does consider the actions and behavior of people towards each other
- yet not in a factual, but in a personal relationship.
81

Facts are things that precede human actions or are generated by them. The first
type includes interests, expectations, needs, emotions, insofar as they are or can be
relevant to action. The second type includes all things that affect or can affect our
senses.
82
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"technical things", if one makes important relationship words reflexive,83
then this is not only mental comfort, but can also, for example, lead to attitudes of thinking in sports performances through the emotional occupation of the words, which can have consequences that are hardly justifiable
in action.84 That is certainly nothing new. "Bread and games" already distracted the Romans from everything important (e.g. from all questions of
The "I’m saying thanks" replaces the "I thank you"; the "I apologize" replaces the
"I ask for forgiveness"; so thanks and regret become pure phrases and expose the
one who uses them as a person who in reality wants anything but to thank or
apologize.
83

The abuse of the nationalization of sporting successes leads to the strangest and
at the same time most dangerous manifestations of nationalism.
84

(1) We are someone again" became the slogan for the victory of boxer Max Schmeling (1905-2005). On June 19, 1936, he won in New York against the "non-Aryan"
"brown bomber" Joe Louis, who, although not yet world champion, was considered unbeatable at that time. Most Germans forgot that "their Max" was knocked
out in the first round after 144 seconds in the rematch against Joe Louis. The outcome of the First World War was dismissed as irrelevant in connection with this.
Why didn't the "national self-awareness" organize itself around the fact that Max
Planck in 1928, Johannes Stark in 1919, Albert Einstein in 1922, Johannes Frank
and Gustav Hertz in 1925, Werner Heisenberg in 1932, Erwin Schrödinger in 1933
won the Nobel Prizes For physics? Would National Socialism also have become
the dominant ideology of the Germans if identification with the Nobel Prize winners had been dominant?
(2) The DFB football team defeated the Hungarian team in Bern on 4 July 1954. A
doping suspicion could not be denied, as some players fell ill with hepatitis B after
a dose of a substance administered with a single syringe needle. The victory of the
football team made us forget the catastrophic outcome of the Second World War.
- Even Knaur’s "German Dictionary" (Munich 1985: 691) states: "A national team
is a selected team representing a nation in international sports competitions"
(quoted from Wikipedia "National Team", accessed 15.3.2017).
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the political affairs). Finding answers to the political requirements was left
to the political core, who rather followed their own interests than those of
the people it represented.85 Since Juvenal (around 100 A.D.), this has apparently not changed – again a blatant failure of the First Enlightenment.
a) On the Formation of Terms

At the beginning of all recognition stands the sensory recognition. With
Immanuel Kant 86 , it is assumed here that real material facts 87 affect the
senses. These affections are processed and arranged in forms which are
common to all human beings and are ahead of all recognition. Through
them what is sensually recognized is structured in space (to opinions) and
time (to appearances).88 The intellect directs itself to what appears in this
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"Panem et circenses." This word of Juvenal is still worth considering today.

86

In the Treatment of Transcendental Aesthetics in the "Critique of Pure Reason”.

All facts are "material" which can be recognized by direct knowledge from the
senses. Immaterial", here, means facts such as feelings, needs, expectations, valuations ... which can at best be deduced from material facts by means of practical
reason, for example from the extrapolation of one's own experience or through
acquired processes combining material and immaterial facts.
87

"Space" and "time" are thus by no means real facts existing in themselves, but a
priori forms of cognition. Aristotle taught: Space is the "immediate, immovable
boundary of the encompassing" (Phys. 212 a). Time is "the number of movement
with regard to 'before' and 'after'" (Phys. 219 b). Only the expansion of real things,
which are ordered in space, is real; time orders what is continuous to a succession.
88
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way and brings it (by means of categories89) to the concept.90 Facts do in
this way become objects of recognition.91 With the help of all recognition,
people thus construct insights that they call concepts, formal structures
that are ahead of all recognition. Kant was of the opinion that all people
come to very similar knowledge contents and that, therefore, their terms
had to be very similar in content and scope.92

Categories are forms of reason that precede recognition. They can be understood
as "tools of thinking".
89

According to Kant, terms are constructs of our intellect, which are, however,
formed in the same way by all humans. Constructivism calls this similarity into
question for many concepts. There are terms which are equally peculiar to all human beings because of their common phylogenesis. Analytical psychology assumes
that such elementary concepts, which are common to all human beings, are hidden
in the "collective unconscious".
90

Categories are terms that are "associated with apparitions, therefore the Nature,
as the epitome of all appearance … and prescribe laws a priori" (Immanuel Kant:
Kritik der reinen Vernunft, B 164). Kant derives the twelve categories from twelve
possible forms of judgment. He distinguishes categories of quality (reality, negation, limitation), quantity (unity, multiplicity, omniscience), modality (possibility,
existence, and necessity), relation (substance – accident, cause-effect, interaction).
One or more of these categories are given to what was observed by means of the
mind in order to constitute the object of knowledge. Constructivism deviates from
Kant's specifications in this matter. The latter assumes that the categories can – but
do not have to – correspond to real specifications. So, it is quite possible that they
are only ascribed to real objects of knowledge. Constructivism also offers a criterion for determining the density of reality when it comes to identifying the relevant factors. This is the biophilic success of the action.
91

It should be noted that even the medieval scholasticism knew about the relativity of recognition, which leads to different results with each person. Thus, in 1266,
Thomas Aquinas formulated: "Whatever is perceived is perceived in the way of
92
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The constructivist dissociates himself from this assumption. He assumes
that every human being constructs his own world, the framework of which
is formed by concepts that – and this applies especially to concepts that
imply interests or values – can be very different from person to person semantically in terms of content and scope. Terms depend on life experiences, education, social environments, interests, values and concrete application situations. This applies even more in the event that facts are to be
weighted or evaluated.
The individual terms formed in the manner described can now be extended by the individual to a larger set of factual terms. Our mind allows
us to form such general terms that are related to a class of facts and to name
each individual thing which is assigned to that class. But how do such general terms come about?
Here, two conflicting theories face each other.
- The first one assumes that the human mind is capable of understanding
the individual thing and thereby its essence and to recognize this essence in circumstances in which the same essence is involved ("conceptual realism").
- The second assumes that facts which are identical in many respects, i.e.
which possess similar characteristics (which become the content of the

the perceiver" [Quidquid recipitur ad modum recipientis recipitur". (S. Theol. 1a,
q. 75, a. 5)] and: "What is known is in the knowing person, in the way of the knowing person" [Cogitum … est in cognoscente secundum modum cognoscentis"
(Summa Theol. I, q. 14, a. 1, ad 3).
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term), are combined to form a class. That class, the name of which is the
general term, represents the extent of the facts covered by the term.93
The first theory leads, consistently thought, to a "philosophy of essence",
the second, among many other philosophical approaches, to constructivism.
b) About the Names of Terms
Concepts are thought contents, elements with which thinking takes place
and which (can) receive meaning and evaluation in thinking, especially in
that of after-thinking. The question is how to make them communicative
with each other. The most important instrument that people use to share
their thoughts with other people and to get into an exchange of opinions is
to use the language of the word. Elements of this language are words. But
how are words and thought content related to each other? How is the
translation of thinking into communicating done? The simplest and most
plausible theory assumes that when people acquire a language, they learn
to translate their thought content into words in such a way that the terms
and their connections to thoughts are given a name and become communicable.
In the background, historically seen, the question lurks whether the general thing that constitutes the content of general terms is something real or
not.94 For most philosophers, the problem was only that of conceptualization. How words and concepts relate to each other, how terms are assigned
This theory is commonly referred to as "nominalism". The word, however, is
misleading because nominalism is a theory about naming a concept by a name.
93

Constructivism assumes that although real classes of facts, which share a defined set of characteristics, are given to recognition, but they are not given to constructed concepts, which can vary in content and scope from person to person. It
94
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to words and how words can carry words was not a philosophical question. Apparently, to overlook this had its reason in an identification of concept and language, of comprehension and speech.
c) On the Ethical Meaning of Words of Value
Valuing words exist in almost all areas of human coexistence, which try to
value this coexistence qualitatively95. The dimensions of coexistence can be
political, economic, cultural, moral, and religious. They each create their
own value words. Of special importance are those words which are to be
decisive for all kinds of human coexistence.96 These are the value words of
ethics, which with their norms try to value and determine every human
coexistence. Since values have been economized in almost all other areas,
it is all the more important to establish ethics as a discipline whose value
words elude this erosion of the humane.
All value words have a history and a destiny. They by no means name the
same term at all times.97 Does this also apply to the value words of ethics?

is a task of all sciences to minimize the potential range of variation by means of
definitions. But the meanings of the words that denote terms are at best almost
synonymous only in one and the same language game and the social system thus
defined within its boundaries.
The ethics presented here assumes that the decisive quality is the sustainable
preservation and development of one's own personal life and that of other people.
95

That there is such a regulating order of values and one that transcends all other
values will be beyond doubt, for all other values do not ensure humane coexistence of people and their social systems.
96

A To give a classic example, there is the word "person", which in Christian antiquity referred to an ontological term that allowed one to speak of a three-person
97
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Here the question arises: How do value words come to the term? Words of
value (such as "person", "freedom", "justice", "dignity", "faithfulness"), but
also words that demand a semantic conceptual filling (such as "conscience"), often remain without a term, although they are usually learned
and used quite early, or arrive at becoming a term much later.98
The term that the words name will only generate a term in the course of
temporal forming according to characteristics of content and scope that
makes ethically responsible action possible. The acquisition of the term is
largely dependent on the use of the word in social systems, in which a person was socialized. The action practice that determined the action of people in these systems is a prerequisite for their values to be internalized, and
for the value words to be given their action-evaluating and action-guiding
function. Here it may become clear that all social systems that expect or
even demand that a person adopts their values require that these values
are also lived by the persons acting as system representatives. Considered
with ethical intent, the unity of language, thought and action is given its
meaning.
In this context, reference should be made to the failure of many social systems that are responsible for ethical education. Families, day-care centers,
kindergartens, religious education ... often provide this task with irresponsible carelessness. It should be borne in mind that ethical education (like
God. In modern times, however, the word designates a psychosocial unit. The uncritical adoption of the word would lead to the representation of a Christian tritheism.
The term represented by the word 'conscience' is only rarely used with a meaning. The word degenerates into a pure cliché that transports emotions at best. The
"reference to knowledge" often turns into a mere apologetic phrase, but not really
one that does away with any guilt.
98
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presumably every other education) is not done through words (admonitions, punishments), but through exemplary action.
Ethics and their value words, which do not prove to be action-guiding
when in action, are ethically irresponsible because they claim to regulate
some reality without living up to this claim. The lack of responsibility is
reflected in the failure in the practice of life especially in social systems. It
is for that reason that the attempt is made here to bring the word to the
concept.
Social systems are systems that bring together living beings and thus cause
them to take over certain functions there. In order to be transmitted in the
real world, information must be transferred to a material medium. This
carrier (of "signals") may be of a physical or chemical nature. The information thus transferred from "ideality" to reality coordinates the functions
of causes of action. Since "intelligence" - understood as an instance that is
capable of bringing causal processes to a system optimal functioning - is
responsible for the choice and sequence of causes of action, the consequence can be that the system as a whole acts more intelligently than could
the intelligence of each individual system element. System intelligence
functions in biological systems (schools of fish or birds, states of ants or
birds) as a "swarm intelligence".99

Already Aristotle assumed a cause of form in his theory of causes, which coordinates the causes of material. Aristotle thus became the founder of
hylemorphism. The material world, as that from which something arises, offers a
chance to what is coming into being the chance to be or not to be. But in order to
imagine something real, matter needs form. This form is "immortal" because it is
not necessarily connected with anything, because mortality always presupposes
the decay of what is composite. It makes sense to understand this cause forming
material as the cause of information.
99
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The word "social systems" designates, as already mentioned, associations
of people that have been established for a certain period of time. They arise
(often via socio-dynamic mechanisms) through a direct or indirect interaction of a number of people. Their interactions happen, if they are of a linguistic nature, through words (as material carriers of concepts) and
through word sequences (as material carriers of thoughts).
Every social system is unique in its present state. It is defined by the type
and content of the system-typical interactions. Although designed to last a
while, it is subject to a certain dynamic of growing collective interests, expectations and valuations. This dynamism is required above all by the
complex environmental situations in which systems are implemented. The
uniqueness of the system requires, in order to come to itself and to preserve
itself, the formation of a systemic language game, whose main features are
actively and passively mastered by all its members. 100 Language games
form the bridges that allow the structures of the system to function. Structures determine the exploitation, processing and allocation of information.
Information is generated, destroyed (because "unusable", "unimportant" or
"incomprehensible"), evaluated, weighted and selected.
When people process information, they make decisions either to act or not
to act. Since this information is usually not sufficient to make an optimal

Insight in itself is quite trivial, since all social systems (not only those whose
elements are humans) require interactions between the system members so that
they understand each other, i.e. in order to enable systematic and system-preserving interactions and their consequences of action.
100
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decision, most decisions are made with uncertainty with regard to all consequences. This uncertainty is the reason for freedom in decision theory.101
Since it takes place in the subjective reality of the decision maker, one can
talk about "real freedom."
In a "real freedom" 102 that is independent of internal or external information, no decision can be made in this way. Such real freedom, however,
is the postulate of every ethics presupposing freedom of decision; because
ethics demands responsible decision-making, and responsibility must be
individually attributable.103 But real freedom also has its limits; limitless
freedom is a fiction. Such limits can be set by political, economic, religious,
but above all also by psychological requirements. The latter are often overlooked. Not only constraints, fears, depressions limit freedom, but also the

Surely this freedom to decide is not only a matter of the unpredictability of the
consequences of the decision. It is, however, a necessary, non-sufficient precondition of freedom. The most basic reason for freedom is the personal freedom of
choice. It is based on the dignity of the person and is at the same time a reason for
this dignity.
101

This freedom must also be granted to an animal. The incomplete information is
made, as it were, complete by coincidences (such as momentary interests or needs)
and thus allows decisions to be made under quasi-security. In the history of European philosophy, this issue was dealt with under the keyword "Buridan's donkey":
A donkey, placed between two equally attractive haystacks, would have to die
because he could not freely choose one. But that is not the case. So he is free in his
decision.
102

"Real freedom" designates the property to be able to make decisions, going by
the weightiness of its pre-conditions, independently of external and internal constraints (such as neurotic disorders of anxiety or depression) and to decide accordingly.
103
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naturalness of brooding and valuing. Genetic specifications are often overlooked.104

3.2 Constructivism and Concepts of Value
Every ethic uses terms of value to formulate itself. Words that also have a
profane (non-Ethic) meaning, such as that of “duty” or “happiness”, receive a new quality in ethical usage.105 Failure to understand this fact may
lead to serious misunderstandings.
In the following, two classes of terms are named, within which the termnaming words, when used with ethical intent, must be given a more precise meaning. The terms of value named by the words are usually embod-

Twin research was able to ensure that, for example, the readiness to accept risks
when making decisions does not only depend on life experience but also on genetic conditions.
104

Aristotle (384-322 B.C.) already made a name for himself in his Nikomachean
Ethics. In this context, it is important to note that the understanding of "happiness"
is to a large extent subject to subjective feelings. It can, therefore, be assumed that
both “duty” and “happiness” should be placed under a higher authority, namely
the postulate of biophilia. Because in the name of duty, unspeakable crimes have
been committed. Quite a few of the Nazi criminals argued, "I only did my duty."
Obligation was related to "obedience to authority", whose orders were no longer
critically examined. Obligation and pursuit of happiness are only possible precepts of ethical norms if they are subject to the postulate of biophilia.
105
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iments. Both of these classes of terms have in common that they are constructed by knowledge or by reason.106 It will be hard to deny that these
are constructs of our cognitive faculty.107
The construction of concepts of value is a central theme of constructivist
ethics. Constructions are at first always those of an individual. Ethics, on
the other hand, claims a supraindividual validity of its norms. So how can
we formulate general ethical norms that are necessarily associated with
concepts of value?
The ethics presented in the following only knows the concept of value "personal life". It assumes that this term can be understood in terms of content
and scope in such a way that it affects almost all people. The ethics to be
developed could thus become a collective construct of all human beings.
But first, two classes of concepts are presented that play a role in any ethics
that unfolds around a concept.
a) On the Evolution of Terms of value

Even philosophers who do not take much pleasure in constructivism will admit
that these concepts are formed neither by means of sense recognition nor by a generalization of what was thus recognized.
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Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics, 1131b25-28; the philosophical constructivism
usually deals only with the problem of the construction of general terms. Their
creation depends on various factors such as education, interests, life experience
and the language games in which they play a role. They differ from person to person, although they are filled with the same words.
107
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Value concepts, like most general concepts, are subject to development,108
both in the life of each individual human being and within social systems.
This depends on the physical, psychological and social development of
each person, but also on their current needs, expectations and interests.
The values of a social system are by no means just those labelled as systemic values by people with leadership positions,109 but they are also dependent on the socio-economic structures of the system, which largely determine its decisions. So, concepts of value are quite variable constructs.
Moral norms, which, like ethical norms, are also formulated in terms of
values, are subject to a development that is determined by the dynamic
change in the structures and functions of the social system to which they
apply, insofar as they are relevant to the identity of the system. Thus, it
becomes understandable that Karl Marx counts morality among the superstructure phenomena that produce the socio-economic basis of the system
with the goal of self-preservation and the expansion of one's own sphere
of influence both internally and externally.110

An exception may be made in the case of terms which contain an 'archetypus'.
These are common to the collective unconscious of all human beings. As structural
elements of the human psyche, they control behaviour and values within certain
limits. This usually includes phenomena represented by words like "birth", "death"
or "mother".
108

It cannot be ruled out at all that it is above all politicians who impose their own
values as being the ones of the political system. The talk of a "community of values
that unites nations" is quite meaningless.
109

"Morality, religion, metaphysics and other ideologies and the forms of consciousness corresponding to them herewith no longer retain the appearance of independence. They have no history, they have no development, but the people who
develop their material production and their material intercourse change their
110
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But also the norms of the "categorical ethics"111 are subject to evolutionary
change, which on the one hand does justice to the functions of the systems
and on the other hand to the general consciousness about the values that
are to be secured. Such values can be political, social, cultural, religious,
pedagogical, or moral in nature. Today, we experience that almost all values are economized. This process requires a change of the moral norms,
which does justice to the changing needs, expectations, interests of the people within the system. The moral norms are also economized. What serves
economic development is considered good; actions that are economically
harmful or meaningless elude moral judgment. With the change of application cases, which every structural change of a system brings with it, the
demands of morality also change.
For example, the "ethics of happiness multiplication" is subject to the system's definitions of "happiness". This could primarily refer to economic life
success, health or social integration.
The norms of an "ethics of duty"112 depend on the instances to which people
commit themselves, or feel committed to. This can be the state, a superior,
thinking and the products of their thinking with this reality. It is not consciousness
that determines life, but life that determines consciousness" (MEW 3:26).
"Categories" are ethics that allow human decisions and actions to go biophilic
only in certain situations.
111

Kant is generally regarded as the crown witness of every duty ethic. In 1785, he
writes in the foundation of the metaphysics of morals: "Duty is the necessity of an
action out of respect for the law. I can have a tendency towards objects as the effect
of my intended action, but never respect them, precisely because they are merely
an effect and not an activity of a will. I can also for any inclination at all, it may
now be mine or another's, have no respect, I can at most approve it in the first case,
in the second sometimes love it myself, i.e. consider it favorable to my own advantages. Only that which is merely connected with my will as a reason, but never
112
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a divine being or any other instance that is accepted by a human being as
an authority that secures his identity.
The terms "happiness" and "duty" are subject to change in the areas of subjective development and the need (which may degenerate into coercion) to
enter and then be integrated into social systems. Both "happiness" and
"duty" of the individual are thus subject to both individual and systemic
requirements. Like all moral norms, they apply situationally. The claim of
the ethical norm to absolute validity is transformed into a claim of morality
to changing validity.
Even the ethics of the "Golden Rule", which are common to most religions
worldwide, and which demand such action of one's own that can also be
accepted from others against oneself, is subject to the suspicion that it is of
a moral nature. It presupposes a certain social relationship between the individual and the person affected by the action, which is determined coordinately. It can hardly be realized in subordinated social relations.
However, the change in ethical values is also dependent on human development. A child will use the word "justice" to name another term than an
adult, an employed person another one than a pensioner, an employer another one than a worker, a politician another one than an economist... The
traditional ethics will determine differently in each case what is named by
as an effect, that which does not serve my inclination but prevails it, at least that
which excludes it completely from its overturning in the election, thus the mere
law for itself, can be an object of respect and thus a commandment. Now an action
of duty is to separate the inflow of the inclination, and with it completely every
object of the will, so there is nothing left for the will, which can determine it, as,
objectively, the law, and, subjectively, pure respect for this practical law, therefore
the maxim, such a law, even with the abandonment of all my inclinations, " (AA
4, 400).
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means of the word, for the actions which take place from the various positions with the claim to be just will be very different.
In summary, the following theses may be considered useful113:
- Terms of value are constructed by people, although certain characteristics can be common to all constructs.
- These constructions depend on a variety of psychological and social
conditions that change in the course of life and in the situation in which
they want to be realized.
- Social systems suggest certain specifications to the construction, some
of which may be determined by systemic morality.
These theses are to be examined in the following for their usefulness.
There seems to be a general consensus among mentally and socially
healthy people 114 as to which actions are ethically reprehensible. These
may include: the deliberate killing of a formally and materially innocent

"Usability" is by no means a criterion for "truth" or "absolute validity". Useful is
an assumption exactly then when it makes new ways of thinking and arguing viable.
113

"Health" means, in the sense of the definition of the World Health Organization,
is a state in which a person (for a longer period of time) is physically, psychologically and socially at ease. A brief discomfort does not have to contradict the
"healthy" state.
114
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human being;115 betrayal of an innocent human being; murder of an innocent human being, betrayal of an entrusted secret, permanently enforcing
one's own needs to the detriment of other people (e.g. keeping people as
slaves; cheating, torturing, etc.). Such things are by no means excluded in
social systems which refer to "human rights", "democracy" and "freedom"
as the basis of their values. By no means rare are the "structural lies" of
social systems, which on the one hand refer to human rights as a structural
feature or even try to justify their legitimacy from this, but on the other
hand only grant such rights if it serves the purpose of the system.
The individual constructs, especially those of its values, largely determine
a person's self-image.116 Values, initially those of a social system (parental
home, kindergarten, circles of friends, religious communities), are mostly
adopted by internalization of the system. Whether or not and to what extent values are accepted as binding on the basis of own decisions – or if
socially communicated values may be externalized again - depends on the
personality structure of the individual. Equally important in decision-making situations is the hierarchization of values in the event of value competition. The ability to observe norms and rules that demand relevance from
an ethics which is accepted as binding depends on physical structures, but
also on specific requirements.

Formally innocent is a man who is killed but not on the basis of a general and
enforceable accepted law. If there is also a trait, such as malice, it is a case of murder. Here, one would have to consider the killing of Iranian nuclear physicists by
the Israeli Mossad or the killing of Al-Qaida members by drone attacks. The material guilt (such as self-defense or self-help to avert an immediate attack with the
intention of killing) must be considered critically in individual cases.
115

The duality of "self-constructs" and "world constructs" is dialectically related to
each other. One determines the other.
116
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The evaluation of one's own and others' decisions (and the actions that may
follow them), the evaluation of social systems, and the judgment of the
moral quality of decisions made individually or collectively depend on
such specifications.
Concrete action (i.e. always oriented to the current psychologically and socially defined situation) will always be inclined to chain information associatively into a unit and to consider this chain, if it becomes associatively
conscious at all, to be really justified. As bridges between two piers, whose
reality-dense construction is assumed, chains are formed, which are also
considered to be reality-dense. This sometimes results in fantastic bridge
constructions that have a destructive effect.
The information assumed to be clear (= reality-dense) is used (in a modifying or creative way) in the current constructs. Among the habitual constructs that allow only minor modifications in concrete situations are, for
example, the human image, the world view and the image of the gods of a
human being. But also many terms named with value words are habitual
constructs. Their semantic and emotional meaning is often given by the
hierarchy of interests, needs and preferences that is typical for every human being. They change with age, life experience and social relationships
and represent an internalization of the economic, social and cultural requirements of social systems.
This raises the question of the significance of collective constructs. They
give a social system its identity. The density of reality of these constructs
allows an ethical evaluation of social systems. It depends on this evaluation
whether or not and to what extent a person adopts the values that a system
adopts in decision-making. Since the values of a system keep changing,
this question constantly accompanies the responsible internalization of a
system. But this means that the individual inertia, which does not allow
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one to question the seemingly self-evident, must be overcome. A person
who would go into the prison of self-evidences of a social system or allow
to be imprisoned, will only seldom fulfill the demands of ethical responsibility.
The postulate of biophilia also applies here. Systems which, due to their
structures or functions, favor rather than prevent necrophilia decisions are
to be rejected as inhumane.117 Collective phantom formations can acquire
special meanings. 118 Because of their immunization against internal resistance, they are often only to be overcome from the outside.119
Each social system designed to last some time develops, as already mentioned, at least one language game of its own, in which the words used
name the terms typical for this system.
Even if the semantic meanings are largely identical with those of a large
system, they possess a systemic emotional meaning. The consequence of
this is that linguistic utterances that occur within a system are not understood by people outside the system in the intended sense.

This can certainly secure the right to oppose them in their functions and to refuse to comply with their demands. The right of resistance becomes an obligation
to resist if actions are demanded which obviously have a necrophilic outcome.
117

"Phantoms" are understood here to be constructs which cannot be unmasked
immanently as necrophilic, as they know how to successfully immunize themselves against any objection.
118

This by no means presupposes the use of military force. At a time of worldwide
access to information, reforming forces can be activated by means of information
entering the system from outside. For this reason, such systems require censorship
(such as information on the Internet).
119
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The relative stability of language games and social systems requires an answer to the question of the stability of collective constructs.
b) On the Stability of Collective Constructs

In the course of its long history and in the narratives it generated, philosophy developed very different approaches to thinking. There was a philosophy of "eternal being," a philosophy of critique of what was existing, a
philosophy of life, and so on. The philosophy of constructivism, however,
is a philosophy of what is occurring. Constructs, individual as well as collective ones, if they do not degenerate into phantoms, are always structures
of the occurring present. To reproduce the history of individual constructs
will fail because this attempt to make the past present happens before the
horizon and with the possibilities of constructs that are always identical
with themselves only in the present. Constructs are subject to individual
as well as collective change, a change that is determined by changing interests, expectations and values.120
The elements become a social system through the generation, transmission
and processing of information. In a social system, decisions are made with
the intention of achieving goals (increasing benefit, reducing damage). The
processing of the information is largely determined by the structures of the
system, which interact with its fictions. The way in which the information
The apparently eternally valid value words change with the change of the terms
they name. Concepts, but above all concepts of value, change their content and
their scope, depending on the interests of the people who think in and with them.
The term "personal life" is thus subject to a clear change, simply because in the
course of history and in the course of time the word "person" named quite different
terms.
120
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leads to decisions is determined by the system structures, which in turn
create and change the structures in a kind of dialectical unity.
Information sources can come from within the system as well as from its
outside. Information is generated by oral or written verbal expressions and
actions, or ways of behavior, but also by already existing information,
which is either rediscovered or interpreted in a new way.
Each stage of the transmission of information elements can change their
content semantically as well as emotionally. Every non-trivial information
is a living construct and develops as such a life of its own.
The ability to change is often very limited in large social systems. It can
become practically impossible with systems whose ideology has degenerated into a collective phantom creation. The stability (or pseudo-stability)
of such a system is always accompanied by the inability to adapt one's own
values to changed domestic and environmental conditions. Collective constructs become collective phantoms, which, as a rule, organize themselves
around concepts of species and thus try to make themselves unassailable.
Large systems, which largely derive their identity from such phantoms,
degenerate into dictatorships, which mostly camouflage themselves by
fighting evil in the name of good. The Biblical narrative of Armageddon
thus receives its update.121
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Apc 16, 16.
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Now the question arises, whether people of two different social systems
can communicate in a conflict-solving way in a case of conflict.122 Unsolvable conflicts always refer to a thinking of at least one of the conflict parties
that is detached from reality or at least distant from reality.
The conflict brings together two partly different, often even contradictory
realities. This is already true for interpersonal conflicts, but even more so
for intersystemic ones, since their constructs are usually much more stable
and immune to information that could contribute to conflict resolution.
The constructs of a social system evolve in the change of its environment
and its inner world. These constructs define the moral norms and thus
what is and is not considered socially acceptable in the system. They determine the ways in which information is generated, processed, weighted,
suppressed, and, in addition, who manages information and what responses to internal and external information are appropriate or required.
All these processes largely influence the structures of a social system – and
vice versa.
The information (but above all its emotional imprint) determines what
should be considered useful or useless, what as good or bad, what as useful
or useless. Even what can be considered friendly or hostile is determined

That question is also of considerable political importance. Quite a few wars
have probably broken out because the decisions of one state could not understand
the language games of the other. Thus, the approach of constructivism becomes
considerable because it no longer asks how it happens that people understand
each other, but tries to find the reason for the misunderstanding.
122
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and identified by the information generated and processed in system-typical structures. In such processing mechanisms, the information can change
its value and content.
Systems that organize themselves (ideologically) from phantoms need enemies that must be destroyed physically or morally in the name of the
good. All persons or social systems that question the elitist claim to truth
of such a system become enemies ("villains").
Collective constructs must always be able to demonstrate their density of
reality, as do individual constructions if they are to be ethically responsible. Destructive conflicts always bear witness to a lack of reality and require an analysis of their causes. On the other hand, as the following chapter tries to show, the density of reality always proves itself at the biophilic
exit of the decisions. With constructivism, a philosophy of events takes the
place of a reflection on what is the "unchangeable essence" of things and
what can be identified from such an essence. It will consider the construct
formed in the event of recognition and understanding, its emergence, its
change and its functions. In order to do justice to this claim, the philosophy
designed in this way must define many classical concepts of philosophy in
a more differentiated way.
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4 Ethics - The place where objective reality
and subjective reality meet
4.1 When Ethics are Lacking

In this chapter we will show how much the absence of ethics can turn a
great idea into its opposite. The idea of the First Enlightenment of the
emancipated human being, who freed himself from all forms of illegitimated mental and social rule, led to inhumane forms of rule (slavery, collectivism such as fascism and Bolshevism), to wars that led to "world
wars".

If the realities of a person and the self-evidences of a social system are not
to be taken arbitrarily, it is necessary to identify the place where the realities and what is real meet. This place is man's life. We assume that a person
who is "healthy" in the sense of the definition of the World Health Organization tends to increase and unfold his own life rather than to reduce it.
But this is only possible if he enters into a symbiotic and not a parasitic
relationship with other people. If these assumptions are valid, then the one
acts "reality oriented", who tries to increase his own personal and other
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people's lives sustainably through his actions.123 This seems to be the only
interface where reality and individual and systemic realities meet.
Since this encounter takes place in the actions124 of a person or an agent
who represents the interests of a social system, the preservation, multiplication and development of one's own personal life and that of others is
(presumably the only) criterion for the closeness to reality of recognition
and understanding, of thinking, wanting and acting. Action should follow
this insight if it wants to claim reality. The quality of action, however, is
determined by the following maxims directed at the consequences of action:
"Always decide in such a way that your decisions increase rather than decrease your own and other people's personal lives."125

"Sustainable" is understood here as "seen in the long term", and "in the long
run".
123

The primary place of ethics are human choices to act or not act (libertas contradictionis). If the decision is in favor of action, then it is the time to act either in this
suggested way or in another way (libertas contrarii). Ethical decisions and actions
require freedom. First and foremost, it is freedom that affects any decision taken
under uncertainty (about the outcome of the action and its consequences). Once
the consequences have been fully identified, the decision taken ethical responsibility of is always in favor of an optimal biophilic outcome.
124

cf. Rupert Lay, Ethik für Manager, Düsseldorf 1989, as a paperback 1996, p. 63;
R. Lay, Weisheit für Unweise, Düsseldorf 1998 (several out-of-print books by Rupert Lay can be found on the Karl Schlecht Foundation website under “Education”
and on the Fairness Foundation website at http://www.fairness-stiftung.de/Fairness-Theorie.htm).
125
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The observance of this maxim must be the basis of all responsible personal
actions.126 Any other ethics are binding only categorically (i.e. only in certain situations).
Such a personal decision127 presupposes freedom of decision, which in turn
reveals two sides: as inner side the (inner) freedom of will, as outer side
the (outer) freedom of choice. The latter is ethically significant only if the
former is feasible. But this presupposes freedom from inner compulsions
(such as fears, depressions) that determine action, but also freedom from
self-understandings such as interests, needs, expectations, values that are
adopted uncritically. However, this needs to be learned and trained, as
these factors already lead the knowledge and, therefore, precede the will.
Thus, ethics also becomes the basis of a theory of cognition. It is important
to develop an ethic which, justified existentially, can make the postulates
of all other ethics binding in the first place.
This postulate, therefore, comes prior to all other postulates which are situation-specific and ethical, and limits their scope. The ethics of biophilia

Actions that are irrelevant for the preservation and sustainable development of
one’s own personal life and that of others do not fall under the term "action"
meant, here. This includes, for example, the actions that a mathematician takes to
design a new topology.
126

A distinction must be made between individual and collective decisions. Systemic decisions are subject to moral or legal judgment. Inasmuch as persons participate in collective decisions, they are subject to the norms of ethical action. In
the following, freedom of choice is also attributed to social systems as a freedom
of choice, insofar as such systems influence reality, for example through majority
decisions. Participation in such decisions does not release the members of a body
from the obligation to make ethical decisions.
127
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alone always and unconditionally applies. All human actions that are recognizably contradicted128 by the actor are ethically reprehensible.
In his 1785 writing Basis for the metaphysics of morals, Kant formulated the
self-purpose of man: "Act in such a way that you use mankind as well in
your person as in the person of everyone else, at any time simultaneously
as an end, never merely as a means".129 The observance of this postulate
excludes every purpose-oriented forming of man and his life; it secures the
dignity of every individual human being. Humans must never be made
into a pure means to reach any goal, no matter how noble it may be.
The postulate of biophilia can be understood as a translation of the practical imperative130 of Immanuel Kant – if it is constructivistically understood
– and insofar as it is also committed to the concern of ensuring the selfpurpose of each individual human being.
So it is ethically forbidden to kill people in order to achieve a supposedly
"good goal" that could not otherwise be achieved. Here are a few examples:
- Deterrence, for example with the aim of reducing similar offences;

Ignorance or nescience in acting can, therefore, be discharged if it is impossible
for the acting person to recognize the outcome of his actions at a justifiable effort;
but what does not serve as an excuse is an ignorance that was negligently accepted
or self-inflicted ("Ignorantia crassa et supina").
128
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AA. 4, 429.

See Immanuel Kant, The Metaphysics of Morals (1797), unchanged photomechanical impression of Kant’s collected writings. Published by the Royal Prussian
Academy of Sciences, Volume VI, Berlin 1907/14 / Berlin 1968.
130
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- To reduce damage, for example by accepting a large number of deaths
in order to shorten a war;
- to wage wars, the aim of which is not that of the system, in order to
assert political, economic or religious interests.
Ethically problematic are the following reasons, because from them an action follows or can follow, which aims at the self-esteem of the human person:131
- Collectivization: the establishing of masses through the equalization of
economic, political, social and moral values.
- The commercialization of the valuing in that human labor is primarily
rewarded according to its market value (and not according to its use
value). The "value of a person" is measured by the amount of money or
prestige his activities bring in. Here, ethics addresses a question to politics: Under which circumstances is it politically and ethically imperative to intervene in the labor market to regulate the market value of labor? Simply at a first glance, the contrast between the market value of a
footballer earning 1,000,000 euros or more per year, whose work serves
exclusively to entertain, and that of a garbage collector, who receives an
annual salary of a few thousand euros, but whose work is of considerable importance for public health, calls for a regulation that cannot only
be compensated by tax.132 The use value, when seen in ethical responsibility, must be referred to the realization and multiplication of biophilia;

The facts listed here must be considered more thoroughly by an ethic of politics
and economics.
131

Determining the ratio of market value to use value may not always be easy.
Here, "use value" is always understood as the value of work for the preservation
132
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- To argue on the basis of collective self-defense: In order to ensure the
economic or political well-being of a social system, it is not permitted to
deprive a person of his social freedom or his life;
- Functionalization: Purpose-orientation economically as "human capital"; militarily as "human material";
- The reduction of a person to a function: "Taxpayers," "Soldiers" …;
- Personal penalties for the purpose of deterring strangers.133
Since the dimensions of human existence demand a hierarchization, a
ranking of the individual elements that can compete with each other needs
to be discerned. The dimensions of a personal life are:
1. The physical life without which the preservation and unfolding of all
other dimensions cannot become significant.
2. The psychic and social life, which enables the psychic and social
preservation and its development, and only thus brings the physical life
to fulfillment and to significance.
3. The political, cultural, religious life in which being a human can unfold. However, there may also be situations in which a human being, in
a particular situation, regards religious life as more important than the
and development of one's own life and that of others. In this sense, an ethics of
biophilia sets values in a utilitarian way. However, the example given also makes
it possible to reflect on the monetary value of the benefit.
Penalties or threats of punishment with the aim of deterrence affecting social
systems may be allowed ethically if the proportionality of the limitation of the
rights of persons is in proportion to the objectives achieved by deterrence.
133
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physical one (e.g. in the case of the Christian martyrs or the Jihadist assassins).
The question arises as to the quality of the norms that should govern life at
the various levels if they are to meet ethical requirements.
Every person develops individual rules that determine his behavior and
actions and distinguish him from other people: Habits, preferences, selfevident valuing and actions. Some of them can gain normative power
through a person's habits. These norms can affect and regulate political,
social, cultural and economic coexistence. As they usually affect their own
or other people's personal lives directly or indirectly, they require ethical
justification. However, this presupposes that a person is aware of these
rules.134 The justifying instance, liberated from all coincidences and selfevidences, must absolutely apply. Since only the ethics of biophilia demands such non-conditionality, only biophilia can be considered as a controlling authority. Because and to the extent that it alone is considered to
be situation-independent, it receives a further justification here.135
The density of reality in a process of recognition can never be determined
by recognition alone. One fact cannot be justified by itself, but must refer
to another fact. Recognition refers to action. Action follows recognition. So,

The will to recognize one's own rules and the willingness to examine them for
their ethical compatibility is one of the tasks of a responsibly educated and trained
conscience.
134

This does not affect the usefulness of other ethical drafts, the usefulness of
which is beyond doubt in certain life situations, because they, at first glance, give
clearer instructions for action.
135
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only by the quality of the action can the quality of recognition be determined as realistic. This is the basis of a constructivist epistemology, which,
as a rule, is called "cognitive theory”.
The ethics developed by theoretical philosophizing, of whatever kind, assume that there is knowledge that can be justified by cognition. Quite a few
philosophically founded pseudo-theories such as liberalism, Marxism, fascism, racism … come forward with this claim.136
Theoretical philosophy only arrives at its justification of making real things
recognizable when it offers theories that actually lead to actions close to
reality. Any theory that claims to be relevant to action can only prove to be
dense in reality and thus useful through the practice of action following it.
The biophilic outcome of this action is probably the only evidence of its
density of reality. But what follows from this is that any theoretical philosophy claiming more for itself than the aesthetics of its construction must
prove itself in practice, which stands under the postulate of biophilia. If it
refrains from doing so, it may at best be classified as belonging to the "liberal arts"137.
In many situations of life and decision-making, the possible consequences
of an action are certainly not clearly discernible, because most decisions

It is not uncommon for interests to be the reason for philosophical structures.
Thus, the "Euro-American racism" of the "white people race" or that of "Germanism" find their only base in the will to exercise dominion.
136

The seven "liberal arts" (including geometry and astrophysics, for example)
played an important role in antiquity and especially in the Middle Ages. They
were regarded as preparation for the studies of theology, philosophy and medicine.
137
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are made under uncertainty with regard to their consequences. Then, however, the rule applies:
"That decision is to be chosen which, going by the current state of
knowledge, does not end in a necrophilic way."138 In order to be able to
make a judgment on the density of reality and thus a judgment on the morality of the act, it is necessary to make a judgment of conscience.139

4.2 Prerequisites for Ethically Responsible Decision-Making
The value ethics140 that is currently sought outside philosophical discussion is generally unreflect talk.

In decision theory, most decisions are made on the basis of incomplete information and are therefore decisions at the risk of not having the desired or intended
or anticipated success. Unforeseeable political, economic, social and ecological circumstances cannot be taken into account in the decision-making process. Such
events are often predictable, but not the probability of their occurrence.
138

The judgment of conscience is a judgement of the last instance, the sole authority that judges the moral quality of a decision relevant for action. This power of
conscience to judge presupposes, however, that the conscience 1. judges in accordance with standards drawn up and 2. that it has been trained in making judgments
and thus surprising (i.e. unprepared) judgments do not become a rule.
139

A philosophically (and not only religiously) founded value-ethic goes back to
the Stoa. Franz von Brentano (1838-1927) conceived the basic trait of an ethics of
values. Max Scheler (1874-1928) and Nicolai Hartmann (1882-1969), in particular,
took this approach further and thus created the basis for an ethic based on collective values (better: "value concepts" or "value-centered constructs") as the basis for
political decisions.
140
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Some politicians find it easy to understand social systems (such as the EU)
as a community of values. As a rule, they save themselves the trouble of
naming the values that would have to be defended. The speech becomes
negligent gossip in which only emotional evaluations of the words, which
have lost their meaning in the meantime, play a role. All this has nothing
to do with ethics, not even political ethics, if there should be such a thing.
Ethics has the task of safeguarding values. The ethics presented in this treatise takes up the concern of value ethics to the extent that it understands
the value "personal life" of the individual as the highest value. Anything
that is contrary to this value becomes worthless and has nothing in common with ethically responsible values.
The position of ethics represented here is not an “ethics of virtues", but
rather a philosophical discipline committed to ontology and epistemology.
The decision-making guided by ethical norms (and consequently the action) presupposes certain psychosocial conditions for the decision-maker
and for the persons affected by the decision. These prerequisites of ethically responsible coexistence were given the name "virtue" in ancient ethics.141 "Virtues" (such as justice, bravery, moderation and wisdom) do not
establish ethics, but are a prerequisite for making ethical norms practical.

Arabic and Latin scholasticism conceived ethics as a doctrine of virtue with reference to Aristotle. They thus attempted to base ethics in reality (of the human
being), but not on the optimization of human coexistence. At a first glance, such a
"truth of subjectivity" seems to come close to a constructivist ethic. Any ethics must
have a solid and secure foundation. The ethics of biophilia accepts such a basis in
the humane effort to increase one's own and other peoples' personal life in a sustainable way.
141
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Which "virtues", understood as a basic psychosocial orientation142, are significant, if not indispensable, for the practice of ethical decision-making
and action?

4.3 The Efforts for Reality Density
The effort to base decision-making and actions on real-life recognition
seems to be an elementary question of every human practice. This practice
is based on an epistemology that allows criteria to be found in order to be
able to discriminate between realistic and unrealistic recognition. Any ethics will demand decisions which orient themselves to reality as far as possible, although none of the classical ethics makes this reference explicit.143
To the extent that the biophilic outcome of decisions is the only criterion
for reality density, this effort is understood, here, as a virtue. Virtuous decision-making is by no means self-evident, because it requires some psychosocial effort, which some do not want to make. All personality traits
leading to the loss of reality could be described as "vice." Thus the decisive
question of every ethics, but also of every epistemology, is posed:
What criteria are available to us humans to determine the density of reality? The density of reality of recognition cannot be ascertained again by

142

In the sense of ethical abilities, competencies, powers.

This may be the reason for the failure of some ethical concepts before the claim
of practice. The ethical answer can only be a decision based on recognition and
will, which strive for a density of reality, because every action changes reality. And
this change must be ethically responsible.
143
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recognition, because nothing can be justified by itself. René Descartes attempted to discern evidence as a criterion for knowing what is identical to
reality.144 The Philosophy of Modernity followed him mostly in that.
The density of reality can only be ascertained from the density of reality of
the decisions resulting from recognition. If these are biophilic, there are
sensible reasons to accept them as realistic and to weight decisions at the
expected biophilic outcome as realistic. Biophilia thus becomes not only an
ethical postulate, but also an epistemological one. The close connection between ethics and cognition is alien to most modern philosophies. Their belief in the possibility of self-justification of all knowledge seems to have
been questioned above all by the natural sciences, when they refer to the
utilization of their knowledge in practice. However, they also made possible the acceptance of a general criterion of truth, which is valid for all
knowledge: the "Usefulness of the Recognized in Practice."145

However, in order to exclude a possible deception by an evil spirit ("Genius
malignus"), Descartes had to demand in his Third Meditation ("On the existence
of God") a God who cannot want people to be deceived. (R. Descartes, "Meditationes de prima philosophia", Paris 1641.) Evidence theories of truth correspond
largely with the profane use of the word "truth". Thus it is not surprising that not
only philosophers of New Scholasticism (Josef de Vries [+ 1989}, Walter Brugger
[+ 1990], Johannes B. Lotz; [+ 1992], (from 1954 to 1957 three of my teachers in Pullach), but also Franz Brentano (1838-1917) and Edmund Husserl (1859-1938) followed the assumption of evidence as a truth criterion anchored in general consciousness as a matter of course.
144

The theories that led to the construction of an atomic bomb or those that enabled
the production of the chemical warfare agent sarin were also useful in practice. So,
is the practical use of some knowledge translated into practice a criterion of truth?
Modernity will answer this question with an unreserved "yes", because it decouples the recognition of responsibility. Constructivism, which
145
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The fact that also a constructivist theory of knowledge adopts this insight
should not seem alien to postmodernism. All knowledge can only be ascertained through practice, the action following the knowledge. It is the
task of every ethic to identify and evaluate these consequences. Biophilia
thus becomes the criterion of truth.
The subject of "truth" has preoccupied philosophy from the very beginning. The determination of a truth of being146, truth of knowledge147 and
truth of statements148 are important topics of philosophical thought. The
talking about truth and the claim of truth required a new reflection when
it was realized that knowledge or the quality of knowledge or of what is
recognized cannot be a truth criterion.
The 20th century tried to re-understand what it was that was called "truth”
by that word. Ludwig Wittgenstein (1889-1951) worked from 1936 to 1946
on his theory of language play, which was only published posthumously

learnt about the inhumane consequences of knowledge of an apparently "enlightened society", will included ethical aspects in its understanding of reality density
instead of mere practical usefulness.
"Everything that is, is true, insofar as it is" was an essential statement of Arabic
and Latin scholasticism. It assumes that everything which is, is principally recognizable, too. This truth was regarded as a prerequisite for true knowledge, and
this again was regarded as a prerequisite for the possibility of true statements.
146

"Truth of knowledge" designates the agreement of equal scope and equal content of what is conceptually recognized with the real facts of the case.
147

Scholasticism determined that a statement was true precisely at that point,
when it says what is. This determinant was based on the fact that people are able
to recognize what is. The distinction between reality and objectivity calls for a new
consideration of this determinant.
148
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in 1953.149 In addition, a new understanding was urgently needed, because
many a mischief was made with the word:
First of all, there is the ideologization of the word.150 Ideologies, like materialism, racism, National Socialism and Bolshevism took possession of it
and labelled it with their necrophilic views, connected with the claim to
truth.151
Above all, some natural sciences suggest that they possess true statements
in a preferred sense, while those of all other disciplines are located in the
realm of conjecture or belief.152 Thus it becomes understandable that philosophers tried to reconsider the noble word "truth".

Ludwig Wittgenstein, "Philosophical Investigations". Critical-genetic edition,
Frankfurt/M. 2001.
149

The first ideologization took place in the 18th century. The mechanism attempted to reduce everything that happened, including thinking and feeling, to
the "laws of mechanics", and everything that did not fit into this scheme was contempt as metaphysics.
150

Ideologies of the 21st century also know this phenomenon. Thus Islamism
claims to be in exclusive possession of truth. But Americanism and Zionism, too,
seem to be in danger of claiming sole possession of the truth in certain areas. This
applies analogously to any kind of fundamentalism.
151

This ideologization of scientific thought, widespread in physics above all, in so
far as it is withdrawn from all rationalism, enables true statements to be made only
through what is observed and not guided by non-scientific interests, and not
through explanations of what is observed in theories. The "truth of theories" is
contradictory in itself insofar as explanations, which are always achievements of
reason, are hardly suitable for equating them with the statements of the protocol
in the truth value. It should also be borne in mind that no natural science has so
152
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The language play theory leaves an important question open whether a
statement with a claim to truth can only be understood in one's own language game, as the creator of the statement meant it. Is a statement in a
language game other than the one in which it was originally played "true"
if it is incomprehensible (= not understandable in the intended sense) in
many others? The answer: It is nonsensical and is considered as such as
"wrong". Since social systems usually develop their own language games,
another question arises: "How is it possible to communicate from one system to another if a statement is claimed to be true in one?”153

4.4 Truth
Here, two drafts are mentioned which can do justice to the desire to remedy the abuse of the word truth: the communicative truth and the truth of
what is good. What both approaches have in common is that truth is overthrown from the pedestal of dogmatics and reborn in the space of action,
of self-event.
a) Truth as a Communicative Event

far been able to generate a theory that could not be rejected as incomplete or even
incorrect.
Since many misunderstandings leading to necrophilic reactions, both between
individuals and between social systems, are by no means rare, it will be an important objective of any education for people to be at home in different language
games.
153
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In today's thinking, formulations are common like "find one’s own truth,"
or "live one’s own truth." Truth is understood as authenticity, and becomes
a communicative event.
In the two theories mentioned, the word truth designates the quality of a
statement which, under defined conditions, is found and formulated in
consensus. Consensus theories of truth which assume that in an ideal communication community the consensus of all members of this community is
the truth criterion, were represented by Jürgen Habermas (* 1929) and
Karl-Otto Apel (* 1922). They were looking for a pragmatic answer to the
question: "What do people mean when they think a statement is true?
"Which assumptions precede this assumption?" "What must we strive for
in discourse to produce a true testimony?" Here, the presentation of an answer is tried, which Karl-Otto Apel gave to these questions.154
In his works, Apel strives for a "transformation of philosophy".155 The subject-philosophical approaches that have accompanied the concerns of the
First Enlightenment since René Descartes must, if they want to escape the
failure of these ideals before the claims of political, economic, social and

Transformations of Philosophy. I Language analytics; II The Apri- ori of the
communication community, Frankfurt/M. 1973. Since Apel is also regarded as the
founder of an ethics of discourse, he deserves particular interest in the context of
the draft of an ethics.
154

In the face of the failure of the philosophies drafted under the requirements of
the First Enlightenment, such as those of postmodernism or constructivism, K.-O.
Apel tries to show a way that is helpful in finding the way into a Second Enlightenment.
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cultural practice, be overcome in favor of an intersubjective perspective:156
Only thus can philosophy avoid a relativism that is justified solely in the
subject, and prevents a binding ethic. Apel attempts to establish ethical
norms in a generally binding way by developing a theory of communication which finds a basis in communication communities for the creation of
ethically binding norms.157 His most important theses are:
1. There is no "beyond rational argumentation". It is, therefore, the last instance. The same applies to the "community of arguers". The stability and
meaning of these two statements could no longer be justified without falling into a circulatory argumentation:158 If a person without social contact
tries to justify a statement, he will have to enter into a virtual dialogue.159
Every participant in such a discourse presupposes that the discourse succeeds in generating true statements. Furthermore, he assumes that all discourse partners are truthful in the same way, that there is no beyond of

However, this by no means represents the insight gained by Kant into the constitutional conditions of what is called "objectivity", which can no longer be deceived.
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A similar attempt was made by Jürgen Habermas in his "Consensus Theory of
Truth", which he developed in his 1973 essay, in: Helmut Fahrenbach (Ed.), "Wirklichkeit und Reflexion. Walter Schulz on his 60th birthday", Pfullingen, pp. 211265.
157

'Circular' is an argumentation precisely in such a case when what it assumes is
again a condition of its own validity.
158
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"The Transformation of Philosophy" II, p. 431.
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discourse, because there can be no beyond of truth.160 It is possible, however, that everyone leaves the discourse community. He is thus testifying
his doubts about a solution.161
For such a discourse to reach its goal, it is necessary that all participants in
the community meet a moral standard: They must acknowledge one another as equal partners. The community of arguments can be understood
as a real one and an ideal one. The real one is formed by members who
have become members through a socialization process. The ideal communication community as a community is capable of understanding the
meaning of a sequence of arguments in the same way and thus accurately
assessing its "truth". In both cases, two regulatory moral162 principles must
apply:
"First of all, everything we do must be about ensuring the survival of the
human species as the real communication community, secondly about realizing the ideal communication community in the real one. The first goal
is the necessary condition of the second goal; and the second goal gives the

160

"Anyone who participates in the philosophical argumentation has already im-

plicitly recognized the preconditions just indicated as an a priori of the argumentation, and he cannot deny them without at the same time contesting his own argumentative competence"; "Transformation of Philosophy" I, p. 62.
"Even those who, in the name of the existential doubt, which can be verified by
suicide, … declares the a priori of the communion of understanding to be an illusion, confirms it at the same time by the fact that he is still arguing" (ibid., I, p. 62).
161

K.-O. Apel speaks of ethical principles. First of all, however, they are moral
principles , since they are generated by a social system, that of the communication
community, and must be respected.
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first one its meaning, – the meaning that is already anticipated in every
argument."163
Both types of communication communities have their ethical value, as one
cannot be without the other. The possibility of overcoming this dialectical
contradiction must be assumed a priori. The real communication community must always have the goal of working towards an ideal one. Their
possibility must therefore be assumed a priori. However, this prerequisite
can only be realized in a society that tries to solve its problems itself
through discourse technology. In order to achieve the ideal of such a society, "supplementary principles" must be established, the task of which is
to limit the scope of the permissible instruments in the course of the discourse. For example, it could not be permitted to endanger existing forms
of discourse, such as "parliamentary democracy", for the purpose of realizing ideal conditions for discourse.
The development of morality is closely linked to the changing understanding of the social role in a social system. This understanding of the role can
make the development of an ideal communication community impossible.164 This is not easy to discern in the communicative practice. Pure verbal
consensus can lead to considerable irritation when it becomes relevant for
action.
b) Truth as an Ethical Occurrence
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Ibid., II, p. 431.

K.-O. Apel refers here to the events in Germany under the reign of the National
Socialists.
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The word of the truth of what is good has little news value in itself, but the
forgetting of what is good has.165 The truth of a statement is always a (semantic) quality of a statement, but the statement is always spoken by a
human being. Just as any human action is subject to ethical norms, so too
is the expression of ethical norms. Thus and to that extent "truth" is a word
that names a concept of value. The reduction to a mere semantic meaning
may have become customary, but it is alien to the general consciousness.
Apel and Habermas ask: What do we actually mean by the word "true"?
What do we do when we say a theory or a proposition is true? Which rules
must we always assume to be valid when we are making an effort to argue
about and discuss truth?
They try to re-found the concept of truth by reflecting on what is to be regarded as an essential condition for the acceptance of truth, called the "argumentative search for truth". All this happens only in an "ideal communication community".166
Critically questioning all this, it should be noted whether or not the problem of language game boundaries is sufficiently taken into account. The
"ideal communication community" presupposes that all participants ideally have the same language game in which the question to be answered is
asked. If answer and question play in different language games, the consensus will at best be a verbal one, but not a real one. "Consensual Truth"
Arabic and Latin scholasticism taught us that evil has no being and no truth of
its own. Evil is nothing but the absence of what is owed (debitum) good; say
(among others) Thomas Aquinas: Summa theol. I, 48 ad.2.
165

J. Habermas mentions as one of the prerequisites for the formation of an ideal
communication community the willingness of all to accept the "better argument".
But who will determine what the "better argument is? (id., Erkenntnis und Interesse, Frankfurt/M., 1968).
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can, therefore, only be found under the condition that all participants have
the same language game, both in an active and a passive way. It is therefore
necessary to clarify a priori in what linguistic game the communication
community operates and argues.
The following position assumes that statements are true that are not semantically wrong and thus relevant to action167 as elements of knowledge
and of will, which elements lead to biophilic action.168 In addition, it is assumed that the central values of the ethics of biophilia are almost irrelevant
to language games and are thus understood by all participants in almost
identical ways.169
In the following, the thesis is put forward that the biophilic outcome of the
action resulting from recognition and will is a necessary condition for "true
knowledge". However, this does not mean that the semantic coherence of
a statement is irrelevant, because a statement that is semantically false can

"Relevance for action" is understood, here, and in the following as a quality of
decisions, if it can be related to the ethical legitimation of decisions, always of immediate relevance. Many findings of many sciences are indirectly relevant.
167

This ethical concept of truth contradicts the "ethical" concept. realism", which
denies the truthfulness of ethical statements. One may be tempted to assume that
there is a "naturalistic fallacy" here. The word denotes the attempt to define the
good as a certain objective fact-finding property or relationship. Ethical cognitivism, according to which ethical norms cannot be secured by mere knowledge,
certainly has its relative right. Ethical norms always demand a decision beyond
recognition. But this in turn must satisfy ethical norms.
168

Terms designated by the words "life" and "person” should be very similar, at
least in Euro-American language areas.
169
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never be true. What is meant is now explained a little in the language of
philosophy.
The truth of knowledge is one of the necessary prerequisites of the truth of
statement.170 Further prerequisites for the production of true statements
are:
- The ability and willingness of the speaker to communicate the recognized contents as comprehensibly as possible.
- The communicator and the one to whom something is communicated
dominate the same language game and within this game the semantic
and emotional meanings are fixed.
The subject of "statement truth" takes on a new significance in constructivism. The individual structure of the constructs also means an individualization of the semantic and emotional imprint on the terms, and indirectly
also the one of their names. In the context of constructivist thinking, such
provisions are not out of place, but, here, "truth" is understood as the quality of a statement that rightly claims to speak about what is real. Insofar as
the mental encounter with reality can be discerned exclusively from the
biophilic consequences of such thinking, it is the subject of ethics. However, this is about the marginal conditions that must exist in order to generate communicative action in a biophilic way.

A purely semantic concept of truth would also consider a statement to be true
if a mistaken person or one who wants to say the untruth makes a true statement
despite his error or his intention to deceive.
170
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But what does biophilia-oriented action, which, as a rule, has a social connection, employ in human dispositions? Those are the virtues of truthfulness and trust.

4.5 Truthfulness
"Truth" as a word that refers to a concept of value demands some basic
attitudes that are necessary for the practice of value-oriented human interaction.
This certainly includes the truthfulness of the statement. Here, it is necessary to distinguish between an inner and an outer truthfulness. The virtue
of "inherent truthfulness" is a prerequisite for making the outer one practical. Anyone who lies about himself will rarely be able to be true. Another
prerequisite for truthfulness is the willingness to account for the sources of
one's own knowledge and their reliability and to name them if necessary.
Truthfulness requires some reasonable effort in order to obtain sufficient
information about the facts alleged and accepted as consistent.171

In the case of statements of considerable significance (substantiality is determined by the ethical consequences of accepting these statements), it is certainly
not sufficient to trust only one source if it can be assumed that it is interested in
accepting its statement as true. In such cases, it may be ethically required to seek
further sources or to evaluate the statement only with reservations.
171
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4.6 Trust
Trust is the basis for the realization of all virtues. Without mutual trust,
justice, psychological and social freedom, faith, hope and love would become just an illusion of what the words suggest.
Trust requires a psychosocial disposition, which is an essential characteristic trait of a human being, and a structural element of his self-perception.
Trust can be learned, but it can also be forgotten.172
An ethic of biophilia, therefore, requires not to disappoint a person's trust,
because repeated disappointments lead to well-founded distrust. Dealing
with deceptions, which through their necrophilic consequences prove to
be deceptions before the claim of reality, is one of the most difficult, but
also most serious forms of ethically responsible coexistence.
To learn to say goodbye to deceptions, understood as an undoing of the
disappointment, as an abandonment of deception, is one of the tasks of a
biophilic lifestyle. Many people find it difficult to say goodbye to (apparent) self-evidences, although they do not serve the development of life. The
separation from these kinds of self-evident characteristics is particularly
difficult when it concerns the self-evident aspects of a (religious, political
or cultural) social system that has been internalized as being existentialvalued.

The ability to trust oneself, other people and unfamiliar situations is founded
above all in the first year of life. This basic trust, which lays the ground for every
other trust, is anchored in the child's experience that the fear of an existentially
threatening loss proves to be unfounded. "("If mother leaves, she always comes
back.") If such basic trust is not learned or not always confirmed, it can have a
lasting negative effect on a person's mental and social health.
172
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5 Science and the Limits of Realistic
Knowledge
If the biophilic outcome is the essential indication of the reality density of
ethically-responsible action173 and of the preceding will and cognition, the
question of truth arises rather as an ontological-ethical one than a semantic
one.174 So, the question will rather be less about truth than about the truthfulness of what is to be said. A statement is only true if the testifiers and
their partners know that the statement is about the realities of the testifiers.

Certainly there may be some action that is without social reference and therefore does not subject itself to ethical norms. Examples may be: solving a chess
problem, admiring a flower, solving a mathematical equation. Martin Heidegger
(1955) in his book "Der Satz vom Grund" has set a monument to free action. It rests
on the foundation of a sentence by Angelus Silesius (+ 1677) from his “Cherubinian Wanderer”:
173

"The Rose is without why
it blossoms because it blossoms
It does not give attention to itself
Does not ask if you see it."
However, purpose free action (such as gambling) can also have necrophilic consequences. Then it is subject to an ethical evaluation, and thus to human responsibility.
A central knowledge of ethics in constructivism: The truth of an action-relevant
statement is not to be secured by further recognition or the quality of recognition
or by what was recognized, but only by the outcome of the actions that follow
from this recognition. Their biophilia is a necessary criterion, albeit not a sufficient
one, for their truth (i.e. their density of reality).
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The Socratic "I know that I know nothing"175 thus acquires its real meaning.
Four areas of human cognition are to be presented, here, in which there is
a special danger of misunderstanding the constructed objectivities as adequate representations of reality. This misunderstanding is based on the apparent self-evidences of the real congruity of what is known, because it is
hardly questioned in a (more or less closed) society: It is
1. the philosophical knowledge,
2. the knowledge of historical events and occurrences,
3. the knowledge of "nature" in so far as it is generated and managed by
the natural sciences, and finally
4. religious knowledge.

5.1 Freedom of Value Judgement in the Sciences and Humanities
The first question to be decided, here, is the freedom of value of all scholarship. If the recognition of something should be free of value, then this
does not apply at all to the "utilization of the known, too". If science does
not want to be an art for its own sake, it must also consider and take responsibility for the consequences of what it recognizes in the possibility of
its practical exploitation.

The demand to apply this proposition to oneself might be as old as the proposition itself. However, like any demand for self-application, it is by no means to be
understood as semantically flawless. It is rather a psychological expression of the
rejection of all those who think they know without really knowing.
175
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For all knowledge, including academic knowledge, the following applies:
knowledge is always guided by interest. The pure "interest in knowledge",
which aims exclusively at the density of reaction of knowledge, is impossible for human beings. Each recognition is subject to evaluations. It should
also be borne in mind that there is rarely an "absolute beginning" of scientific recognition. Such recognition is based on information from the previous recognition. As with all second-hand information, it is to be expected
that it has been selected, weighted, creatively generated, suppressed, modified. Nevertheless, one can assume with some justification that scholarship per se, that is to say taken abstractly, 176 is free from value judgements.177 This does not apply, however, for the scholarship in the concrete
decision-making of academics, since the academic must obey the postulates of a generally accepted ethos in all his science-relevant decisions.178
It is almost impossible to generate and manage action-relevant knowledge
without any emotional imprint. All action-relevant knowledge is always
guided by interest. Subjective, but also collective interests come into play.
Subjective interests are usually based on the effort to maintain and increase
subjective well-being. Collective interests have their roots in the system-

That is, detached from the consequences for practice. Ethics will have to ask the
question when and to what extent such abstraction can be ethically justified. The
judgment on such a justification must be made by the conscience of the scientist.
However, curiosity may suspend all ethical concerns.
176

Ethics make an exception, although it should also be an exception for the postulate of a possible application of its norms to itself. However, there is some justification for assuming that ethical knowledge must obey ethics and its norms.
177

And not only the ethos of scientific recognition and publishing, which forbids
the production of plagiarisms or the invention of experimental results.
178
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sustaining strategies that serve to maintain the stability and, where possible, the sphere of influence of the systemic values. The knowledge and will
is guided into this direction and thus relevant for action.
The role of the "academic community", which in turn forms one or more
social systems within this community, subsystems that often compete with
each other, must be considered according to the rules of collective thinking
within a system. Their ability to think autonomously within the limits of
their science will be limited, so that they will regard collective values and
interests as their own ones through psychosocial mechanisms.179 The limitation of their freedom is often the price they have to pay for belonging to
a system.
Every action-relevant knowledge cannot be generated without value
judgements. It is certainly also necessary to consider the questions of the
technical use of scientific knowledge. Especially in scientific knowledge
which serves the development of military equipment, ethical thinking is
appropriate. Academic curiosity, a decisive motive for many scientists in
their work, is deeply rooted in the human psyche. 180 But this quest for
knowledge also requires ethical legitimation.

The fact that the image of the sciences, which assumes that it is a matter of thinking free of external interests and geared only to the acquisition of new knowledge,
is a construct alien to reality, should enter the general consciousness.
179

The Jewish clergy did justice to this fact when they saw the cause of all human
disaster in curiosity. According to their account, the temptation to be like God was
to know what good and evil is, the source of all evil. In the theology of exile, curiosity mythology was the cause of all evil that humans do to other humans. Even
today, people may succumb to the fatal temptation of Dr. Faustus to want to know
180
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It is important to distinguish between an abstract way of generating
knowledge, free from human judgements and expectations, and the concern of scientists in the concrete production and management of
knowledge. In abstract terms, most academic studies are free of value
judgements. However, they are always the result of human will and action
and are thus subject to ethical norms. The classic objection of those who
assume that "objective data" would not be constructs of natural sciences or
historiography, for example, may be met with the hint that such objective
knowledge, if it is not to be sterile (irrelevant to action), is always subjectively interpreted knowledge. So, to that extent it is a knowledge shaped
by value specifications and interests. Only as such does it become relevant
for action.
In concrete terms, the possible consequences that the publication of
knowledge can have must also be considered. Constructivist thinking
means that all recognition, including academic recognition, is embedded
in constructs. The constructs can be ahead of what is newly recognized, but
also new constructs arise, first for the ones who recognize, but then also for
those who have this knowledge at their disposal. Constructs are never free
of interests, considerations, values. This is especially true if they are or can
be or want to be relevant for action. They guide knowledge and value it.
With their evaluation, they make available to action dispositions of
knowledge understood as a rational kind of knowledge.181

what it is that holds the world together at its core. Only Gretchen’s prayer prevents
Mephisto’s victory.
One of the peculiarities of Euro-American thought is that academic knowledge
is always qualified as rational and non-academic knowledge as irrational. This
qualification tries to immunize itself against any ethical concerns, because what is
181
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Cognitive sciences182 lead to findings and insights that must be considered
ethically as soon as they become relevant for action, and it is about the
"evaluation of what was recognized" in practice, because practice always
follows an interest. This "technical interest" in turn requires an ethical orientation if practice is not to be inhuman.
As a background for considerations on the freedom of value judgement of
the academic disciplines, a short historical review is offered, here.
The claim of action sciences to be free in their findings and insights from
the claim of ethical valuation goes back to the national economist Gustav
von Schmoller (1838-1917). He already wrote in 1873:
"Whoever presents freedom, or justice, or equality [...] as an isolated supreme principle from which one can deduce the right action deductively
with relentless strict logic, fails completely to recognize the true nature of
these ethical postulates; they are guiding stars and points of destination,
[...] which, in correct combination, prescribe good action, [...] of ethical

rational is above what is good. Such a weighting, certainly also one of the consequences of an enlightenment evading its own claims, can have inhuman consequences.
The speaking of the "cognitive scholarship", which sees its reason only in human cognition and which are in the contradiction to the "speculative sciences" is
one of the reasons for the degeneration of rationality. It makes it possible, for example, to ban ethics to a speculative space that can and may at best point norms
and directions for cognitive knowledge.
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guidelines which, however, do not represent empiric truths from which
one could further conclude syllogistically."183
For action, scientists in particular should be aware of their ethical responsibility. The economist Max Weber (1864-1920) formulated the claim to be
value-free on behalf of sociology and economics. In 1904, he denied any
ethical responsibility of all empirical sciences because they were not able
to develop these binding norms for human action. However, he continues:
"But even if values cannot be the result of empirical science, they are still
accessible to it as an object of research. In this way, social science would
again become relevant for practice. The separation between 'purposes' (i.e.
values) and 'resources' in order to achieve these purposes belongs to the
logical set of tools of empirical social science."184
To the value judgement of the academic studies, the following consideration may be useful: One can understand all sciences as "information processing machines". They have a metabolism in which they absorb and assimilate other information and others again excrete and release them into
a kind of individuality and biological effectiveness and efficiency. However, this presupposes one’s proper metabolism with the environment and
self-dynamic processes inside. In this metabolism, elements of information
are processed and adapted to the structures and functions of the organism.
New information is generated and passed on to the environment. The relations of the environment in turn affect the structures of the organism and
its functions.

Quoted acc. to Wolfgang Schluchter, "Wertfreiheit und Verantwortungsethik",
Tübingen 1971, p. 25.
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"The 'objectivity' of the knowledge of social science and socio-politics”, in: Archive for Social Studies and Social Policies 19, (1904).
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These are all characteristics of a science if it is open to elements of information that emerge in its sphere of interest and do not isolate itself from
them. Encapsulating itself against extrinsic or even hostile information as
irrelevant or incorrectly collected or incorrectly administered or incorrectly
interpreted, against the metabolism of the scientific organism serves to repel the extrinsic, the disturbing. Just as a biological organism is value-relevant in itself, so is that of science.

5.2 On the Ethics of Science
The not purely formal sciences are designed to generate action-relevant
knowledge. Therefore, their theories must be examined for their ethical relevance and, if this can be proven, for the ethical consequence of the
knowledge they produce. In the context of this treatise, this means questioning the theories that are relevant to action with regard to their biophilia
when they become de facto guiding for action.
a) On the Ethics of Philosophy
The position of philosophy in the cosmos of science may be controversial
today. Cynics often reject them as a kind of intellectual self-satisfaction
without any practical benefit. But when European science came into being,
when the separation of the different regions of knowledge had not yet
reached consciousness and will, it was closely linked to what we today attribute mainly to the natural sciences.
Thales of Miletus (624-547 BC) was a philosopher and astronomer. He was
the first one to develop a theory of the origin of all things. He found this
origin in water (an insight that we now only acknowledge for all living
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things). According to the testimony of the Hero-dot, who is generally regarded as the "father of the writing of history", Thales had correctly predicted the solar eclipse May 28th, 585 BC.185
But it was to still last many centuries still until Petrus de Maricourt wrote
his "Epistula de magnete" around 1300. They are regarded as the first scientific script of the Latin Middle Ages. Petrus tried to interpret the movements of the compass needle.186 In the Middle Ages, however, scientific
thought was largely reserved for the Arabs, who, knowing Aristotelian
writings, tried to describe and understand the phenomena of nature.187
Since philosophy develops theses and theories relevant to action, it must
put up with the question of its ethical legitimation. The most inhuman ideologies (such as racism, National-Socialism, Bolshevism, …) claimed they
were based on philosophical foundations. Absolutism referred to Gottfried

He had probably acquired his astronomical knowledge when he was able to
come into contact with oriental knowledge on Crete. Astronomy is probably one
of the oldest sciences. Testimonies from Egypt and Mesopotamia, but also from
Europe (the ca. 3600 years old Nebra Sky Disk) testify to people's efforts to understand the "starry sky".
185

He got the nickname "Peregrinus" because he went through many places. and
was able to broaden his horizon of interests.
186

It may seem adventurous. The writings of Aristotle were translated by Iranian
philosophers into Arabic, then into Andalusian and finally into Latin. Only Wilhelm von Moerbecke (1215-1286) was able to translate the "whole Aristotle" from
Greek into Latin.
187
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Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel,188 Bolshevism to Karl Marx,189 the National Socialists to the ideological interpretation of Friedrich Nietzsche's190 thought
by his sister, who chummed up his ideas to please Adolf Hitler, and racism
to a Charles Darwin, who was completely misunderstood in terms of ethnicity and racism.
The question of the ethical responsibility of philosophy may have to be negated when only regarded in an abstract way, the question of the ethical
responsibility of philosophers, however, remains posed and requires an
answer. The biophilic outcome of all action-relevant philosophies needs to
be tested.
The answer is sometimes easy to find and justify: Hardly anybody can fulfill the ethical claim of biophilia. Many philosophies have intolerance as a

"The state is the reality of the moral idea - the moral spirit, as the manifest, selfevident, substantial will that thinks and knows and carries out what it knows and
insofar as it knows" ("Grundlinien der Philosophie des Rechts", § 257). Julius Stahl
(1802-1881), who combined Hegel's ideas with Christian religious ideas, created a
state cult and became the state philosopher of the Second German Reich.
188

The philosophy of Karl Marx, presented for example in the "Parisian Manuscripts" (1844), was a draft worthy of consideration even today about the disturbed
relationship of man in a world marked by the pursuit of private property to oneself, one’s work, society, and history. He realized that the cult of everything private could lead to dehumanization.
189

It was above all his comments on the superhuman that had made it to the Nazis.
It had escaped them that Nietzsche did not want to describe an ideal state, but
held up a critical mirror to his time, in which it should rediscover itself in its inhumanity. "Man is that which is to be overcome" ("Thus spoke Zarathustra", 105).
190
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common characteristic trait. Above all, they claim a more qualified access
to reality for their concept.
Tolerance, however, is the basis and prerequisite of all decisions made in
the field of competing interests. This also applies (and probably in a special
way) to philosophy. A philosophical concept must, therefore, be ethically
tested against the degree of tolerance that it makes possible in practice and
demands in theory. This applies above all to philosophical systems whose
thoughts adopt political, social or cultural systems in order to secure their
own collective structures and implement them in a realistic manner. A philosophy that allows (if not requires) the development of an ethic of biophilia, such as philosophical constructivism, does justice to these demands. It focuses on the tolerance of thinking, wanting and acting: "All
constructs are equal to each other, as long as they do not lead to necrophilic
thinking, wanting and acting". Voltaire's concern is still relevant today.
So, what about the early philosophies of Europe, whose contents and valuation reach into the present, as if they were self-evidently valid? Of
course, there may be some contents that are usually hardly compatible
with biophilic practice, such as the claim to have "more truth" than all others.191 The open or hidden dogmatism of so many philosophical drafts con-

If all people understand the same thing, an understanding following this understanding must be reality-tight and true, provided that not all are wrong (to
assume this was absurd). The reference to truth is inherent in every intolerance.
191
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tradicts Socrates’ wise insight: "I know that I know nothing." If this elementary knowledge is lost, the door is opened to a radical intolerance, because
it already begins with recognition.192
Since obviously by no means all people have the same concepts, it must be
remembered that the early European Greek philosophy understood itself
as the philosophy of a local elite, in whose milieu actually the same concepts determined the thinking (and thus indirectly also the acting), sufficiently equal in contents and scope. Greek philosophy, however, excluded
many people from the communicative association of thought, action and
life, such as the "barbarians" who were not proficient in the Greek language.
b) On the Ethics of Physics
In the 19th and 20th centuries, physics was regarded as the most exact of
all (empirical) sciences and thus as a paradigm for the scientific nature of
all others.193

Here, the question may be asked: Can two or more (at least in parts) contradictory theories be true!? This question is not to be decided, it insinuates the assumption that the principle of non contradiction is an ontological one. But that is hard
to prove. It is first of all an axiom of human recognition that nothing can be and
cannot be at the same time and under the same retrospective view. If people can
not think of anything else, this is just witness of a trait “collective reality” but not
of any knowledge of reality.
192

"Exact" is an academic discipline if it is able to make precise quantitative or
mathematically or logically precise statements and has its own strict methods for
testing hypotheses and, above all, allows reproducible experiments with quantifiable measurements to be carried out. However, these conditions are fulfilled by
193
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At first, it seems to be necessary, here, to say goodbye to certain claims to
truth. Any "Scientific Truth"194 must obey all common rules of truth-finding and truth-disposal, and they are, apart from semantic ones, above all
ethical ones. An ethical concept of truth and the claims derived from it will
have to set limits to the inconsiderate publication of academic
knowledge.195
Of particular ethical relevance are the natural sciences, the findings of
which are of political significance. Knowledge that falls into the hands of
politics is always in danger of being abused necrophilically (destroying
life, loving what is dead). A policy that demands the technical usefulness
of the knowledge and only then promotes it financially can mean the end
of mankind. Since political self-regulation, such as the establishment of the
UN and its councils (especially the Security Council), committees and commissions, were not able to, have not become able to (and in fact are not
meant to) be able to set limits to scientific thinking and recognition, these
sciences must themselves develop instruments that limit the transfer of

almost all collective constructs of a community of scientists. Their density of reality cannot be found in this way. In fact, it may never have been possible to create
a non-trivial theory that has not had to be abandoned over time. The fatal appearance of truth often led to an anti-scientific dogma.
The pathos of these claims of truth may be reminiscent of the many religious
systems that believe themselves to be in possession of "pure truth" and sometimes
used inhuman methods to defend it.
194

Since many natural sciences present their knowledge in a language, that might
set limits to misuse, the ethical responsibility of those is addressed who translate
such knowledge and its consequences into everyday language.
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knowledge for practical use in an ethically responsible way.196 A self-regulation of the sciences and their publications can, if political abuse is possible, be a compelling ethical postulate.
It cannot be forbidden to people to strive for knowledge, but it should be
possible through control mechanisms to be developed to protect this
knowledge against its use by politics. The control bodies to be developed
would have to be organized and financed by the "Community of Scientific
Researchers" itself. But since politics finances a politically exploitable science only, this obstacle will be difficult to overcome. As a result, it is to be
feared that the third millennium will be the last one to see the genus Homo.
The latent will of mankind to destroy themselves, be it through environmental destruction or through ABC weapons, contradicts the postulate of
biophilia so radically that in such a case every claim of an ethics reaches its
limits.197 Scientific curiosity has always been dominant when other values
tried to contradict it.
The great cosmic experiment of producing life, which began with a peculiar combination of nucleic and amino acids, led to the emergence of the

It will turn out to be grossly negligent to leave such a demarcation to politics.
Politics knows no ethical, but at best moral limits in the choice of its means. The
misuse of scientifically acquired knowledge by politics may be proven by the development of ABC weapons. The possibility to develop them was provided by the
natural sciences. To abuse them was a matter of politics, which does not seem to
have any inhibitions when it comes to the existence of an existing balance of
power.
196

Here, too, the existentially threatening lack of the First Enlightenment manifests
itself, which was unable to develop an enlightened ethics. Although it favored the
rise of scientific knowledge, it offered no chance to prevent its abuse. The broom
of the sorcerer's apprentice can hardly be tamed anymore.
197
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genus Homo with the subspecialty "sapiens sapiens". This one imagines
itself in the supposed omnipotence of the divine, equipped with an order
to subdue everything.198 But this power and this command seem to lead
the genus to its downfall. The self-attempt of cosmic evolution to produce
beings who proved equal in power to their Creator but at the same time
manifested their lack of power to submit themselves to ethical standards
will fail if people do not act beforehand to prevent it. What could avert this
fatal outcome?
Evolution must create people who prevent abuse of their theories and skills
by politics. This may amount to some form of self-censorship, but this
boundary is to be drawn when mere curiosity, a pure will to know at any
price, no longer determines scientific research as the sole driving force.
Deadly curiosity is ethically reprehensible. It is the task of all sciences to
assist in the humanization of mankind, which can then be executed by politics and economics.
Ethical consideration is, therefore, required. The great progress of human
thought and its putting into practice were free of all ethical reflections.
Techniques change human work. But work is also a human practice, subject to the norms of ethics, of adopting the world as one's own. Work and
its consequences change not only the environment, but also the human inside world – the world of values and orientations. The development of
tools in the early Paleolithic, the second technical revolution, delegated
some work to the machine. The third one replaces machines with computers. All three revolutions resulted in changes of human coexistence and
opposition. The first two revolutions changed economy, politics, culture,

And God said: "Grow up and multiply and make yourselves the earth subservient!" (Gen., 1.28)
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religion – but these changes hardly led to other ethics drafts,199 although
such changes of consciousness (also of ethics) would have called for
changes in being. The ethical shortcomings of the industrial revolution led
to forms of radical inhumanity, although the First Enlightenment should
have led to the development of ethical norms in a thoughtful and reflective
manner.
The digital revolution is likely to bring even more significant changes in
social awareness. At a time when in Northern Kenya the social security
contributions are transferred to smartphones and a San (formerly known
as a "bushman", dressed only with a penis sheath) operates his tablet PC.
This should make one think.
c) On the Ethics of Technology
The ethics of technology is an important discipline of technology (the "science of technology").200 Technology includes: the conditions of "technical
progress", the social, economic, political, cultural and religious conditions,
and the results of technical progress. This progress should not be left to
blind chance. The technical translation of scientifically collected data also
requires an ethical contemplation if it is not to be directed against human
beings. This has so far hardly been developed as a branch of philosophy.

The Formulation of an Ethical Imperative by Immanuel Kant: "Act in such a
way that you use humanity both in your person and in any person at all times
simultaneously as an end, never merely as a means" (AA 4, 429), his "self-purpose
formula", would have been helpful in dealing ethically with the challenges of the
industrial revolution. However, it stepped back behind the "universal formula".
199

The widespread phenomenon of speaking of "technology", when one means
"technical things", is a bad way of approaching a "science of technology".
200
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What, for example, will mean the transition from the age of industrial society to a society whose coexistence is determined by the consequences of
the "digital revolution"?
The Industrial Revolution negated only rudimentarily an ethical control of
its evolution. The misuse of technical progress led mankind to the abysses
of the "Cold War". It is only thanks to a multitude of coincidences that our
human world has not already changed radically, because large parts of the
earth have been transformed by man-made disasters have become uninhabitable. Classical ethics capitulated to the demands of political and economic power and the resulting decisions. Can an ethic of biophilia help to
spare mankind such a fate?
This question can only be answered if one seeks a chance to raise this ethic
into general consciousness. But this will only be possible if this consciousness also reaches the political and economic rulers.
To achieve this should be the noble goal of all philosophies. Philosophy
has not seldom changed "the face of the earth", even though a draft of an
ethic against the claims of power could never gain considerable influence.
However, since the ethics of biophilia derive directly from people's striving
for happiness, it might have a chance.
The striving to increase one's own life in all its dimensions, and the insight
that the increase can only take place in a symbiotic relationship with other
people, can also be extended to social systems, because they derive their
value from the fact that human life can only fully unfold in social bonds.
So, the postulate of an increase in personal life should be based directly on
an ethics of politics and the economy (as well as all other social systems).
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What is decisive is a rethinking of the agents of social systems. Only if their
intention to make everything satisfying their own purposes can be directed
towards biophilia which always affects concrete people, there is a chance
that mankind will not extinguish itself in the coming years, decades or centuries. There seems to be a latent suicide program. Is it possible to outsmart
it? If at all, then only with an ethics that is capable of controlling and ultimately determining systemic morality.
In summary: the autonomy of technical evolution does not only know any
ethics, but is also immune against such arguments. This fatally uncontrolled and probably even uncontrollable momentum can lead to the extinction of mankind. Therefore, the incessant attempt to introduce ethically
responsible rules of the game into the evolution of technology is all the
more important.201
d) On the Ethics of Historiography
Constructivism assumes that history is a sequence of stories that the respective authors assemble into their more or less consistent version of the
"one story". The stories are their authors’ constructs; their interests and values, their preferences, prejudices and knowledge of the past are incorporated into them.202

Some things may remind you of Goethe's "Sorcerer's Apprentice", who no
longer knows the formulas to keep the unleashed broom from his activities. The
ballad, written in 1797, seems to have anticipated the development of the 21st century.
201

Thus, a storyteller with dominant economic, political, religious, or cultural interests and values will construct and tell stories differently from an author who is
primarily interested in history.
202
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Historiographical recognition leads to the formation of stories based on information about the past. This information has the same fate as all the others: They always owe their production to an interest that is by no means
always pure "interest in knowledge". 203 The saying: "History is always
written by the winners" has its (not only relative) right, because it does
justice to the understanding that all recognition is guided by interests.204
In addition, the winners also determine what was good and what was bad.
Thus, when trying to make the past present, three questions arise above
all:205
(1) Are there any methods of checking the completeness of information
about the past in order to arrive at a meaningful statement about the past?
(2) What terms did the words of the past once refer to?
(3) How do the narrator's interests, preferences, previous knowledge, prejudices enter into the process of bringing the past into the present?

If there were such a "pure" interest, then such an interest would hardly be detected or not at all.
203

If the story cannot be written by them, then they tell the stories in which real
events are valued, weighted, written, or banished to the insignificant. Winners
never seem to be in moral injustice.
204

All hermeneutic attempts to understand external things have to answer these
three questions. They shall also apply to the attempts to understand information
provided in other language games by persons otherwise interested.
205
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To (1): In all complex areas, people always judge on the basis of incomplete
information. Moreover, there is no criterion that allows the degree of incompleteness to be recognized and taken into account. In addition to the
incompleteness of the quantity of information, another quality aspect is to
be noted: Every flow of information from the past to the present is at the
mercy of many distortions and reversals. Each one of the story-tellers involved in the chain of transmission necessarily developed his own constructs of the events. In addition, information and its dissemination are
guided, selected, suppressed, produced, evaluated, combined and
weighted by interests and values.
To (2): The meaning of a word206 is always clear only in the context of a
defined language game that has developed in a social system, and changes
over time with its structures and functions. The same already applies to
the language games used in the present, because every social system
changes its own games, following the change of its interests and values. As
a result, the language game changes, and together with it, the meanings of
the words change.207
In order to understand written or oral historical reports, it is necessary to
reconstruct the language game in which they were originally formulated.
Only rarely are language games so stable that they can be understood over
206

The "meaning of a word" is its term in content and scope.

Small systems such as partnerships, families and friendships can be very dynamic and seldom develop long-lasting system-relevant interests and values. Such
a system is inasmuch alive and adaptable to new situations as its structures and
functions can be kept dynamic, and the same applies to all social systems. The
evolution of larger systems, therefore, usually takes much longer. This relative inertia makes it possible to keep one and the same language game almost identical
for all system members for a longer period of time.
207
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many decades or even centuries without any change in the meaning of the
words and concepts that are characteristic of a game and thus of a social
system.
In the modern age, an "objective historiography" was initially considered
possible. However, the philosophical postmodernism has recognized that
history always served the legitimation of existing social, political, economic, cultural, religious and social systems – or the legitimation to overthrow them in a revolutionary way.208 Constructivism adds another view
on this: The author of a report on past events cannot consider them in any
other way than through the constructs that he himself produced about
such events. Like all constructs, his ones, too, are guided by interests and
values. Thus, it becomes understandable that the historical sciences in particular are still hardly able to make friends with the ideas of postmodernism or even constructivism.
Since it also applies to the recognition of the past that it can always become
present only in the individual worlds of the ones who recognize, the question arises whether this means that an "objective historiography" becomes
impossible, then.

Jean-François Lyotard (1924-1998) coined this term in his book "Das postmoderne Wissen" (edited by Peter Engelmann, Vienna 2012), in which he declared
the philosophical systems of modernity to have failed. His dictum of the "end of
the great tales" became famous. The great narratives of modernity include those
of democracy (the rule of the legislature elected by the people, although the executive branch rules), of freedom (which degenerates into a pure cliché without freedom of choice), of social justice (although the gap between rich and poor is growing).
208
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A distinction must be made, here, between reproducing and producing
historiography. The reproductive one tries to make present the "actual
events of the past" and thus to approach the "historical reality"209. It relies
on the testimony of several different (but at least two) witnesses.210 Written
and oral judgements about the past need to be distinguished.211
Documents about the past can be helpful if a creative interest of the authors
in their contents can be excluded.212 "Great events" fill a certain special position. In the present, previous events are selected and weighted in a certain way. What was unimportant in the former present might then become
meaningful under certain circumstances. Every present thus creates its
own past. The criterion for the density of reality of recognition is also here
the biophilic outcome of the action resulting from recognition.
Now the question arises whether there are exceptions of this rule. There
are above all two fields of knowledge - natural sciences and cognitive sciences - in which the biophilic outcome cannot be the truth criterion.

209

This construct is now available as reality.

Rule of Roman Law. "Never judge on the basis of a testimony of only one witness who is interested in a particular outcome of the proceedings” should also be
beneficial in this matter. The stories of the past are always also testimonies about
the past.
210

It has by no means been established that oral tradition has to stand back from
the written one when it comes to reporting past events.
211

"Creative" historiography is to be assumed above all then, when monocausal
cause chains are determined. Most events, as well as those of the present, have
come about in a multidimensional way.
212
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For all kinds of knowledge that claim to be action-relevant in the name and
with the methods of science, one rule applies: Someone must take responsibility for it, like all action-relevant knowledge and all decisions made on
the basis of this knowledge. The last instance that demands responsibility
is the conscience of every human being. This conscience must not bow to
any coercion of a political, economic or religious nature when it comes to
making decisions that could affect one's own or other people's personal
life.
e) On the Ethics of Theology
This chapter be preceded by a word of the Dalai Lama that is worth considering: "According to my conviction, people can get along without religion, but not ... without ethics. The difference between ethics and religion
is similar to that between water and tea."213
The ethics of theology214 require some special consideration. “Theology" is
a discipline which tries to express something by means of language that is
devoid of all linguistic existence. It is the "science of revelation
knowledge"215, that is, of something that determines the life orientation and
constructs of many people.216 It is closely linked not only historically, but
213

The Dalai Lama's Appeal to the World, Wals near Salzburg 62015, S. 9.

214

In the following, the word "theology" is used to describe the systematic theology. Other disciplines of this science, such as the history of religious communities
or the interpretation of the scriptures on which the religions are based, are neglected here. Their scientific character is rarely disputed.
Or enlightenment knowledge, if you think of Buddhism, but who speaks more
of Buddhist philosophy than of Buddhist theology.
215

So it may seem understandable that nearly all academic theoreticians deny theology the character of an academic discipline. Scientifically, it was only in some
216
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also currently, with ethical orientations. Many religions developed an ethics according to which many people also orient themselves even today:
That of the "Golden Rule". Since the 7th century BC, this rule has appeared
in numerous religious and philosophical texts in China, India, Persia, Ancient Egypt and Greece. It be newly considered, here, in the skeptical spirit
of constructiveness and related to Christian religiosity.
Theology, if it is treated as a science,217 brings with it its own problems. In
all other sciences, their material object is generally sufficiently defined –
and the ethics of this object is usually accepted undisputed. Not so in theology. The first thing to be considered, here, is the biophilia of its object. If
it is not given, theology cannot be made the subject of ethics either.
One reason to dedicate oneself constructivistically to the topic of religion
in the horizon of ethics might be to explore the limits of possible human
knowledge. These limits are to be used, here, as examples for all
sub-disciplines, such as the history of becoming and the development of the messages it administers or the interpretation of these messages.
If one assumes that academic disciplines deal with real facts and thus carry with
them the claim to generate semantically true statements, this is not necessarily to
be assumed for statements of dogmatic theology. One can assume with Descartes
that God cannot allow people to err in essential insights. But this presupposes a
proof of the existence of God, which is not easy to produce, provided that there
are some modern claims to the proofs. The word "God" designates a concept of
pure reason. Truth determinations, too, assuming that a social system generates
its own language games and in these creates its own truths by consensus, are not
helpful here, because the theological statements mostly claim a system transcendent truth. Thus there remains only one truth determination of ethics: If statements
of a discipline relevant to action within a defined language game lead to biophilic
actions in the long term, it can be assumed that they are based on the knowledge
of the real.
217
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knowledge on the basis of incomplete information, using the example of
religious knowledge.218 This knowledge is of considerable importance not
only for the theological or theistic, for the atheistic or agnostic orientation
to that which cannot be based on sensory knowledge and its productive
processing by the mind. It is a kind of knowledge that is based on and plays
in reason, a reason trying to understand what is otherwise inexplicable.219
Decisive for the (philosophical) justification of religious belief is the density of reality of what is believed. This can be observed – the relevance for
action of what is to be believed presupposed220 – in the thinking of constructivism only on the basis of the consequences of the action. A faith that
is not followed by any action is, therefore, beyond verification.

Constructivism refers to the conditionality of all human knowledge. Modern
philosophy was shaped by the spirit of enlightenment, which was determined by
the experience of a seemingly complete explicability of the world through the natural sciences and the technical revolution. But modernity and the First Enlightenment, closely connected with it, ended in excesses of inhumanity and ignorance.
The First Enlightenment believed that it was possible to endow religious humanity
without transcendence. This assumption proved to be false and dangerous. This
does not mean the rediscovery of the realities of the pre-modern time, but rather
the chance to fill the religious sphere with new meaning and thus to reconsider a
place in the horizon of a second Enlightenment enlightened about itself.
218

This may be seen as an attempt to explain the inexplicable of a fate in a reasonable way.
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The assumption that faith plays no role in action is taught by some Christian
communities.
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5.3 Faith and Action
The conviction that a human destiny can be traced back to the work of
gods, as found in polytheisms, for example, gives evidence of the attempt
to make the incomprehensible phenomena of life and nature comprehensible.
In connection with the concern to approach the ethics of the religious
sphere, some facts be noted, here, in advance:
(1) Philosophically, the word "God" designates an empty quantity, something that eludes all linguistic expression. In order to nevertheless take the
intended facts into the linguistic sphere, the word "the divine" is used instead, as it escapes the danger of understanding what is meant in analogy
to a "human person".221
(2) Here, only the Jewish-Christian variables of theology are to be dealt
with. This limitation seems appropriate, since only Christianity developed
a theology unfolded in tens of thousands of works and writings.

So it was already at the threshold of modern times that the word "person" no
longer, as in European antiquity and the Middle Ages, the term was understood
as the name of a concept that referred to a mere ontology, but to a psychosocial
something. Anselm of Canterbury (1033-1109) began to personalize the divine in
his writings in order to counter anthropomorphic misunderstandings. One of the
puzzles of modern Christian theology may be that it still sticks to the word "God
is person" (for example in the doctrine of the Trinity). This anthropomorphism in
Christianity is probably due to the fact that Yeshua of Nazareth was and is a human being. This characteristic was then also adopted for the teaching spread in
Christianity that the Father of Yeshua and the Holy Spirit, who emerged from
both, were also persons.
221
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First, it must be noted that religious constructs are individually very different, and there will never be two people who have identical religious
constructs. Therefore, it can only be a matter of determining which boundary conditions the religious constructs must satisfy in order to correspond
to an ethic of biophilia.
The first thing to do is to attempt to identify the terms that are designated
by the word "the divine".
a) About the Hardship of the Concept
Approaching the concepts behind the words should be the task of every
222

academic effort. While the set of concepts of practical reason have an indirect reference to empirical recognition, this applies only with considerable limitations to those of pure reason. Terms like "information," "love",
"matter", "energy", "space", "time" explain facts that are also empirically
available to us. On the other hand, the concepts of pure reason and, here
above all, the explanatory concept "God". He is to explain why anything
exists at all that could also not exist. He is to explain why even what is
unreasonable in human life, such as the death of children, the unpredictable fate, the suffering of people, and indeed, if life itself has a meaning. Fate
had to be given a name so that it could be accepted. The Promethean temptation to find answers by oneself had to capitulate in the face of this. Of
course, one can come to terms with the fact that the question of meaning
for what is perceived as meaningless remains unanswered (or must remain
unanswered). Since people are seldom ready to accept what is apparently

Thus Goethe lets Mephisto speak in the study room scene of his "Faust": "For
where the concepts are missing, a word comes at the right time".
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void of meaning or even meaningless, they found a last highest reason,
which surpasses human reason: that of the divine.
Since social systems each develop their own language game, which constitutes a good part of their identity, there are almost infinitely many language games in which what is designated by the word "God" has its own
meaning. In the first part of his "Summa theologiae" 223 , when Thomas
Aquinas wrote about the knowledge of the divine, he stated that each human being has his own image of the divine, which he calls "God". Every
human being has his own experiences, which are to be explained. He can
banish the inexplicable to a hereafter of his interests, but not all men are
capable of this step. They also seek meaning in the seemingly (or apparently) senseless. And here, when they were socialized into a world that
offered them precepts of meaning, they encounter a meaning-giving instance that is commonly called "God".
To reflect on the destiny of this word is a task which every theology has to
fulfil from the beginning.
In the following, an attempt will be made to give a little impetus to human
recognition for its search.
Using the example of the attempt to give the word "God" a systemic semantic and emotional meaning, i.e. to make it express some concept, the
meanings of a previously learned language game are modified. But this
also draws limits to the learning process that can hardly be burst open. This
applies in particular to religious language games. The question as to
whether the word "God" can assert a claim to truth in a language game

Thomas Aquinas, Sum of Theology, edited by Joseph Bernhart. Stuttgart 1983,
3 volumes.
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based on semantics and emotional occupation is, if religious knowledge is
relevant for action, decided by the answer to the question as to the ethical
outcome of action. It therefore remains to find an ethical obligation for oneself, often without outside help, the term that corresponds to the word
"God"! The concrete social systems, this often applies even to churches or
other religious social systems, rarely offer effective help here. Moreover,
when help is offered, it is not uncommon for it to be guided by interests.
Concepts play in realities, reflect them. But they also create effects through
the action oriented towards them, and these are then of a sometimes frightening reality.
Reality is brought to us humans only linguistically in the communicative
happening. Language creates reality. The generalization of originally primary terms to a plurality of facts is done through language. Since we cannot recognize the "essence of the individual" and therefore cannot generalize it, the expansion of a primary concept must be justified in a defined
way.
It is necessary, beyond all heritage, to find the term which the word calls
the divine. If this does not succeed, it will degenerate into a mere cliché
that at best still evokes emotions – if it does not disappear completely from
language because it has become semantically and existentially meaningless. Since the fate of the word "God" may be a typical example of many of
our value words, it is necessary to bring this very word to the fore. This
requires some effort of thinking - but also of will. Many people do not make
any effort at all in this matter. Why should one expose oneself to a hardship
that requires not only reflection, but also forethought that can define and
shape future action?
First, the question arises, what it is that the word "the divine," actually
names. First, it is to be noted that, like all constructs, it means an image:
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the image of God. The question of whether this image corresponds to an
archetype, something real, is the question that, since European antiquity,
human search for the "final", for something which is still valid at the end,
has been trying to answer. That which might correspond to the word "God"
in reality, can be approached in a double way. In the usual attempts to approach the divine theistically or atheistically, one usually asks for the "existence of God".
Like all constructs, "the divine" is subject to some subjective and some objective change. It is, therefore, "objectively arbitrary" to this extent. This
change is based on the change of collective-historical, social (economic and
cultural), but also individual-historical interests and expectations. Personal
interests, decisions, preferences of thinking, feeling, being afraid …, expectations of life and its beginning, becoming and ending all go into the construction of the original concept – normally just completely unconscious
and unreflected.
Without knowing the history of the origin and development of religious
faith, an understanding of the presence of religiosity is hardly possible.
Everything that has become requires the exploration of its origin to be understood. The belief in the "blind fate" was probably a first attempt to come
to terms with the inexplicable. Fate became an inexplicable fate with which
"no eternal covenant is to be braided," as Schiller says in his ballad "The
Bell". But what happened next?
One may assume with Rudolf Otto that beyond the belief in the blind and
inexplicable fate, religious thinking is based on the effort that the "mystery
of the inexplicable shivering and of what is fascinating, which the human
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being encounters in the course of his life, was the reason for seeking an
explanation beyond all knowledge and thus encounter the inexplicable".224
The inexplicable and sacred may soon have been the subject of various stories that led to its being given a name and to its being assigned a deity in
the various areas of life and nature. The inexplicable thus became explainable and could be influenced by sacrifices.225
The polytheism that has developed in this way probably stood – locally
and regionally – at the beginning of all theisms.
Approaches of monotheistic thinking can already be found in Egypt in the
second half of the 14th century B.C. during the reign of Ikhnaton and Nefertiti.226

Rudolf Otto, What is Holy?, Breslau 1917. The "Mystery of the Tremendum et
fascinosum" was for him the origin of the discovery of what is holy, a word that
has the simple meaning of "especially" or "special" and thus stands in contrast to
"profane".
224

The occasional assumption that there may have been a monotheism at the beginning of the religious interpretation of the world and destinies will hardly be
verifiable. It was the early Upanishads who first considered the subject of unity,
which is represented in many ways. It appeared much later in the Hindu monotheism of Trimurti.
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He raised the god Aton to God in the form of the sun disk to a god superior to
all other gods in Egypt and consecrated to him his new capital Ached-Aton. But
already his successor Tutankhamun (1832-1823 BC) put an end to this episode.
Also the belief in a life after death, surely already in the late Paleolithic age a kind
of transcendent faith, is certainly verifiable in historical time in Egypt.
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The answer to the question of the origin of religious thinking and religious
interpretation of world and life reaches back on the characteristics of human world experience on the one hand and personal needs on the other.
The justification of religious orientation is not determined by whether
there is something transcendent. Already in prehistoric times grave goods
give evidence of the belief in a "Life after death." Certainly connected with
this is a determination of life, which is hardly compatible with the conviction "Everything is over with death". Funeral religiosity gives us a first indication of the emergence of religious faith.
Above all, popular piety knows countless forms of magical religiosity.
Events are attributed to causes that cannot cause them.227
Many religions refer to a founder. Among the donated religions are above
all Buddhism and many revelation religions, which are mostly passed
down as scriptural religions. They all generated a religious construct,
which claims for its actions to be relevant and thus and insofar has to face
the question of its ethical truth. But that is the question of its density of
reality.
The origin of individual religiosity in the present is most likely to lie in
education and teaching.
Often a religious language game is learned in which action and knowledge
have their place. It often becomes an nonreflective matter of course. In this
case it is to be feared that the religious faith, which is not resilient or only
in a very limited way, disappears in the insignificant in critical situations.

Astrology, for example, attributes a function as a cause to the constellations to
which they can hardly do justice. Also, the ability to influence the will of God is
sometimes attributed to supplications.
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This is to be expected above all when religion and ethical conscience are
decoupled - as it mostly happens today.
b) The Reality Density of Religious Faith
With regard to the ethics of religious knowledge, the same sequence must
be considered that underlies all ethical evaluation: Recognize - Decide Act. All human knowledge that claims action relevance must also prove to
be realistically dense in actions that follow knowledge.228 Biophilia is the
decisive criterion, here, too.229
First of all, it is necessary to answer the question of the knowledge of what
is religious. If one assumes that the divine is at the center of the monotheistic-religious faith, the first question is how to recognize this divine.
The question of the possible philosophical knowledge of the existence of
the divine was first posed by theologians of Islam in the first Islamic century (622 A.D.) in Baghdad, and it was answered positively.230

In his "Sermon on the Mount", Yeshua warns the people: "Watch out for false
prophets. They come like harmless sheep, but they are nothing but ravening
wolves. But look, by their fruits you will know them" (Mt 7,15 f.).
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All beliefs leading to necrophilia, are never based on the real. The variants of
Christian or Muslim religiosity that call for crusades or violent jihad certainly do
not obey the biophilia postulate and are hence to be repudiated on ethical grounds
as they are detached from reality.
229

Baghdad was a place of cultural prosperity at the time. Philosophy, mathematics, astronomy, medicine and theology reached a summit which the Occident
could only catch up with great difficulty through the mediation of Arab scholars
in Spain. The writings of Aristotle in the Greek language were available to them.
Thus they could take up unproblematically and unadulterated many thoughts of
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The religious assumption of the existence of a divine is much older. What
both have in common is that the contents of such recognition basically turn
out to be not falsifiable.231 However, this is not a peculiarity of religious
recognition. All explanatory cognition which is based on concepts of reason is deprived of direct cognition by the senses and their generalization
into general concepts and concepts by the mind. Nonetheless, uncritical
thinking will also assign reality to those facts that are seized by concepts
of reason. Sentences in which rational concepts occur such as "dignity",
"life", "happiness", "trust", "truth" ... are rightly accepted as reasonable. An
exception, however, is the concept of reason named with the word "God".
The search for the reason for this exception may be linked to the consequences of the acceptance of this concept as a reality. Acceptance is, if it is
done honestly and not only verbally, combined with a reorientation of interests and values ... In order to determine the facts of the case, which are
named by the words "truth of the religious faith", it is necessary to locate
the outcome of the religious faith. For this it is necessary to free the religious faith from any esoteric language of theology and dare the attempt to
present it in the language of a philosophy that strives to speak in the proximity of the profane experience.232

this great philosopher and continue to think about them. Latin scholasticism
picked up many of his insights in the 13th century. The Catholic Church, then, in
the Council of Trent, adopted the scholastic doctrine as the dogma of theological
basis (D3004: "About the fact of the supernatural revelation and the knowledge of
the divine through reason from the created things", in: Heinrich Denzinger/ Peter
Hünermann, Enchiridion Symbolorum, Freiburg 37. edition 1991, p. 813).
That they are not verifiable follows from the fact that in both cases it is a matter
of reason and not of empirical knowledge.
231

It must be accepted, though, that some of the sources of knowledge accessible
to the theology are represented in a language game that is incomprehensible to all
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c) The Construct of God233
First of all, the history of the origin of the image of God "DA" is reported
here.
It probably began with the establishment of a God named JHWH, under
King Yoshika, King in Jerusalem, the capital of the Southern Jewish Kingdom of Judah.
Like all constructs, it always plays in a specific language game and only
has a well-defined meaning in this one. Secondly, it must be borne in mind
that each language game has its own history and is therefore subject to the
rules of some historical dynamics. Moreover, both specifications are to be
interpreted in the literate religions along the wording234 of the revelationknowledge.
d) About History and Stories
When people report facts that are existentially important to them, it is to
be expected that they will report their history in the form of stories. This

those not theologically educated. It is, therefore, important to speak of the divine
in the "language of the world".
Also called the image of God, but the image is usually figuratively understood,
which was absolutely not meant, here, at the time. Therefore, the term "construct
of God" helps to understand better what is meant.
233

The 'identity of the wording' sometimes conceals significant shifts in the meaning of the words and, in turn, shifts in the meaning of the terms designated by the
words. Both shifts can rarely be reconstructed without any problems. Therefore,
the present structure is often subject to a certain individual and collective randomness, which is not to be re-assembled in the historical specification.
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applies both to the biography of each person and to what they report about
what is important to them in life. Remembering will always be represented
in stories. Due to the interests, evaluations, and acceptance of the listeners,
these stories will by no means be able or willing to claim to narrate past
reality. They always play in the present with their realities. And religiosity
presents itself in stories. Only the reflection (for instance the theological
and thus abstract one) renounces the set of stories in which concrete religiosity always reveals its aspects and shifts to the abstract, which is often far
away from concrete religiosity and to what has often emancipated itself
from it.
Religious revelation (like everything that is revealed) is represented in stories.235 The scriptural religions tell their destinies in writing.236 The stories
that led to the DA after many a detour are now to be reported:
e) The Way to the "DA"
1. Act:
This first act will be told to us in two stories: The first story is the politically
interested Sanherib about his third campaign against Egypt. The second
story is the religiously interested one who tells us about this event in the

The relationship between stories and history has already been discussed. It receives existential topicality here.
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Writing by no means always guarantees originality of the reports. Often the oral
tradition preserves the original much better. For example, the transmission of the
religious world among the Maasai, who reproduce their religiousness as something divine in the oral narrative of the emergence of their people in the Ngorongoro Crater, has remained identical in wording to this day since the first records
by Christian missionaries.
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"Second Book of Kings". This report essentially goes back to what was
never written by the Jewish clergy in Babylon about Sanherib.
The First Story
Sîn-aḫḫe-eriba, King of Assyria (+ 680 BC), led his third campaign against
the Egyptians in 702 BC. Two countries still fought against the dominion
of Babylon: Escalon and Judah. After the victory over King Sideqa of Escalon, Hezekiah became King of Judah, according to Sîn-aḫḫe-eribas, saying "like a bird in a cage trapped in his residence Ursalimmu (Jerusalem)".
Hezekiah surrendered after a long siege and fierce fighting in the surrounding countryside. That was a fatal defeat for Judah. Many inhabitants
(including members of the royal family) were deported to Assur. As booty,
30 talents gold and 300 talents silver and large parts of the land of Judah,
the city-states of Ashdod, Akron and Gaza were handed over. The kingdom of Judah remained in its heartland only. Pedi was reinstated as the
king in Akron. In the following period, Assyria's supremacy was recognized by Hezekiah, and tributes were paid to Nineveh.
The Second story
In the Tanah (collection of Biblical texts that are normative for Judaism),
the story of Sanherib and his migration to Egypt is told differently. To illustrate the creativity of religious literature, it is quoted here in full length:
"King Hezekiah (729-698 B.C.) fell away from King Sanherib of Assyria.
Then he came up against all the strong cities of Judah and took them. Then
Hezekiah sent messengers to Lachish and told Sanherib: 'I've done a bad
thing. Withdraw! What you impose on me I will bear.' Then the king of
Assyria, Hezekiah, put up a tax of three hundred quintals of silver and
thirty quintals of gold. And Hezekiah gave all the silver that was in the
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temple of JHWH and in the treasuries of the royal palace. The king of Assyria sent Rabshakeh with a great army power from Lachish against Jerusalem. When he arrived, he stood up by the water pipe of the Upper Pond
on the Walkerfeldstraße and sent for the king. Then Eliacom, the ruler of
the palace, Sebna, the chancellor and Joah, the privy councilor, went out to
him. Rabshakeh said, 'Tell Hezekiah: 'Thus says the king of Assyria, 'What
confidence do you have? Do you think mere words could stifle wisdom
and strength in war? Who do you trust? On this reed that pierces the hand
of anyone who leans on it? Why don't you bet with us? I'll give you two
thousand horses if you can provide the riders. Eliacom said, 'Speak Aramaic to your servants! We understand it; do not speak to us in the language
of the Judeans before the ears of the people on the wall! But Rabshakeh
replied, 'Has my Lord sent me only to your Lord and to you, and not to the
men who sit on the wall with you, to eat their droppings and drink their
urine? And he cried out loudly in the language of the Judeans: 'Hear the
message of the great king, the king of Assyria! This is what the King says:
'Don't let Hezekiah beguile you! He can't save you from my hand. Do not
let Hezekiah put you off on your God and say: "Certainly JHWH237 will
save us; this city will not fall into the hands of the King of Assur! Did the
gods of the other nations deliver their land out of the hand of the king of
Assyria, when JHWH was to deliver Jerusalem out of my hand? So don't
listen to Hezekiah! For thus says the king of Assur: Make a covenant with
me, and come out! Then everyone shall eat of his vine and fig tree and
drink water from his well until I come and bring you into a land like your
own land, a land full of grain and wine, full of oil and honey. Then you
The name of God JHWH had been taken over by the inhabitants of Judah from
the people whom the Egyptians called "Shaku". These semi-nomadic people settled on the Arabian Peninsula, on the Sinai Peninsula and southern areas of the
Middle East as far as the Sea of Galilee. They named their country after the name
of their god "Jehu-Land".
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will live and not die.' But they remained silent, for Hezekiah had forbidden
them to answer. Then Eliacom, Zebna and Joah returned to Hezekiah with
their clothes torn, and told him what Rabshakeh had said. And Hezekiah
rent his clothes, and put on his ephod, and sent Eliacom, and Zebna, and
the elders of the priests in their ephods, to the prophet Isaiah, and had them
tell him: 'This is a day of tribulation and chastisement. But perhaps your
God, YHWH, has heard the words of Rabshakeh, whom his Lord, the king
of Assyria, sent to mock the living God, and has avenged the speeches he
made. So pray then for the rest who are still alive! When the messengers
came to Isaiah, he said, 'Tell your lord, 'Thus says JHWH, 'Do not be afraid
of the words with which the messengers of the king of Assyria blasphemed
me. I will give him a spirit, when he hears a rumor and returns to his land;
and there I will cause him to perish by the sword.' When Rabshakeh had
returned, he met Sanherib busy with the siege of Libna. But on the news
that King Tirhaka of Nubia was approaching against him, Sanherib gave
up the siege and returned to Nineveh. When he prayed in the temple of his
god, two of his sons slew him; they fled to the land of Ararat, but his son
Esarhaddon became king in his place. The king of Assyria sent messengers
to Hezekiah and said to him, 'Do not let yourself be led astray by the trust
in your God to believe that Jerusalem will not fall into the hands of the king
of Assyria. You have heard that the kings of Assyria have put under a ban
every land, and you should escape? Have the gods of the nations destroyed
by my fathers destroyed them?” When Hezekiah had received the letter
from the hands of the messengers and had read it, he went up to the house
of Yahweh and spread it out before YHWH. And he prayed: "JHWH
Zebaoth, you God of Israel, who sits upon the cherubs, you are God over
all the kingdoms of the earth; you have made heaven and earth. YHWH,
incline your ears and hear, YHWH, open your eyes and see! Yes, hear the
message Sanherib sent to ridicule the living God! It is true, JHWH, the
kings of Assyria have destroyed the nations and thrown their gods into the
fire; but these were not gods, but the work of man's hands, wood and stone;
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so they could destroy them. But now, JHWH our God, save us from his
hand, so that all the kingdoms of the earth may know that you are God
alone!” Then Isaiah had Hezekiah speak, 'Thus says JHWH, the God of Israel: What you have prayed unto me because of Sanherib I have heard. He
shall not invade this city, nor shoot an arrow into it, nor run against it with
any shield, nor pour up any wall against it. By the way he came, he shall
return. I will protect this city for my sake and for my servant David’s sake.”
That night the angel of JHWH went out and struck a hundred and eightyfive thousand men in the camp of Assur; the next morning, all was full of
corpses."238
The difference between both reports, the profane one of the Sanherib story
and the religious one of the Jewish scriptures, makes clear, how much interests and values determine the content of constructs.
2. Act:
The next step towards a pictureless "DA" was probably as follows (the
source situation is not quite clear239):
According to biblical tradition, King Josiah was from Jerusalem. He ruled
from 640 to 609 BC and came from the dynasty of the Davids.240 He combined religious striving with political intentions and was the first one to
238

2. Book of Kings, 18,7-19,41.

"In his day, the Pharaoh Nacho, king of Egypt, drew a war campaign against
the king of Assur to the Euphrates. King Josiah stood against him. But Pharaoh
killed him at Megiddo as soon as he saw him" (2 Kings 23:29). Here again we follow the reports of Tanah.
239

This name of a dynasty is probably the most significant testimony for the assumption that once in Jerusalem a king named "David" ruled.
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create the construct of an imageless God. At the same time he tried to introduce monotheism into Judah by banning all other forms of religiosity
under penalty. The temple of Jerusalem241 became the central sanctuary of
the adoration of JHWH. However, he could not prevent the cult of Astarte,
who was worshipped as JHWH's partner. It was spread throughout the
Orient and Egypt. Even King Solomon is said to have paid her temporary
homage.242
3. Act:
This act takes place in Babylon. Nabû-kudurrī-uṣ ur II. (Nebuchadnezzar
II) conquered Jerusalem, the capital of the kingdom of Judah, in 598 BC.
He destroyed Solomon’s temple and led the upper class, especially the
clergy, into exile in Babylon. The situation of exile proved to be extremely
fruitful for the JHWH cult. It may be that the clergy of the attempt remembered King Joshijah. They gave their story to the imageless imagination of
JHWH and thus secured its lasting value and supra-historical significance.
They founded DA's strict monotheism.

The Jerusalem Temple was built according to the Biblical representation of Solomon on Zion. Modern archaeology assumes that this temple was not built until
about two hundred years after the "reign of Solomon", since the existence of King
Solomon cannot be confirmed, as were the "Solomonian palaces", too Solomon’s
name (Sa-la-ma/-nu in Moab) may appear in the context of the Ethiopian story of
the visit of a queen of Sheba around 7400 BC.
241

1 Kings 11:5. The effort to give a male God a companion, should be found in all
religions. In Catholic Christianity, Mary, the mother of Yeshua, was (and still is)
considered as a "Mediator of all Graces." Even the Second Vatican Council (19621965) called her "Mediatrix" in the Dogmatic Constitution "Lumen Gentium". It
thus followed the teachings of many popes: Leo’s XIII, Pius' X, Pius' XI Pius' XII
and John' XXIII and others. He is said to have wanted to declare this view a dogma.
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Here, in exile, they wrote "the history of Israel" in the literary form of stories, the basis of the later Tanah, beginning with the creation of the world
by Elham243 up to the vision of the arrival of the Messiah.244 In doing so,
they drew on some stories from the history of Israel. The most important
testimony of a pre-exilic narrative may be that of the "blessing of Aaron".245

They put the Semitic name of God El in the plural to make it clear that El created
man as man and woman. "And Elohim said: Let us make man in our image and
likeness – as man and woman he created him" (Gen 1:26). It is part of the tragedy
of some people that in reversing this sentence they made God in their image and
likeness and thus laid the foundation stone for various atheisms.
243

Balaam was a "prophet" living on the Euphrates, whose existence also seems to
be documented non-Biblically. The Tanah lets him speak; "Balaam says, Beor's son:
I see him, but not now. I look at him, but not close. A star goes up over Israel"
(Num 24:17).
244

The blessing formal: "God bless you and protect you. Let his face shine upon
you …" is still in use today in Judaism and in the churches of the Reformation.
According to Jewish tradition, it was given to Moses by JHWH. (Num 6,24 f). The
"Aaronic Blessing" can also be found in the oldest known testimony of the Biblical
text. That is two tiny scrolls of almost pure silver, which were found in a family
grave in the Hinnom Valley below the south-west wall of the old town of Jerusalem in 1979. However, most non-Israeli archaeologists assume that they were written long after exile. Apart from the "Aaronic blessing", a plaque, which is ascribed
to Josh, the pre-exilic king in Israel (+ about 786 B.C.), reports of a temple of Solomon. The tablet is made of sandstone, the text on it is in Phoenician script. In the
text, he praises himself for the renovation work on the temple. The text is 10 lines
long and written in Phoenician. The reported scene is described in detail in Tanah
(2. Book of Kings, 12). The original location of the tablet can no longer be found. It
ended up in the Israel Museum finally. Here it should be checked for its authenticity. The result was negative, because some letters were only in use 200 years
245
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But also non-Jewish sources were worked up. For example, the story of the
deluge that was taken from the epic of Gilgamesh. The judgment of the ten
plagues that JHWH caused in Egypt could also have occurred in Egypt
(although not in the order reported), apart from the tenth (the killing of the
firstborn).
The exiles formulated their faith in JHWH, if one follows the Tanah, in the
following story:
Moses fed his sheep and his father-in-law's goats on Horeb. Then an angel
of JHWH appeared to him in a flame that struck from a bush of thorns. The
thornbush burned without being consumed by the fire. Moses said that is
where I am going to have a closer look at this strange thing. When JHWH
saw that Moses came closer, he spoke to Moses: "I am the DA", don't get
too close to me, because where you stand there is holy ground. I am the
god of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. I have seen the need of this people in
Egypt ... I am DA to lead them out of this land into a land where milk and
honey flow, into the land of the Canaanites and Hittites. Go to Egypt and
lead my people out of Egypt. Moses replied. "Who am I to go to Pharaoh
and lead the people?" Then JHWH answers: "I'm with you!" Then Moses
asked: "What shall I say to the people, what is the name of the one who
gave you the command? What do you want me to tell them?” JHWH answered, "Tell them: I am who I am. DA has sent me.246 To secure the abso-

after the death of the king. Although the text is considered fake, some traditional
Jewish teachers consider it authentic in order to secure a pre-exilic tradition.
246

Exodus/2nd book of Moses 3, 1-14.
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lute image of JHWH, they made him say in the second of the commandments which JHWH commanded to Moses, "You shall not make yourselves an idol!"247
And since the danger of the misuse of the name of God was quite present
to them, they immediately formulated afterwards: "You shall not misuse
the name of JHWH". The misuse of the name of God in Christianity is certainly a pleasure for many Jews. The Christian catechesis names as examples of abuse the swearing, the cursing, the "blasphemy" as if not every
thoughtless talk about God was abuse of his name. And that it is mostly
not at all or only rarely considered that not infrequently Christian theologians also use the name JHWHs negligently, as if it were just the name of
a human being.
This ends the drama that led from the many gods to the only one, the DA.
From this point on, the effort to find the DA could only be exhausted in
additions and explanations, if such were necessary at all.
Theology, at any rate, had reached a climax in Babylon that was never surpassed. The construct of the idea of a God of whom one cannot (and therefore must not) make an image means a progress in the faith in God that
cannot be thought more radically: the prohibition of any anthropomorphism.

Ex 20,4a; Rabbi Ludwig Philippson: The Torah, ed. Walter Homolka/Hanna
Liss/Rüdiger Liwak, Freiburg 2015, p. 331. It was originally meant meant 'not to
make a statue of the gods' to preserve the incomparability and unavailability of
God. The 'ban on images' is still observed today in Judaism and Islam. It was long
controversial in Christian circles; among other things, it was relaxed by the Synod
of Frankfurt in June 784 AD, in which the Franks under Charlemagne protested
against the Council of Nicaea, to which they were not invited.
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The integration of JHWH into the temporality is particularly important,
here. JHWH does not occur in the time before and after. It is timeless as
DA, the absolute NU. This timelessness of the absolute present forbids to
attribute JHWH activities that take place in time and thus know a past and
a future: JHWH is not angry, he does not hate, he does not love, he does
not forbid and command, he does not rejoice, he does not help, he does not
answer, he does not procreate248 …, he is the DA that can be longed for in
all these verbs. The temptation to make an image of God out of a human
image and parable seemed to be overcome. But appearances are deceptive.
To this day, people form a vivid, figurative image of JHWH, that of a human being (or even of a "superhuman"). The DA, thought in Babylon, allows an unfolding if necessary. This is now going to be reported: This unfolding contains the word "love".

Jewish theology uses the verb "bara" for JHWH’S “work" to disassociate it from
any form of human activity. The clergy in Babylon began their writing of the history of their people with the words: "Bereshid bara Elohim". (Gen. 1,1)
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6 JHWH is Love
The religiosity of an imageless construct of God experiences its unfolding
through the determination of the DA as an imageless form of love.249 Although this way has essentially already been walked on in Judaism, it was
given its express form in Christianity.
Christianity developed in its essential traits through the life and message
of a man whom the Romans called "Jesus"250 and whom the Gentile Christians gave the byname "Χριστός" (in a not ideal form of translation of the
word "Messiah"), who – again Latinized – became "Christ". His name was
Yeshua, his birthplace Nazareth. His life and the main features of his teaching be now presented. The people who are committed to his teaching call
themselves "Christians" to this day.251 With the emancipation of this group
from Judaism, initially committed to Jewish thinking, and emigration to
the "pagan world", the wordless name of God, "JHWH", was also dropped.
JHWH has almost as many names as there were languages. In the Germanspeaking area it received the name "GOTT" (God).

A common misunderstanding: "God loves" may be thought of, here. He does
not love, for loving knows a past and a future. He is LOVE.
249

His name was Yeshua. Since you cannot deprive a man of his name, for it alone
gives him uniqueness, and thus his dignity, he is called by his right name in the
following.
250

This self-naming was already used by the Gentile Christians in Antioch in Syria
around 40 AD.
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6.1 The Life of Yeshua
Many biographers, whose primary interest was not necessarily of a historical graphic nature, report about the life of Yeshua. In their reports, their
personal religiosity is reflected with their interests and values. Around
these reports, there were organized congregations, which soon called
themselves "churches"252. Four of these biographies were recognized as "canonical" by the church that had merged meanwhile. 253 They were early

Paul of Tarsus, who, as an educated Roman citizen, might have been quite familiar with the history of Greece, gave these churches the name "ecclesia" (Greek:
ecclesia ἐκκλησία). 300 years earlier, this was the name that the democratically
constituted communities of the democracies in Attica had given themselves.
252

The canon Muratori has been handed down in a codex of the 8th century. Presumably, it is a translation into bad Latin from a Greek original written in Rome
about 170-200 A.D. It names the scriptures which are to be regarded as authentic
in Christianity.
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messengers of the message of Yeshua: Mark254 , Matthew255 , Luke 256 and
John.257 The following is important here to be considered that the first reports on the teaching and life of Yeshua by Paul of Tarsus were available

According to early Christian teaching, Mark was the bishop of Alexandria and
thus the founder of the Coptic Church. His Yeshua-biography was probably written soon after the destruction of Jerusalem by Titus (70 A.D.). Like all Yeshuabiographers, he was there to save the Yeshua message from destruction, as it could
no longer only be passed on orally.
254

The author of this biography is unknown. In the old church tradition, Papias of
Hierapolis is the one who attributed it to one Matthew. Eusebius of Caesarea
quotes this with reference to a collection of Yeshua words, in a collection written
in Aramaean, which the exegetes of our time have called "Q". This source "Q"
quotes (probably somewhat authentic) Yeshua words, which then, however,
translated into Greek, have lost their authenticity. In addition, some other documents from the early church have been preserved which similarly ascribe a Hebrew Gospel to Matthew that has not been preserved. This was used either to establish a better connection between the Greek and Aramaic speaking Christians or
to spread the message of Yeshua among the Jews.
255

Luke is occasionally mentioned as a companion of Paul of Tarsus or as one of
Yeshua’ s early followers. But these sources are problematic. It seems certain, however, that he, like the biographer of Matthew, made use of the source "Q", which
draws on a collection of Yeshua words written in Aramaic. This explains many
parallels between his biography and that of Matthew. However, only the words
attributed to Yeshua are common, not the circumstances in which they were spoken.
256

The author of this biography is unknown. The assumption that it was identical
with the "Yeshua’ s favorite disciples, whose name is given as "John", may be true
insofar as the biographer wanted to secure his special credibility in this way. The
biography was written around 90 A.D. and is well documented by fragment P52
for this time. But since it is determined more by theological than by historiographical interest, it can hardly be attributed to the "Apostle John". The author wants to
257
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to and known to biographers. Paul wrote the majority of his letters between 50 and 60 AD. He died already in the 60s, before the first biographies
were written. Paul was a highly educated man and a Roman citizen.258 At
first he, a Jewish Torah teacher and convinced Pharisee, persecuted the followers of Yeshua, but after a visionary experience he became his convinced
messenger. He changed his Hebrew name from Saul to a Roman one: Paul.
He represented Yeshua’s teachings in numerous letters as he understood
them. His audience were mainly pagan Christians. This does not exclude,
however, that many of his views spread in Christian congregations and
thus entered the Yeshua-Biographies.259 Yeshua was born in Nazareth, a

write a "New Testament". He knows the beginning of the Tanah very well. The
exiled people had it begin with the words: "In the beginning, Elohim …" He begins
his text with the words: "In the beginning was the word!" So, he is announcing a
new creation. This may recall the text of John's apocalypse: "Behold, I make all
things new!" (Rev 21,5) Early authors such as Papias († about 140) and Justin the
Martyr († 165) call the "Apostle James" as the author.
258

He was born in the then Roman province of Cilicia (southern Turkey).

His influence still reached the European philosophy of modern times. Immanuel Kant, Sören Kierkegaard or Karl Jaspers make references to him. Some philosophers of the Enlightenment saw in him the actual founder of Christianity.
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small town in northern Israel.260 His mother's name was Marjam, his "stepfather" 261 was Joseph from the "House of David". 262 Yeshua probably
learned the carpentry trade from him. It may be that he also attended a
rabbinical school, because he occasionally preached in the synagogue of
Kafarnaum.
When he was about thirty years old, he left his family and began his oneyear career as an itinerant preacher and miracle worker. Kafarnaum be-

One of his biographers, who is familiar with the reports that were dedicated to
a man named Luke, has him be born in Bethlehem because, according to an ancient
Jewish tradition, the Messiah was to come from this city. In the 19th Sura, which
he dedicated to Maryam, Yeshua’s mother, Mohammed describes the desert as a
kind of state of mind, because everything is said to come out of the desert safe and
sound. In the following, the biographies are quoted as Mk biographies, Mt biographies, Lk biographies and J biographies, their traditional names. Tradition attributes them to a Mark, a Matthew, a Luke and a John. The Lk biography and the
Mt biography are presumably extensions of a logia collection (abbreviated by "Q")
written in Aramaic (Yeshua’s mother tongue). This logia-collection is very probably the most authentic reproduction of the message of Yeshua that we have at our
disposal. It can be reconstructed from the biographies they may have used as
sources, with some uncertainty, inherent in all such reconstructions. Furthermore,
it has to be considered that the influence of Paul of Tarsus († about 60 A.D.) with
his theological reflections on the message of Yeshua was sewn into the biography
with some writings of life such as the message of Yeshua, all of which were first
composed in the Bible, after the destruction of Jerusalem by Titus in 70 AD.
260

Since Yeshua, according to Biblical doctrine and that of the Qur'an, did not have
a physical father, but Joseph recognized Mary as his spouse, the word "step father"
probably comes closest to the given facts.
261

This is what the Mt biographer reports (1,16). So, Yeshua came only from of the
line of Joseph from the tribe of David.
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came the center of his life. At the beginning of his activity, he met Jochanaan at the Jordan, who baptized there and announced the approach of the
kingdom of God. 263 When Herod Antipas, according to Biblical reports,
had Jochanaan beheaded, Yeshua took up his message.
Since he preached against the regulated kind of religion that had become
customary in Jerusalem and called JHWH "father" (Abba), as only a few
Jews did at that time, and did not worship him in the temple in Jerusalem
but rather on the mountains, conflicts were likely to arise with the courtly
upper class, the "Pharisees and scribes". When he, the pious Jew, hurried
to the Passover to Jerusalem and drove out dealers from the temple, he fell
into the hands of his enemy.
First, he was sentenced to death for blasphemy by the Sanhedrin, the supreme court of the Jews in matters of religion and criminal cases. Since the
Jews could not execute the punishment, he was handed over to the governor of the Roman emperor, Pilatus. He was to be convicted of sedition.

Jochanaan (Greek; "John") baptized for a few years at the Jordan River, and was
regarded by many as the Messiah. This assumption occasionally remained in the
tradition of the Mansaeans until the modern European period. The early Mark biographer made him the prelude to Yeshua. Source Q calls him "Son of God" and
"Son of Man". To avoid the early Christian congregations accepting him as the
Messiah, the biographers emphasize the precursor function of the Baptist. Thus it
says in Luke's biography: "But since the people were waiting and all in their hearts
were wondering whether John might be the Christ, John answered and said: “I
baptize you with water; but there comes one stronger than I, and I am not worthy
to loosen his shoe straps; he will baptize you with the Holy Spirit and fire. He has
the shovel in his hand, and he will cleanse his threshing floor thoroughly, and
gather the wheat into his barn; but he will burn the chaff with fire that will not be
extinguished." (3,15)
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Pilate was conducting a trial against Yeshua, but found the charges unjustified. However, since Yeshua did not answer his questions,264 he had to
sentence him according to Roman law, which punished silence before the
emperor's governor for non-Romans by death on the cross.

The biography of Mark reports: "Pilate asked him: Are you the king of the Jews?
He said to him, "You tell me.” The high priests brought many charges against him.
Then Pilate turned to him and asked, "Do you not want to say anything about this?
Look how many charges they have brought against you.” But Jesus gave no more
answer, so that Pilate wondered." (15:2-5). So, he gave the order to crucify Yeshua
(15:15). The other biographers adorned this process with many details. But since
the biography of Mark was the first one, probably written soon after the destruction of Jerusalem and its temple (70 AD), it is most likely to be authentic. Jehovah's
statement to be "King of the Jews", although repeated by Pilate in a rather ironic
way, will probably be a later ingredient.
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Yeshua died on the cross,265 was buried and is resurrected from death according to the testimony of all his biographers.266
This resurrection is understood by most Christians as a bodily resurrection
(1 Cor 15, 3b).267 But also the view that Yeshua had risen into the kingdom
The Koran reports his "recall". "God said, 'Jesus! I will call you away (now) and
lift you up to myself (into heaven) and make you clean'" (3:55). – "And (because)
they said: 'We have killed Christ Jesus, the son of Mary and apostle of God. – But
they (in reality) did not kill him and (also) did not crucify him. Rather (another
one) appeared to them similar, (so that they mistook him for Jesus and killed him).
And those who disagree with him (or about him) are in doubt about him (or about
it). They have no knowledge about him (or: about it), but rather pursue assumptions. And they did not with certainty kill him (i.e. they cannot say with certainty
that they killed him). No, God raised him up to himself." Today, the view is mostly
taken that Īsā ibn Maryam (Yeshua) was only seemingly dead, wandered to India,
proclaimed his message there, died and was buried. The Talpiot grave caused
some sensation. It is a rock tomb in East Jerusalem, five kilometers south of the old
town. It was discovered near Jerusalem in 1980 during construction work. It contained ten bone boxes (ossuaries), of which six bore inscriptions, one of which was
deciphered as "Jesus, son of Joseph," but this reading is controversial.
265

Such a resurrection is also reported by Judas the Maccabee. († 160 B.C. ), who
mentions the uprising of the Jews against the religious edict by Antiochus IV. This
demanded of the Jews, under threat of severe punishments, a demonstrative apostasy from their faith: They were to be forced to make a pagan sacrifice.
266

The earliest Christian testimony of Yeshua’s physical resurrection is offered in
the letter of Paul of Tarsus to the Corinthians. The letter was written around the
year 55 AD in Ephesus, 22 years after Yeshua's execution. Paul writes: "First of all,
I have delivered to you what I also received: Christ died for our sins, according to
the Scripture. He was buried and raised on the third day, according to Scripture.
He appeared to Cephas, then to the twelve. Then he appeared to more than five
hundred brothers at the same time, most of them still alive" (15:3-6). He continues:
"But if Christ was not raised, then our preaching is empty and your faith pointless"
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of God that he had proclaimed is occasionally held. And also that he was
resurrected into his congregation, which, to a certain extent, is now regarded as his mystical body.268 Going by the French Jesuit, important paleontologist, anthropologist and philosopher Pierre Teilhard de Chardin
(† 10 April 1955 in New York), the Christ who has risen from the dead becomes the universal center of the entire cosmic-human event. He works in
the center and at the summit of creation and leads it to its completion.269

6.2 The Message of Yeshua
But what was the message of Yeshua? It changed humanity more than that
of any other itinerant preacher. It can be summed up in a few words. He
interpreted the DA of the JHWH message by equating it with "Love": “A
new commandment I give unto you, that you love one another; as I have
loved you, and you also love one another”270 (Jn 13:34). A hymn of the early
Christians, handed down by Paul, may reveal what the love of Yeshua
means for the Christians, who are called to follow Christ’s example: Love
is long-suffering, benevolent, does not let itself be provoked to anger, does
(15:14). So, for Paul, the bodily resurrection is the only justification of his faith. In
addition to the theological reflection, the narrative tradition of the canonical biographies reports the resurrection history quite extensively and decoratively. The
Logia source "Q", however, does not mention it.
This does not mean that such a thought was completely alien to Judaism at that
time.
268

cf. in Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, My Universe, Olten 1973, the chapter "The
animation of the world through the Christus-Universalis", p. 45 et seq.
269

That Paul, in his speech on the Areopagus, reproduces this teaching, saying "In
him we live, we move and we are" (Acts 17,29), just means: JHWW has only the
name "DA", as already stated in Exodus, in him we are.
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not bear evil, it endures everything and never ceases. And Paul reports; "If
I spoke in the tongues of men and angels, but had not love, I would be
booming brass or a noisy timpani. And if I could speak prophetically, and
know all the mysteries, and have all the knowledge; if I had all the power
of faith, and could move mountains with it, but had not love, I would be
nothing. And if I gave away all my possessions, and if I gave up my body
to fire, but had not love, it would do me no good."271 Yeshua’s message is
presented by his biographers in speeches and parables.

6.3 The Programmatic Speeches
Source "Q" gives a summary of the speeches of Yeshua, which are called
“Sermon of the Mountain” and "Sermon of the Camp".272 The Sermon on
the Mount by biographer Matthew is presented here:
The ignorant ("spiritually poor"): 273 One might think that the many hundreds of works that deal with the message of Yeshua were not composed
by people who were aware of the limits of their religious knowledge.

271

1 Cor. 13, 1-13.

The name of this sermon was chosen by the biographer to emphasize its programmatic character. Tanah has JHWH proclaim the Ten Commandments on
Mount Sinai. Essential aspects of these programmatic speeches can also be found
in Jewish elucidations of the Torah. Cf. Joseph Klausner: Jesus of Nazareth. Berlin
3/1952, p. 534; David Flusser: Jesus, Hamburg 1968, p. 43f; Geza Vermes: Jesus, the
Jew, London 1973, p. 223; Pinchas Lapide: The Sermon on the Mount: Utopia or
Program? Mainz 2/1982, p. 15.
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The word may recall the word that 300 years before had been attributed to Socrates: "I know I don't know anything."
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The sufferers: Suffering is one of the human existentials. Being human is
only possible at the cost of suffering. Whoever tries to avoid all suffering
loses himself in the unreal. The very inability to perceive objectivity, but
only to encounter it broken down into realities, leads to conflicts that cause
suffering. The acceptance of such suffering is one of the conditions that
must be fulfilled for this life to succeed.274
The meek: meekness is the opposite of violence. Since European antiquity,
it has been regarded as one of the essential character traits that enable a
person to live in peace with himself and others.275 Yeshua grants the land
to the meek.276
Seek righteousness (to "hunger and thirst" for it): According to the testimony
of two of his biographers, Yeshua says: "Seek first the kingdom of God and
his righteousness - and all else shall be given unto you."277 What he called

That does not mean that people are supposed to inflict sufferings to themselves
or others. However, the encounter of two realities that see themselves each as realities, is very often a reason for suffering. This is one of the reasons why constructivism claims a high degree of humanity, for it exposes the confusion between subjective reality and objective reality as belonging to the realm of illusion.
274

In antiquity, gentleness was regarded as a personality characteristic of philosophers. Socrates, for example, according to the testimony of his disciple Plato, was
a gentle man (Phaidon116c5).
275

They will own the land." In the Jewish representations, this is translated: "...they
will see the land as at one time Moses, according to the story of the Exodus, was
allowed to see before he died the land in which milk and honey flowed ." (Dt 34:15). One may wonder whether the practice of Israel does justice to this knowledge.
276
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Mt 6.33 and Lk 12.31.
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with this word can presumably only be explored on the basis of his parables of the kingdom of God of the prodigal Son278 or of the workers in the
vineyard.279
He severely condemns all forms of self-righteousness.
The mourners: "Mourning" refers to the ability to say goodbye to what has
become what one loves or takes for granted. The "mourning work", the
parting, is an important condition to be able to dare a new beginning.280
The Metanoiete281 ("Think new"; also translated as "Think differently, or:
about things") of the message of Yeshua is a prerequisite for its acceptance.
Some things in his message are not familiar to Jewish thinking at that time,
although they were certainly thought of in the Torah.282

A young man leaves his homeland in anger and searches in the his happiness
in foreign countries. He gets into great trouble and returns. His father celebrates
his return with a great feast (Lk 15:11-31).
278

The parable reports that the Lord of the vineyard hires workers at different periods, but gives them all the same wages, regardless of the hours worked. (Mt 20.116)
279

With the essay volume "The inability to mourn", Alexander and Margarete
Mitscherlich wrote texts in 1967 for the overcoming of the Nazi past in the Federal
Republic of Germany. The "inability to mourn" is the inability to leave the past
behind.
280

"μετάνοια" understands a rethinking as a new way of looking at things and the
giving up apparent self-evidences. The usual translation with the word "penance"
comes from a rather Manichean way of thinking. Used, here, is the imperative.
281

"JHWH is a merciful and gracious God, patient, rich in kindness and faithfulness" (Ex 34:6). JHWH notices the absence, but he forgives and remains faithful to
the covenant with his people. This becomes particularly clear in the case of the
282
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The merciful: The writings of the Torah already deal with JHWH’s mercy.
Merciful is the man who has mercy on others.283 Such mercy may show
itself in forgiveness. The ability and willingness to forgive repeatedly
should be the effort of every person who feels obliged to Yeshua.284
Those who are without false ("pure of heart"): In a world dominated by deception and lies and by information whose production, selection and reinterpretation are guided by political and economic interests, this message is of
particular importance.
The unbelievable credulity of many people is a characteristics of our time,
which made fail miserably the concerns of the First Enlightenment, such as
that of "using one's own intellect". Cheating became a political virtue.285
prophets of the time of exile: "The Lord has comforted his people and taken pity
on his poor … Can a woman forget her child, a mother her son? And even if she
forgot him: I will not forget you" (Is 49:13-15). Therefore the demand of mercy also
applies to human beings: "It is good to pray and fast, to be merciful, and just" (Tob
12,8) and "Be merciful as your Father is". (Lk 6,36).
But this is by no means a justification for a kind of rule that rises above other
men. Mercy always presupposes the knowledge that the merciful himself is in
need of mercy.
283

The biographer of Matthew reports: "Then Peter came to him, and said, Lord,
how often must I forgive my brother who sins against me? Is seven times enough?
And Jesus said unto him, I say unto thee: Not seven times, but seventy times seven
times" (Mt 18,21f). The "seventy times seven" designates "again and again anew,
and without end".
284

There may be food for thought when the majority of "responsible citizens" uncritically accept information as dense to reality, which is always, necessarily and
inevitably, the construct of their producers. The demand of Immanuel Kant: "Have
courage to use your own intellect" is forgotten.
285
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But not only among those who rule the world of information, but also
among those who are ruled upon, a "pure heart" became rare. Also here,
the Yeshua message demands a new thinking, wanting and acting.
The peaceful ones. Surely, most people do not lack the will for peaceful coexistence. But peace is by no means assured. Often the capacity for peace
is lacking. This capacity before everything else is demanded by Yeshua. In
a world that is largely dominated by individual and collective destructiveness, this ability is opposed to biophilia. The authors of Tanah in the exile
in Babylon report about this in the myth of the "First sin", which consisted
in people believing to be like God, "recognizing what is good and evil".
They let this recognition lead to fratricide.
Those persecuted "for my sake": The question arises whether people are still
persecuted for the sake of Yeshua and his message. His message is that of
the kingdom of God which has already come into being, combined with
the ability and willingness to think anew (i.e. differently and different
things). The question about the proclamation of the kingdom has become
insignificant insofar as the established churches silently renounce this in
preaching and teaching, although it is presumably a central point of Yeshua’s message. 286 Mostly they move the empire into a distant future. 287

The Christian Churches have only one task: They are to be "effective signs of
the kingdom of God". They must prove themselves in this function alone, and it
must be the legitimation of their actions. Often, however, they fall prey to the
temptation of all social systems to attribute self-esteem to themselves, and to transform their service-function into a domination-function. The Mk biographer lets
Yeshua say: "I did not come to rule, but to serve". (10, 15)
286

Not infrequently, the kingdom of God is shifted to a distant future, although
Yeshua, according to the testimony of Luke's biography, places it in the present.
287
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Hardly any better is the demand for new thinking. Like all social systems,
the major churches also tend to be skeptical about what is new. What is old
is regarded as proven and thus as good and true. To think new and in different ways is suspicious of heresy. Is it not conceivable that this beatitude
concerns many of the "heretics"? So, this last one of the "Beatitudes" is by no
means abstract. It is true that hardly any more people outside the established
churches are persecuted for the sake of the message of Yeshua.288 Within
these churches, however, the preservation of what is traditional is a widespread interest.

6.4 The Parables
Yeshua proclaims his message to the people above all in parables.289 Here,
some are to be introduced in an exemplary way, which deals with two subject areas, formulated in the Sermon on the Mount in the form of Beatitudes: 1. the love of enemies and 2. the prohibition to condemn.

He answers the Pharisees' question about the place of his kingdom: "It is already
among you." (17, 20)
Persecution is more rarely directed against performed Christianity than against
membership in one of the Christian Churches. Not religious practice, but the legal
situation is the reason for persecution. One can, therefore, speak more of church
persecution than a persecution of Christians.
288

"And the disciples came unto him, and said: Why are you talking to them
through parables? He answered and said: ... For this reason I speak in parables
when I speak to them. For they may see, but they know nothing; they may hear,
but they understand nothing" (Mt 13:13).
289
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a) About the Love of the Enemy
In the Sermon on the Mount, Yeshua demands: "Love your enemies; bless
those who curse you; do good to those who hate you; pray for those who
offend and persecute you.” He thus extended the commandment to love
one’s neighbor to enemies as well. The "orthodox Jews" regarded the inhabitants of Samaria as heretics, who had to be fought against: Yeshua answered a scribe when asked what one had to do in order to "attain eternal
life": "What is written in the law? What are you reading?" He answered and
said: "You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, with all your
soul, with all your strength and with all your mind, and your neighbor as
yourself." But he wanted to justify himself and said to Yeshua, "Who is my
neighbor?”
Then answered Yeshua, and said, There was a man that went down from
Jerusalem to Jericho, and fell among the robbers; and they stripped him,
and slew him, and departed, and laid him half dead. But it came to pass
that a priest went down the same road; and when he saw him, he passed
by. A Levite was like him: When he came to the place and saw him, he
passed by. And there came a Samaritan that was on his way; and when he
saw him, he commiserated with him; and he went to him, and poured oil
and wine on his wounds, and bound them unto him, and lifted him up
upon his beast, and brought him into an inn, and took care of him.
The next day, he took out two silver pennies, gave them to the landlord,
and said, "Take care of him; and if you spend more, I will pay you when I
return. Which one of these three, you think, was next to the one who fell
among the robbers? He said, who did mercy on him. And Jesus said unto
him, Go thus, and do likewise."
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b) The Prohibition of Judgements
In the Sermon on the Mount, Yeshua says: "Do not judge, lest you also be
judged, for according to the measure with which you measure, you, too,
will be measured. Do not damn so you will not be damned either. Be merciful, and then you, too, shall experience mercy."290
In another parable, Yeshua tells the story of "weeds in the wheat."
The kingdom of heaven is like a man who sowed good seed in his field.
While the people were sleeping, his enemy came, sowed weeds under the
wheat and left again. When the seed opened and the ears of corn formed,
the weeds also appeared. Then the servants went to the lord and they said,
"Lord, have you not sowed good seeds in your field? Then where does the
weed come from? He replied, "An enemy of mine has done this. Then the
servants said to him, "Shall we get it and tear it out? He replied, "No, otherwise you will tear out the wheat along with the weeds. Let both grow
until the harvest. When the time of harvest is come, I will say to the workers, "First gather the tares and bind them in bundles to burn them; but
bring the wheat into my barn."291
However, the two parables should not be understood as mere irenics (a
middle position between dogmatism and relativism).292 Also Yeshua by no
means speaks in favor of the righteousness of works.
Most Christian Churches teach that man is not justified before God by his
good works, but by God's grace. Particularly in Protestant theology, this is
290

Mt 7.1

291

Mt 13, 24.30

292

"I have come not to bring peace, but the sword." (Mt 10:24 cf. also Lk 12:51)
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summarized in the principles: "By faith alone"293, and the fight is declared
against the righteousness of works.
The text of an unknown author, who writes around the year 100 A.D. his
thanks about what the message of Yeshua means: "Beloved, let us love one
another! For love is of God, and the one who loves is born of God and
knows God. He who does not love does not know God; for God is love.
There the love of God for us has been revealed, that God has sent His only
begotten Son into the world that we might live through Him. This is love,
not that we loved God, but that He loved us and sent His Son as a sin offering for our sins. Beloved, if God has so loved us, we also owe it to ourselves to love one another.294 No one has ever seen God; if we love one another, God remains in us, and his love has become perfect in us. By this,
we know that we remain in Him and He in us, that He has given us of His
Spirit. And we have seen and testify that the Father sent the Son as Savior
of the world. Who confesses that Jesus is the Son of God, in whom God
remains, and he in God. And we have known and believed the love that
God has for us; God is love, and he who abides in love abides in God and
God in him."295

"Sola gratia" and "Sola fide" were elementary requirements of the Reformations.
The Reformed theologians Johannes Calvin (1509-1564) and Huldrych Zwingli
(1494-1531) originally supported the basic predestination of every single human
being - either to bliss (without merit) or to damnation (without guilt) as a double
predestination. Works, therefore, play no role in the final justification of a human
being. Faith is not an achievement of man, but a grace of God.
293

294

1 Jn 4-16

295

1 Jn 4-16
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6.5 Is the message of Yeshua biophilic?
The message of Yeshua can be summarized in the sentence: "JHWH is
love". Certainly there are figures of love who are not biophilic and thus do
not obey the ethical truth criterion. There is a love that wants to take possession, a love that wants to master, a love that destroys the You before the
claim of a We. But all these forms of love are not meant if one follows the
message of Yeshua. Rather, it is love that wants to preserve and increase
life. The John biographer attributes this word to Yeshua: "I have come that
you have life and have it in abundance" (Jn 10:10).
Love has many forms. Which one might be meant here? It is a love that
recognizes JHWH in the love that we humans can and should live, as in a
picture puzzle. Of all the human figures of love, "love of friendship" comes
closest to this claim.296 Yeshua himself offers friendship according to biographer John: "This is my commandment: Love one another as I have loved
you. There is no greater love than when one gives one's life for one's
friends. You're my friends if you do what I tell you to do. I no longer call
you servants. I have called you friends" (Jn 15:12-15).
In a following step, it is to be clarified whether and to what extent the message of Yeshua does justice to the criteria which are to be measured against
ethical truth. Is it biophilic, does it allow to increase personal life of one’s
own and that of others? Therefore, the question arises whether the message

Yeshua, like few other Jews of his time, calls JHWH his father, and thus refers
to the love of children and parents. Often Yeshua calls JHWH Abba = "daddy". He
lives and demands a love that increases and sustains life. The theologically oriented John biography attributes the words to Yeshua: "I have come that you have
life and have it in abundance" (Jn 10:10) "I am the way, the truth and the life" (Jn
14:6). It places the Yeshua mission close to biophilia.
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of a universal love based on that of the divine being is biophilic. Only if
this question can be answered in the affirmative is it possible that theology,
which reflects on this message and translates it into the language of the
present, can also be biophilic.
The biophilia of the Yeshua message is rarely denied. The possibility of
living it and thus making it practical is occasionally disputed. In practice,
however, its claim of truth alone is decisive. The question that needs to be
answered is: "Is love biophilic? Love shows itself above all in three aspects:
in the "love of good will", in the "friendship-love" and "desiring love." The
early Christian hymn already mentioned, is a hymn of love, which Paul
introduces with the words: "If I had spoken in the tongues of men and angels, but had not love, I would be a booming ore or a noisy timpani. And
if I could speak prophetically and know all the secrets and have all the
knowledge; if I could have all the faith and move mountains with it, but
not love, I would be nothing"297 Since the love of friendship that unites people is the purest, and the most constant one in spite of the coincidences and
inconveniences of life, it may (in some analogy) come closest to the love of
God. The biophilia of this love is unlikely to be questioned. It differs from
any false love that wants to capture or frees itself from any obligation. The
friendship-love wants to increase one's own and others' personal life, even
if not consciously and even less pronounced, and tries to avoid any reduction, because this is usually the first step towards the end. But friendshiplove aims at permanence.
In addition, friendship-love knows many facets. There is hardly any word
abused more than this one. That raises the question:
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1 Cor 13.1-4.
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What term does the word designate? What do people understand when
they speak of "love"? What are the essential characteristics of such a love?
The first thing is the reciprocal granting of freedom, the second one is certainly mutual trust and finally, above all, being a friend to one another.
a) Bestowed Freedom
It is not uncommon for people to perceive religious belief as a freedomlimiting obligation or recommendation.298 Faith is biophilic if and only if it
is based on a free decision. The question "Whom can I believe?" is always
justified, because it questions the seemingly self-evident, which a critical
questioning demands.
An uncritical faith is always a freedom-limiting faith, for only critical questioning ensures reasonableness. Mature faith presumably happens only in
the hereafter of unbelief. A faith, whether profane or religious, that excludes the possibility of error can be negligent. Here, the ethical concept of
truth can help us on. Only a faith that avoids necrophilia can claim truth
for itself. A religious faith that does not liberate but captivates is not biophilic.
b) Trust
Faith presupposes trust that the one in whom one has confidence does not
want to deceive. This means, however, when assuming an omniscient instance: cannot deceive. Religious trust is one of the prerequisites for all

A paradox should be noted here: These people often trust even the most untrustworthy information of their newspapers or all kinds of conspiracy theories or
all kinds of rumors that come to their ears if they do not contradict their prejudices
– especially not if they find their prejudices confirmed.
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sorts of religious beliefs. First, it is necessary to trust the people who convey the contents of the religious faith.299 Religious trust differs from all inter-human trust in that it is directed towards something that cannot be experienced, and can only indirectly be analyzed. It is an extrapolation of
everything that can be experienced as valuable and life-enhancing into the
unexperienceable.300
To live religiosity, therefore, demands commitment.301 This commitment
must be biophilic if it serves the message of Yeshua. Only then can the
question be answered in the affirmative: "Do people need the divine?"

This is what people who are tied together with ropes when climbing a mountain
call themselves "mountain comrades" and divers who depend on help in emergencies "Diving buddies."
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These contents are conveyed in the course of secondary socialization by parents,
teachers, the media, role models, etc. The role of these instances is hardly to be
underestimated. If the image of God is anthropomorphic, the belief in something
divine will always be disappointed. Many an atheism may be founded on such
disappointment. Sometimes, in the religious mediation, people act as negligent as
in the formation of conscience. With not insignificant reasons can one assume that
a tendency to faith is innate, which can also contain and open up metaphysical,
religious components. The Middle Ages spoke of a "natural longing for something
supernatural" ("Appetitus naturalis ordinis supernaturalis"). The belief in something transcendent of experience can already be presumed in the Neolithic age,
insofar as one added valuable gifts to deceased people, which suggests that people
believed in some kind of "life after death". This faith is possibly the origin of all
religious faith.
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"Faith without works is dead." This sentence has its own truth, but also his own
error. The belief in something divine will – mostly completely unconsciously - influence a person's orientation in his behavior and thus influence his decisions and
actions. This does not mean that a human being can justify himself before God by
301
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c) For one another
The new thing about Yeshua’s message is that it has expanded the DA to a
FOR ONE ANOTHER DA. The aspect of friendship-love may only come
to fulfillment in this.
It seems to contradict the traditional ways of the Theism that JHWH also
needs people; he cannot be without people. They act, see, hear, forgive …
for him and in his place.302 Only in the course of their phylogenesis did
humans discover the divine in order to explain the happenings and the
events of their own life, the events of nature and heaven. Since this belief
seems to be bound to the existence of humans (the subspecies Homo sapiens
sapiens), it will also perish with these humans.303 On the other hand, people
also need the help of JHWH, who is unconditional love reflected in human
love. Without the belief in unconditional love, personal life will hardly ever
reach the realization of the design of the human being that is unique to him
and inherent in him.
This section deals with the legitimation of theology; first, something about
the theological reflection of the teaching of Yeshua is presented. Theology
works alone; above all, it by no means excludes the possibility that religious faith
requires a free decision. The "Sola fide" (faith alone) is by no means the teaching
of the Reformation; it was already represented by Thomas of Aquinas.
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Henri Queffelec entitled his book published in 1951 "God needs people".

The history of the people of this subspecies makes at most a few seconds of the
history of our cosmos. If one wants to follow the cosmogonic location theory, this
originated 13 billion years ago. A physical singularity "exploded, and this explosion created space and time, mass and energy from the physical nothingness that
became everything (physical). What may have triggered this bang is a physical
mystery. Maybe it was a "disturbance in the vacuum energy".
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can only be justified by the biophilic truth criterion if it administers and
develops the message of Yeshua in such a way that it increases rather than
decreases the personal life of people. The problem may be that the message
of Yeshua proves to be ethically true, but that the theological examination
is not able to do justice to the same claim. Insofar as theology claims to be
science, it will dispense itself from all emotionality, including that of
friendship-love of. The limits of the freedom of value of the sciences also
apply to theology. Only when it becomes relevant for action, i.e. when it is
translated into practice, will it have to orient itself towards values.
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7 The Biophilia of Theology
"Theology" literally means "the doctrine of God." It is thus facing a task that
does not seem to know any solution. As this unworldly thing304 eludes all
dimensions of worldliness (like space or time, like mass or energy), it also
eludes all human recognition, imagination and speech. 305 Nevertheless,
there is some justification to find words about what exists beyond all
boundaries of our thinking, assuming that all boundaries mean transcendence.306 Drawing boundaries is equal to enclosing and excluding.307
Constructivism assumes that each person makes a different construct of
the togetherness and diversity of JHWH and Yeshua. The density of reality
of these constructs can only be recognized by the actions derived from
these constructs. On the other hand, what follows is that all constructs that
result in biophilic decisions are of equal rights. Since many theologies
claim an elitist precedence over all others and compete among themselves
In Jewish writings, especially some Midrashim, the name of JHWH is occasionally introduced as "makom" ("space"). Paul of Tarsus also made this idea of JHWH
his own when he taught about JHWH on the Areopagus in Athens; "In him live,
weave and are we!" (Acts 17:28). In the doctrine of the "omnipresence of God", this
idea has also been preserved in Christianity.
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That corresponds to the assumption that what is understood as the divine can
be expressed exclusively in terms of reason.
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It is indisputable, however, that what has been empirically recognized can at
the same time be finite and limitless. The surface of the sphere may serve as an
example.
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This does not mean, however, that the non-divine would also refer to a divine
would or would even claim its existence.
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for believers, a hierarchization of the competitors is also given. They are to
be evaluated according to their relevance to action on the one hand and the
ethical quality of the actions to which they (want to) lead on the other hand.
From the point of view of constructivism, therefore, some of the arguments
of the theologies appear to be merely abstract-relevant.
The most important reason for human speechlessness is the fact that the
divine necessarily occurs in areas that are foreign to us, i.e. lie in the space
of the eternal.308 This, however, knows neither space nor time, neither matter nor energy.
In our language, if we want to break the absolute silence, we must dare the
impossible and linguistically bring the divine into our world. Theology
tries itself in a speaking beyond all language, and it can only be an attempt.
The attempt to approach the divine in and through language without ever
being able to catch up or grasp it will understand the divine as the "absolute NU". The NU is understood, here, as the timelessness and not, as colloquially, the shortest unit of time, as in the saying "It happened in a flash."
The absolute timelessness of the divine forbids assigning to it anything that
can only occur in time. Here, all verbs are to be mentioned above all. The

Simone de Beauvoir (1908-1996), Jean-Paul Sartre’s life partner, wrote the work
"All men are mortal" (1946; "Tous les hommes sont mortels") which she has play
in the 16th century. Forska is an Italian nobleman who eats the elixir of life and is
no longer allowed to die. This deprives him of all meaning in life and all hope,
which is an essential part of being human. Human life must, therefore, have its
meaning in its finiteness – or it becomes meaningless.
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NU does not create,309 it does not love, it does not anger, it does not divide,
it does not procreate, it does not love …, but it is the DA OF LOVE. All
verbs know the preterit or the future tenses, the present tense ranks between both and has a meaning only in between.
If even the incomprehensible can never be grasped, i.e. can never be
brought to the concept, one can try to bring the human being Yeshua, insofar as he is a human being, to the concept – a concept which, however,
must allow the comprehensible to dwell in the incomprehensible.
This is the task of Christian theology, which claims to be committed to the
message of Yeshua. So, theology is an attempt to break down boundaries.
In the context of our considerations, this means above all: Is the bursting
of such boundaries biophilic? What are the conditions that such an enterprise can be biophilic?
We humans are told something in the message of Yeshua that can happen
in the human world (although, unfortunately, it happens rarely). The biophilia of the message of Yeshua is beyond question. The same does not
apply a priori to their interpretation and administration by religious systems (such as Churches), which, like all social systems, first of all pay attention to their existence and can thus also behave for their own sake. Since
the message of Yeshua is only available to most people through the
Church, and since the "directness to God" is a rare exception, the question
arises as to what these systems and their agents have done with the message. It must be answered when it comes to the question of the biophilia of

Judaism used the verb "bara" to name JHWH as creator. Therefore, the Tanah
begins with the words: "Bereshid bara Elohim" (In the beginning God created).
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the theologies, but at the same time also to the answer to the questions of
ethical truth.310
In antiquity, the word theology denoted any talk of God in the form of
narratives, myths, and stories of origin: Plato referred in the Politeia to the
importance of mythical understanding. 311 With Aristotle, theology becomes the metaphysics of the first of all principles from the doctrine of
ideas.312 This was taken up already in the second Christian century and regarded as a mythical speech of the divine by polytheism. The word probably got its positive meaning only when Gregory of Nazianzus (+ 390)
called the Gospel of John the Baptist a “theology”. Since then, the word has

The problem that seems to oppose such efforts is that there are as many theologies as there may be theologians who have published their positions in many thousands of books and writings. This diversity seems to be peculiar only to the theology of Christianity. In the following, we will talk about the little that is common
to most theologies.
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He puts on the myths of the gods of the theology criticized by him the critical
standard of the question of truth, as the question of the One, the Good and the
Unchanging. Since we human beings encounter the unchangeable only in the
ideas, God can at best encounter the human being as an idea. With the exception
of the doctrine of ideas, however, this would mean that the divine would be banished to the principle of unthinkability.
311

Aristotle, Metaphysics, section 1064. Aristotle was suspected by his fellow citizens, like Socrates before, of having committed Asebie against the gods (the Outrage against the gods). He did not worship the gods that the state worshipped,
and had to flee from Athens).
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mostly been evaluated as emotionally positive in Christian congregations.313

7.1 The Message of Yeshua in Theology
So what did theology make of Yeshua and his message? In order to be able
to make a judgment about the biophilic reality density of Christian theologies and thus about their truth, it is necessary to answer two questions:
(1) How do the theologies interpret the relationship of Yeshua to JHWH?
(2) What obligations do the Christian communities assign to the message
of Yeshua?
Excursus: Yeshua and JHWH
It seems undisputed that Yeshua called JHWH his father. Thus, biographer
Matthew reports that on the eve of his crucifixion, Jesus prayed to JHWH
in fear of death; "Abba, if it is possible, let this cup pass by me". (26, 38) So,
Yeshua seems to have called JHWH "father", in line with the Jewish tradition.
This raises the question of the relationship between the two. To discern this
relationship is the most essential task of theology. The legitimation of the
message of Yeshua as "revealed by God" depends on the answer to this

This often results in a "talking about God" which gets devalued into the profane
and unusual.
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question. Does this result in his divinity and the divine origin of his message? What speaks against this is: If Q is considered authentic, he also
taught his apostles to address JHWH as "father".314
Paul of Tarsus tried to find the answer to this question about the special
sonship with God in the physical resurrection of Yeshua. But theology was
not satisfied with that. It poses the question of "divinity" not only in the
message, but also in the person. We have to limit ourselves, here, to four
answers to the questions of the most important discipline for theology (also
according to its self-understanding): dogmatics.
a) Yeshua is the "uncreated Son of God"
The question of Yeshua’s relationship to his father JHWH soon determined
the early Christianity. There was a first serious conflict over the doctrine of
Arius. 315 Emperor Constantine, who favored Christianity in his empire,
was considered one of the followers of Arianism.316 Arius (260-336) assembled a council in Nicaea to resolve the dispute, which met here from 20
May to 25 July 325. The Council ended with a temporary victory of the
The famous "Our Father", Mt 6.9-13 and Lk 11, 1-3. Some theologians have tried
to distinguish between Yeshua’s "My Father" and "Your Father" to differentiate
the sonship of Yeshua from that of other people.
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Arius († 336) held the teaching that there was only one true God and that Jesus
Christ was a (particularly excellent) creature. God the Father and Jesus are not of
the same nature. Around 318 there was a dispute between Bishop Athanasius of
Alexandria (298-373) and Arius. They accused each other of misinterpreting Yeshua’s nature.
315

"Arianism!" became a fighting term that the orthodox believers used to insult
people of other faiths. It had its origin in a very feigned doctrine that was merely
attributed to Arius.
316
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opponents of Arianism and the formulation of the "the Nicene creed".317
This teaching that Yeshua is "true God and man at the same time", "begotten, not created",318 determines the conviction of faith of most major Christian churches. Defending them became one of the most important tasks of
the early Christian councils.
The Spanish-born Emperor Theodosius I (347-393) convened the Council
of Constantinople in 381 in order to resolve the dispute that had been going
on since 325 and the threat of a split in faith between the defenders and
opponents of the doctrine of the Trinity, since the Council of Nicaea, apparently, had not made sufficient decisions on the question of the divinity
of the Holy Spirit. A total of 150 bishops participated in the Council, which
met in St. Irene’s Church. The Emperor had declared: "that we therefore
believe in the one God of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit
with the same majesty and Holy Trinity". All others who did not agree with
this dogma should be considered heretics. So, it came to the formulation of
the "Athanasian Creed” by the Council, which raised the emperor’s opinion to be the dogma.

Although the majority of bishops were close to the doctrine of Arius, they
obeyed the instruction of the emperor, who tried to end the discussion with the
formula decided by the council: "the son is of the same nature as the father". It is
interesting that it is not the majority of bishops, but a decree of the Emperor that
established the central dogma of Christianity.
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In Israel, some kings and chosen persons were awarded the title "Son of God".
There may be testimonies that also early "Christians" shared this conviction. In a
prayer of the 3rd century, the Mother of Yeshua is called "Godbearer" (Θεοτόκος),
although only the Council of Ephesus officially assigned this title to Mariam in
432.
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b) Yeshua is Godlike
The "church father" Origen (around 185-251), highly esteemed as a theologian by the Christians of his time, argued that Yeshua was subordinate to
JHWH. In a further step, the already mentioned "Arianism"319 tried to secure the absolute uniqueness of JHWH. Yeshua could not be "God", he only
had the greatest closeness to God that was possible for a creature, namely
to be similar to JHWH. The thesis that Yeshua was similar to God was seen
as an antithesis against Arianism, which assumed that Yeshua was
JHWH’s first creature and had many adepts. Many Germanic peoples, for
example, were Arians.
A likewise condemned counter doctrine according to which Jesus was only
a man inspired by God was handed down in the middle of the 3rd century
by Paul of Samosata (206-268, bishop of Antioch, later condemned as a heretic).
In Arianism, Christ is not denied divinity by any means, but it is assumed
that Yeshua was created by God, even if before the beginning of the world
- everything else would contradict the uniqueness of God. Moreover, only
a man could die suffering on the cross, no God; human nature had thus
been dominant in Christ.

Especially in the east of the Roman Empire, the decisions of the Council of Nicaea were received rather negatively. The teachings of Arius, according to which
Yeshua was JHWH’s first creature, were softened, and soon the "Arians" gained
the upper hand in the East. However, the term "Arian" is very blurred, since in the
following period it also included people who had little to do with the teachings of
Arius. "Arianism" degenerated into a dirty word for all those who dared to question the Council of Nicaea. In 335, Arius was to be rehabilitated by order of the
emperor. He agreed to sign the decisions of Nicaea, which he had initially rejected.
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His opponents accused Arius of defending Paul's teaching of Samosata,
which had already been condemned at several local synods: If Jesus Christ
were not God, they argued, he could not have redeemed mankind by his
death.
c) JHWH adopted Yeshua as his Son
“Adoptionism" was based on the assumption that JHWH adopted the person Yeshua and thus made him his son. He tried to find a compromise
between the two above-mentioned teachings by reversing the question of
why God became man: "Why did man become God? The answer was that
only a human being adopted by God as a son could bring the message of
the loving God, and that only a man could redeem mankind from original
sin (namely to imagine that he is like God). Most Germanic peoples followed this teaching. The Adoptianism, although rejected by the Roman
Church, was mainly taken up by Spanish theologians. The capital of the
Visigoth Empire became a battlefield for the "orthodox" who had emigrated to Rome in the meantime. Elipandus of Toledo († after 800) championed the idea of Adoptianism, originally to defend the humanity of Jesus. However, this contradicted the church doctrine of the "Trinity", according to which the one God is three-personnel.320
d) Yeshua was adopted by JHWH as a Son
Already in the 2nd century, pagan Christians (among them Germanic peoples) had tried to secure their monotheism by refusing to see Yeshua as a
God. The man Yeshua was adopted by JHWH as the Son of God at his

Synod of Regensburg 792. It was one of the occasions for the Frankfurt Synod
in 794 and gave the impetus for the Aachen Synod in 799, which both condemned
Adoptianism as a heresy.
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baptism in the Jordan: "This is my beloved Son, in whom I am well
pleased.”321 The Council of Nicaea rejected Adoptianism and stated that
Jesus Christ was "true God from true God". But that was by no means the
end of this teaching. Germanic Adoptianism was opposed by the Synod of
Frankfurt in 792 and by the Synods of Aachen in 794 and 799, respectively.322
In the 14th century Durandus of St. Pourçain OP (ca. 1270-1275; † 1334) and
other theologians assume that Yeshua, adopted as a true man by the Holy
Spirit, could be called "Son of God". Wilhelm von Ockham († 1347) and
Gabriel Biel († 1453) consider the expression "adoptive son"(Filius adoptivus) to be perfectly permissible and appropriate. The doctrine of the Trinity received a new quality when the theologians spoke of three persons. In
Greek and Latin antiquity, the word "person" designates an ontological
unit.323 In the European modern era, on the other hand, a psycho-social

Mt 3:16. Paul of Samosata, on the other hand, supposed that the adoption was
not given with the baptism, but with the virginal conception of Jesus.
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Petrus Abelard (1079-1142) and Petrus Lombardi (* 1160) favored a "habitus
theory"; it implies an Adoptianism when the Godhumanity of Christ implies the
acceptance (adoption) of humanity (Yeshua) by God.
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Apollinaris of Laodicea (around 314-380) was the first one to attempt a definition of "person". Person is a nature that is gifted with reason, exists for itself and
is responsible for itself. "("Persona est substantia singularis rationalis completa ut
rotum quid in se subsistens"). Apollinaris was a lecturer in the church of Laodicea
when he was elected bishop by the Nicene community around 361. In the Arian
dispute, he supported the Nicene party in an environment that strongly favored
Arianism. When he gave hospitality to the then exiled Athanasius of Alexandria,
he was excommunicated by the Arians. At the beginning of the European modern
era, Anselm of Canterbury considered this concept of person inappropriate in his
work "Cur deus homo", published between 1094 and 1098.
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one, so that the sentence "In Gott sind drei Personen" (Three persons are in
God) spoken today, suggests a tritheism which, however, can hardly be
justified as a Christian figure of monotheism.
Modalism tries to mediate. It assumes that the "Trinity in God" is to be understood as three kinds of manifestations under which the divine reveals
itself in the world: as Creator (Father), as Redeemer (Son) and as Comforter
or as the Chosen one (Holy Spirit), the one God represents himself in, as it
were, three forms.324
e) Modalism in Christianity before Nicaea
Sabellius taught in Rome around 217 that God was indivisible, whereby
Father (Creator and Lawgiver), Son (Redeemer) and Holy Spirit (the divine
Presence among humans) were three temporally successive manifestations
of the same being.325

Even some hymns could insinuate this position: "God is threefold one. The Father created the world, the Son redeemed us, the Spirit chose us" (Cath. Hymnbook
“Gotteslob”, 354).
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This doctrine still found its echo in the Middle Ages in the "doctrine of the three
rich". The first is the kingdom of the Father, the kingdom of the Law and of the
Old Testament, the second that of the Son, that of hope and that of the New Testament. They are followed by a kingdom of the spirit, the kingdom of love. The
mystical doctrine by Joachim of Fiore († around 1220) of the three empires appears
again and again in the course of time, also still in the 20th century. Russian Orthodoxy recognized a "Third Rome" in Moscow, which followed Roman and Byzantine Rome. German National Socialism also tried to legitimize itself as the "Third
Reich".
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The mysticism of the first Islamic century, which reached a religious climax
in the Caliphate of Baghdad (from the 7th century), gave in its writings a
fruitful definition of the Trinity. Since Allah is love, and love unfolds in
three dimensions, Allah is at the same time the lover ("Father"), the beloved
("Son") and the consummation of love ("Holy Spirit").326
Islam teaches that Yeshua was a prophet of the deity.327 Quite a few congregations that are committed to Christianity hold a similar position. It is
sad that Christian pastoral work, today, no longer speaks (or can speak) of
three persons in God, because today hardly anyone understands the ontological quality of the word “person”.
However, after this historical digression now back to the two questions:
What is this: the message of Yeshua? He is the messenger of the kingdom
of God. Its values, according to the testimony of the early disciples, are
those which arise from love (understood as agape): mercy, tolerance, patience, peaceableness, unconditional love, devotion put into practice. That
is how the kingdom of God happens.

The author interviewed about 100 participants at seminars who saw themselves
as Christians for their understanding of Trinity. With a single exception, they all
represented either a modalism or a tritheism. That should give food for thought.
Since all non-theologians mean by the word "person" exclusively a psychosocial
unity, the usual form of speaking of the "triune God" must have peculiar consequences.
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This position was also adopted by Mohammed and Islam. It was important to
him to avoid the widespread latent tritheism of some Christians. Especially in the
first Muslim century, Yeshua was assigned a central role. He will appear at the
end of time as a judge of the world. In the 012 Sure it says of Allah, "He begat not,
nor was begotten, nor is anyone like him."
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To proclaim and defend this message is the very first mission of the
churches. The biographer Matthew has Yeshua speak the words: "Go into
all the world and proclaim the good news of the kingdom of God (Mt
18:18). With this, he has defined the mission for the Churches, but also their
boundaries. However, what contradicts this order?

7.2 The Centering of Christian Communities
Paul mentions a multitude of churches. These melted to a unit soon after
the alloy with the Roman Empire. This reached its climax when the Council
of Florence in 1442 defined: "Outside the Catholic Church there is no salvation."328 Although, in the following period, one tried to put this statement into perspective, for instance by referring to the "comprehensive will
of God to save"329, but only with moderate success. It took quite a long time
until Pope Francis, in the spring of 2016, had a Muslim, a Buddhist, a Jew
and a Christian juxtaposed, explaining that there were many ways to God.
This scene was very much resented by some "good Catholics". Thus, the
question arises whether the dogma faith, which still determines the faith
of many "good Catholics", is biophilic or not?
At first, it is absurd from a constructivist point of view. Sentences that may
once have been ethically true or semantically true can no longer be reconstructed in their original meaning. The meaning of words shifts against
"Extra ecclesiam nulla salus"(D 792). Although Cyprian of Carthage († 258 A.D.)
and the followers of his teachings, e.g. Pope Pelagius II (578-690) and some of his
successors, have advocated this thesis, it had not necessarily been universal teaching before.
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This doctrine had already been questioned by the aged Augustine of Hippo.
The Second Vatican Council appropriated it.
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concepts, and concepts against what was conceived. Words lose their
meaning outside their language game, inside which they may be well defined. Concepts lose their comprehension outside the social system in
which they were conceived.
The practice of the churches creates a new understanding of truth. Neither
the semantic nor an ethical one is meant, but a theological one. If at a native
council a majority is reached for a statement about contents of faith and
morals (thus the systemic moral) which is recognized as inerrant, then this
is also true, and since 1871, this infallibility applies to the Pope.330
What criteria must statements of faith obey in order to satisfy an ethical
claim to truth?
It applies to all forms of religious belief that, if they convey contents relevant to action, faith must not lead to necrophilia. The biophilia of a religious system testifies to the truth of its message. If it leads to necrophilic
action or favors or permits such action, it is ethically untrue. A system (and
this by no means applies only to religious ones) leading to necrophilic action is without any justified claim to truth.331

Thus Pope Pius XII decreed on 1.11.1950: that Mary, Jesus’ mother, was raised
with body and soul to God ("into heaven"). Unfortunately, it is not quite clear how
it might happen that something that is only possible in our world, defined by the
categories of space-time and mass energy, can be released into the dispensation of
all these pre-set things.
330

So it is not the outward spread of faith that makes the essentials of a community
in faith, but the "missionization" into the interior of the life of the believer. Not the
outer missionary work (whether it bears the name "mission" or "jihad") is the essential thing, but the jihad or the mission of one's own action-relevant value orientations.
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This raises the second crucial question:
Is the administration of the message of Yeshua by the social systems of the
"Christian Churches" biophilic? Like all social systems, the churches are
primarily interested in securing their existence and not in any ideals. 332
What could stand in the way of the unrestricted spreading of the message
of Yeshua in a world that contradicts it in almost all value guidelines and
interests?
It is the globalization of all other values associated with the globalization
of the economy, and even that of traditional morality. Increasingly, moral
norms are developing that are far removed from those of ethics. The economy of all values radically contradicts the Yeshua mission.
A new orientation of the efforts of the religious proclamation (not only in
preaching and religious instruction) is necessary. It is not the teaching of
learning content (as given in the catechisms) that is the essence of the message of Yeshua, but to make reference to the rules of human coexistence,
as required by ethics. Faith is not realized in the figurative adherence to
sentences, 333 but in everyday actions. Yeshua did not come to proclaim
See the resistance that Pope Francis is facing from inside the Church (not only
the Roman Curia). This may point to the difficulty of proclaiming and living the
message of Yeshua as authentically as possible. Celestine V., Pope of the Roman
Church from 12.7. to 13.12.1294, tried to live the message of Yeshua in its simplicity. His successor, Pope Boniface VIII, wanted him to end up in prison. Celestin
managed to escape. Already on 5 May 1313, ten years after the death of his enemy,
Boniface VIII, Celestine V was canonized by Pope Clement V under the name of
Pietro del Murrone.
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There are certainly also sentences that are indispensable for Christianity. These
are for instance the statements of the Sermon on the Mount. But these are rarely at
the center of church preaching.
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dogmas, but he testified JHWH's unconditional love for the people. The
education of conscience must be at the center of everything, including the
religious education of a human being. This should apply, above all, to the
Christian Churches, which make the ethical conscience the last instance of
responsible action.
The de facto task of the religious claim to sole representation: Claims to
have the truth alone have always led to persecutions. The sentence: Between error and truth there can be no compromise, is constructivistically
judged nonsense, for it presupposes a naïve semantic understanding of
truth. A statement can only be semantically true in a defined language
game in which all words have an unambiguous semantic interpretation.
However, since even the language games trained in a system are subject to
systemic evolution, in the course of which the dominance of needs, values
and self-evidences changes, is a statement that may have been semantically
true at a certain time within a language game but can no longer be reliably
reconstructed even in this system, and can thus no longer be identified as
semantically true even intrinsically. For the ethical truth of any theory, thus
also for those of the religions, the practice is regarded as proof. Because the
practice is always that of the present. The monotheistic religious communities (especially Christianity and Islam) above all are reproached that they
are not in a position to transport what was theoretically learned into the
practice of their followers (they are by no means always their believers).
This accusation is justified and is probably the reason for many atheists to
refuse this system. Heavily armed crusades and a jihad understood exclusively as violent are the results of the corruption of the religions.
Against this background, the question of the practice of religious faith in
Christianity arises. At first sight, Christians are by no means "better" than
the "pagans" often reviled by them are. So what can legitimize Christian191

ity?334 Here, it is necessary to distinguish between the religiousness proclaimed and justified by Yeshua and its administration by the Churches.
On the other hand, it has to be considered that people are not aware of their
religious responsibility and suffer under the considerations, which the theologians give in interpretation of the myth of the Fall of the First Men. People may make mistakes, even if they strive to follow Yeshua’s instructions.

7.3 Learning to Think and Act Tolerantly
The subject became significant on the threshold of modern times, which
tried to free itself from the thinking of the Middle Ages. What is meant,
here, is presented by the example of the teaching of the Basque national
and soldier Iñigo López de Loyola and the reception of his thoughts in his
order, the "Society of Jesus". The suspense between the thinking of the Middle Ages and that of the First Enlightenment with its at least theoretical
demand of the "Sapere aude" ("Have courage to use your own intellect")
becomes evident, here. Loyola decreed to the members an obedience which
was still entirely committed to the concepts of the Middle Ages:
“We must be aware of the fact that everyone who lives in obedience must
let himself be guided and directed by the providence of God through his
superiors, as if he were a dead body that can be taken wherever and treated
in whatever way, or like a staff of an old man who serves wherever and for
whatever purpose he wants to use it."335 In his "Spiritual Exercises" he demands from the men in exercise, "blind obedience": "What appears white
Yeshua saw his mission according to the testimony of one of his biographers
like this: "Do not think that I have come to bring peace to the earth. I did not come
to bring peace, but the sword." (Mt 10:34).
334

"Et sibi quisque persuadeat, quod qui sub Obedientia vivunt, se ferri ac regi a
divina Providentia per Superiores suos sein debent perinde, ac si cadaver essent,
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to my eyes, I consider black when the hierarchical Church so decides". In
his instructions, which he gives to members of orders in distant foreign
countries, there are, however, orders of this kind: "if they seem to be coerced by other things, they may act accordingly".
One of his early companions, Robert Bellarmine (1542-1621), dared to oppose the pope's secular power and possessions. In 1590, Pope Sixtus V
placed his books on the ecclesiastical index (of forbidden books) in revenge
and protection of the secular papal estates.
Only when Clement XIV reigned as a pope in 1592 could he return to
Rome. In 1599, he appointed him Cardinal, reluctantly. He dealt with astronomy and here especially with Copernicus’ teaching. In the proceedings
against Galileo Galilei, he sought a mediating role and succeeded in saving
Galileo from torture.
The next scene is defined by Pope Benedict XIV. Prosper Lambertini (16751758) was a prefect of the Roman Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith
(Inquisition) and tried unsuccessfully to delete the books of Copernicus
and Galileo from the index of forbidden writings. In 1740, he was elected
pope. He adopted the name Benedict XIV. He worshipped Robert Bellarmine as his role model,336 was a friend of Voltaire’s and opposed the faithfulness of his curials in miracles. God would not overrule his own laws,
which he had given to nature. He adopted, largely against the resistance of

quod quoquoversus ferri, et quacunque ratione tractari se sinit; vel similiter, atque
senis baculus, qui, ubicunque, et quacunque in re velit eo uti, qui eum manu tenet,
ei inservit" (Constitutiones Pars 6, can 1, § 1).
At that time, he tried in vain to canonize him. It was not until 1930 that Pius XI
canonized Bellarmine and raised him to church teacher the following year.
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the curia, the ideas of the First Enlightenment. After his death (1758), Giovanni Vincenzo Antonio Ganganelli (1705-1774) became the pope in 1796
and gave himself the name Clemens XVI. He tried to reverse all his predecessor’s reforms and abolished the Jesuit order on July 21st, 1773, with a
breve "Dominus ac Redemptor" (bull; papal decree).337
It was to last more than 250 years until Jorge Mario Bergoglio (17.12.1936),
Pope Francis since 13.3.2013, who in some ways thinks in the tradition of
Benedict XIV., attempted to limit the power of the Curia to a level which is
helpful to the Church. 2017 will show whether he was more successful than
Benedict XIV. It is necessary to break a cage in which the Catholic Church
has caught itself. The Papal Curia, once the Pope's helper, became his
prison guard.

7.4 Faith and Action
Now it is necessary to answer the question which obligations follow from
the message of Yeshua, on the one hand for the churches and on the other
hand for the people, whether they are members of such churches or not,
who are committed to the message of Yeshua. Secondly, it is urgently necessary that people who are to be introduced to the message of Yeshua also
understand it. However, one can only understand a message that is conveyed in a language game that the addressees understand. Yeshua pro-

A few years after the ban, however, the absolutist idea of a state, for which the
international order was a disruptive factor, was so massively shaken by the French
Revolution from 1789 that the Ancien régime could never really recover from it.
In 1814, Pope Pius VII correctly used the return of the papacy to the parquet of
international law to rehabilitate the Jesuits, who had partially survived the abolition, with the bull "Sollicitudo omnium ecclesiarum".
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claimed his word in a language understood by all people. The early Christians knew about this problem. They tell of Pentecost as a feast at which all
people, regardless of their mother tongue, understood the message of Yeshua.338
The following demands are thus directed at the churches as administrators, unfolders and translators of the Yeshua language:
They are obliged to impart to the people who trust them a formation of
conscience which enables them not only to see the message of Yeshua as
an ideal, but also to make it alive. In the following chapter, we will talk
about the topic "conscience" in more detail. Here, first of all, the assumption is expressed that in religious mediation the theoretical contents have
displaced the practical ones. What good is it to be able to recite the Ten
Commandments without knowing what their ethical background is? The
Yeshua-message, represented in Yeshua's life and through his words, were
anything but theoretical. "I have come that you have life and have it in
abundance."339 It is exactly this which is the central concern of the ethics of
biophilia. It is not the observance of the Ten Commandments that constitutes the Christian, but the observance of the postulate of biophilia. But
when is this conveyed to people? The failure of the churches in this matter
is so obvious that the question may be permitted whether they are at all
committed to this message in the practice of their proclamation.340
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Acts 2

J 10,.11 If Yeshua represented an ethic, then that of life and its increase. Anyway,
his message is based on this ethics.
339

Crime statistics give no indication of the presumption, Christians were more
faithful to the law than other people. Although biophilia does not necessarily demand loyalty to the law, the observance of profane law is certainly a Christian
340
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It is above all the commandments of the Sermon on the Mount which form,
although they are "only" described as Beatitudes, the religious-ethical
foundation of the Churches. And they have the task to mediate this Basic
Law, perhaps broken into ethical norms,- and nothing else at all.341
They are obliged to communicate the contents of the message of Yeshua,
but not their theology. Theology belongs at most secondary to religious
mediation.342 Yeshua may have been a rabbi, but not a theologian. He did
not teach the dogma of the Trinity, not even the dogma of his sonship with
God, he did not proclaim any dogmas at all. All attempts to make the message of JHWH dogmatic were foreign to him and were vehemently rejected by him – yes, his rejection of the religiosity of the law led to his killing on the cross.

duty, as long as this is not prohibited by a foreseeable non-biophilic outcome of
any action. Alternatively, the observance of the moral law, which alone forbids to
follow necrophilic decisions.
These Beatitudes have their importance in all areas of human life, including
politics, economics, and – it should not be forgotten by the Churches.
341

Since it developed numerous ghetto languages, their linguistic play Is foreign
to colloquial language, there is seldom any real danger here. Unfortunately, today
– especially in sermons - the attempt is made to reflect the message of Yeshua theologically and not profanely on the realities of life of concrete people and thus
make it incomprehensible in this way.
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7.5 Faith alone is not enough343
The dispute as to whether faith alone is sufficient to do justice to the message of Jesus is by no means abstract, but of fundamental importance for
the interpretation of this message. Augustine of Hippo (543-430) is attributed the sentence: "Love, and act as you like" 344 The majority of the
early modern reformers referred to him. The message of Jesus undeniably
demands action: Both in the Sermon on the Mount and in numerous parables, Jesus speaks of action, even more than of faith.345 A faith that is not
realized in action seems to be abstract to him.346 In this context, it is above
all the often misunderstood words of the great reformers of the 17th century need to be mentioned who were right to put faith at the center of
Christianity when they emphasized that action alone constituted Christianity. As their great example of Yeshua before, they turn against every
form of justice by the law, according to which the effort to follow the laws
of the Torah (the Jewish laws, which according to JHWH were passed on
to Moses on Sinai) is sufficient.

The famous text that Luke the biographer conveys seems to contradict this: "He
who believes and is baptized will be saved. But he that believeth not and is not
baptized shall be damned!" (16.16), will hardly have been a word of Yeshua, but
is probably owed to the missionary zeal of the first preachers of the message of
Yeshua. The sentence "Faith alone" of the reformers was directed against the righteousness of labor that had entered the practice of the Roman Church.
343
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"In epistulam Ioannis ad Partho". Tractatus VII, 8.

345

The role of faith is mostly emphasized only in the context of miracle healings.

The first Epistle to John, probably written before the year 70 by an unknown
author: "When someone says: I love God, but hates his brother, he is a liar. Because,
whoever does not love his brother whom he sees, he cannot love God whom he
does not see." (4.20f)
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7.6 Goodwill
If it seems impossible for a person to act for good reasons, can "good will"
suffice to make ethical and religious decisions? Any ethics, if it does not
want to remain on an "Ethics of Attitudes"347, is confronted with this issue.
This is a special case of the theory-practice unit.348 "Goodwill" stands for theory, action for practice.
Confronted with the theory-practice dilemma, theory usually wins. This
certainly also applies to many theologies. The failure of the theological theories to meet the demands of a concrete shaping of life is fatal. Any theology that cannot be measured by the demands of the conscience formed
with responsibility, and thus does not even try to strive for religiously oriented action, is superfluous. The practical relevance alone does not only
decide about the "usefulness" of a science that claims to convey knowledge
relevant to action, but also through its "claim to truth".
This raises the question of what constitutes the religious-ethical quality of
an action.349 When can goodwill alone be sufficient to justify an action as

An ethics of convictions does not necessarily pay attention to the consequences
of a decision. It is contrasted by a "success ethics" (Max Scheler) and an "ethics of
responsibility" (Max Weber). The ethics of biophilia are based on the consequences
of decisions and the will to give a biophilic outcome to action.
347

Here, too, the thesis formulated by K. Marx in 1845 must be applied to the thesis
that he directed against Feuerbach: “The philosophers have only interpreted the
world differently; it depends on changing it."
348

Religiousness based on theological knowledge must be prepared to put up with
the fact that the actions of people referring to theological theories behave more
ethically-responsible than the average of their fellow human beings who do not
live theologically-oriented under comparable conditions. If such a comparison is
349
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ethically permissible? What is principally valid for an ethical assessment
of excuses is decisive in answering the question of how the incapacity or
inability came about. Is it based on a decision made earlier (voluntariness
in its cause) or is it due to the moment?
In the context to be dealt with, here, this means: Is it not de facto possible
for the Churches, because of their past, to follow Yeshua’s commandment
to bring the Good News to the whole world? That forgiveness is more important than revenge or punishment, that mercy is more important than
private law, that action is more important than faith, that love is stronger
than hatred. Anyway, Yeshua commands Peter: "By their fruit you shall
know them."350 But the will alone does not bear fruit.
The churches have brought people to their deaths as a result of the judgments of inquisition litigations. They were burned alive, crucified,
drowned. Jews and Muslims were murdered in the crusades formed under
the title "God wants it". Is it possible for a social system to divorce itself so
far from its own past that it can forget all that? And is this forgetting the
result of a reappraisal or repression that repels what should not have happened?
But what must happen in order for the kingdom to come? What are the
rules that apply in this realm? They were mainly presented by biographer
Matthew in the "Sermon on the Mount".351 The commandments of the Sermon on the Mount: especially the commandment of love of the enemy and
rejected as inadmissible, it can be assumed that the truth criterion of the action
sciences (the biophilic outcome of action oriented to these sciences) is not given.
350

Mt 7.16-20

Mt 5, 1-10. Yeshua concludes this enumeration with the words: "Blessed are ye
when men revile you and persecute you for my sake, and speak all sorts of evil
351
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the prohibition to judge are central themes of the message of Yeshua. It
demands mercy above all else.352
At the end of the chapter on the biophilia of theology, there should again
be a quotation that Karl Marx recites in his dissertation in a not quite exact
translation of a word of Epicurus: "Godless is not the one who denies the
existence of the gods, but the one who attaches the opinion of the multitude
to the gods."353

against you when they lie about it. Be joyful and confident; it will be abundantly
rewarded to you in heaven. For they have also persecuted the prophets." (Mt 5:11
f.) Many Jews (especially after the Holocaust) interpret this message not as a "new
Torah", but as the final interpretation of their law.
This "sermon" has probably never been preached like this. However, as in Q the
essential contents are handed down, much speaks for their authenticity. It probably compiles individual scattered words of Yeshua. These are bound in much of
the Jewish religious tradition.
352

On April 18th, 1841, Marx received his doctorate in absentia at the University of
Jena with a thesis on the difference between democritical and epicurean natural
philosophy. The dissertation is published in MEW Supplement I, 257-373.
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7.7 Conscience
The conscience354 that is educated on a responsible basis is the one that
judges the compatibility of actions with ethical or moral norms.355 It is the
final instance before which all human decisions must be prepared to be
justified.
Its judgment is above that of every human court and above that of agents
of social systems. It alone decides what is ethically responsible in the event
of conflict with other (e.g. moral or Jewish) norms. A social system which,
because of its structures and functions, demands decisions which are ethically irresponsible must be rejected; to internalize it as one's own and to
accept its norms is ethically irresponsible. The elements of a social system,
be it people or subsystems, are connected with each other to form a unity
through information. This "cementing" must be answered for. "Responsibility" means "to give an answer", and the instance that demands an answer
is conscience.

The conscience is by no means an innate authority, as the famous word of Immanuel Kant suggests: "Two things fill the mind with ever new and increasing
admiration and reverence, the more often and more persistently the contemplation deals with them: the starry sky above me and the moral law within me. (Kritik
der praktischen Vernunft, Beschluss, Stuttgart 1995, chapter 34). If one accepts
something ethical as inbred, then it is biophilia.
354

"Conscience" by no means designates a "moral feeling". Etymologically, it could
refer to the fact that it indicates a knowledge of the possible consequences of a
decision. Our definition follows that of Thomas Aquinas, who regards conscience
as the execution of a judgment on the moral value of some action (De veritate 17,
1 c). The judgment of conscience is the final authority which man must obey, even
if he thus contradicts the official Church. Cf. to the conscience also the chapter in:
Rupert Lay, The Second Enlightenment, Münster 2015, new edition 2016, p. 173ff.
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The distinction between ethics and morality makes it necessary to differentiate between ethical and moral conscience. The ethical conscience
judges the moral quality of some action before the action. The moral conscience values the social sustainability of action in a certain social system.356
This rating is less of a judgement but rather an emotional evaluation. It is
ethically irrelevant.357 Most social systems are only interested in ethical orientations to the extent that they do not contradict their moral values.
The formation of the ethical conscience is an important contribution of
every education. Social systems which feel committed to the education of
people, such as parental homes, schools, churches, have failed, here, to a
great extent. This may certainly be one of the reasons for the failure of the
ideas of the First Enlightenment in political, social, economic and religious
practice.
But not only social systems are important for the formation of an ethical
conscience, but also individual efforts. Every person who has left his formative childhood behind is also responsible for the formation of his conscience. Just a person who regularly reflects on the ethical quality of his
actions can form his ethical conscience in such a way that he is able to judge
the ethical quality of his actions even in difficult situations (e.g. refusal to

Each social system determines to a large extent autonomously which actions of
the members of this system are socially acceptable. Socially unacceptable actions
are sanctioned. System agents, people who feel a special obligation to the system,
who have incorporated the values of the system and represent the interests of the
system, try to punish violations against them.
356

Violations of the norms of moral conscience will become often punished by an
emotionally determined situation commonly called a "bad conscience". This has at
most a certain educational function, insofar as it can demand morality if the demand does not contradict ethical maxims.
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obey when an immoral action is demanded of him).358 Although the norms
and judgments of the conscience for which one is responsible apply unconditionally (irrespective of conditions and thus irrespective of internal or
external constraints), situations are not excluded in which necrophilic acts
can occur as a result of specifications by the inner and outer worlds.359
Thus, the question of the objective and subjective limits of an ethical orientation is posed. First, the limits that have been drawn to the formation of a
responsible conscience are presented, here.
a) The Misguided Conscience of Debtors
No social system is even in the least interested in its members orienting
themselves against systemic norms by referring to their consciences. The
concern that such a reference to conscience, especially if it is not isolated,
could destabilize the system, is not entirely unfounded. Religious communities talk about "conscience" mostly in the phrase: "voice of conscience".
But if conscience is to have a voice, it is that of the "moral conscience”. Its
voice, however, is without any ethical significance. It is mostly the "voice

"Conscience research" may be mentioned here: Anyone who tries to give an account on a daily basis by asking himself which of his actions in the course of the
day, for example, have corresponded to the norms of his ethics and which have
not, will be able to rely responsibly on the consistency of his judgment of conscience.
358

Such specifications of the inner world can lead to psychological constraints (for
example the assumption of doubt-free self-evidences), fears, error through no fault
of one's own in the interpretation of social situations or beyond the limits of one's
own ability. But even external constraints (such as threats of punishment) can become so considerable that the demand for unconditional conscience becomes psychologically impossible.
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of bad conscience", which at best has an educational function and encourages to observe the moral norms of the social system in which one feels at
home. The ethical conscience is dumb; it depends on making it speak.
In philosophy and psychology, the subject of "conscience" is exposed to
speculative arbitrariness, so that it must overtax the individual human being, even if he is responsible for the well-being of a social system. Misguided paths, which seduced thinking for a long time, are presented, here,
in two examples:
Karl Marx is of the opinion that conscience is a function of the social superstructure that serves to persuade the individual to behave in a way which
serves to preserve the socio-economic basis. This basis itself had created
the legal and moral norms. "The conscience of the privileged is a privileged
conscience.”360
According to Sigmund Freud (1856-1939), conscience is an essential instance of the superego that internalizes parental and social authorities and
thus demands the social behaviors and expectations that must be observed.
What these positions have in common is that, on the one hand, they correspond to the everyday use of the word and, on the other hand, they share
the widespread conviction that conscience is the "bad conscience". Such an

He continues: "Capital, which has good reasons to alleviate the suffering of the
workers' generation around it, is determined in its practical movement by the view
of the future constitution of humanity and, finally, the inexorable depopulation so
little and so much as by the possible fall of the earth into the sun. In every stock
swindle, everyone knows that the storm will strike some time, but everyone hopes
that it will hit his neighbor's head after he himself has caught his rain of gold and
brought it to safety." (Neue Rheinische Zeitung, MEW 6,130).
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understanding of conscience comes quite rightly to social systems (including religious ones), for the punishments of bad conscience spare other
forms of punishment.
b) The Mistaken Conscience Caused by one's own Fault
The self-culpable erroneous conscience leads to decisions, which entail an
ethical "guilt in its cause".361 People can become ethically guilty not only in
ethically irresponsible decisions, but also in the dispositions preceding
these decisions. The judgment of conscience is based on such dispositions.
The formation of conscience must precede the decision in order to initiate
ethically sound judgements in appropriate situations. The training of the
conscience is therefore one indispensable prerequisite not to be overtaxed
in situations which require a (sometimes quick) judgement.
How is it possible that people acting in responsible way, at least according
to their own understanding; are ready for actions that obviously reduce
personal life, i.e. are necrophilic? There is every reason to believe that their
education was devoted to all sorts of things, but not to knowledge.

The distinction between "voluntary in the matter" and "voluntary in the cause"
is of considerable importance for the ethical evaluation of an action. At the moment of action, people are often not in a position to decide freely: Time pressure.
Willingness to obey, (misunderstood as having to obey), momentary interests, repentance following the decision, no longer under the claim of voluntariness, make
unfree or limit voluntariness. The action is then no longer to be evaluated ethically,
but at most still legally or morally. The classical theories distinguish between a
"voluntarium in causa" and a "voluntarium in se".
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The outcome of the Milgram experiment may be cited as a classic evidence
of personal failure to form a conscience.362 The vast majority of people, so
the experiment revealed, are willing to kill another person on urgent command. The question of ethical guilt is not easy to answer. Probably every
person can try for himself only to give an answer to this question. It is
probably going to be phrased: "What have I done to meet my ethical standards in critical situations?" But this question also presupposes that a person
has made a serious effort to find ethically binding norms for himself and
his actions – even if these were norms of a categorical ethics. What is to be
done?
One method practiced in Christian monasteries could probably be generalized in an appropriate way: The daily examination of one’s conscience. It
could take place like this: At the end of the day, one can rethink the day
"What has been particularly successful for me today (ethically speaking)?
With which words and actions have I increased my own and other people's
lives, and by which ones have I rather reduced them? What must I pay
attention to in the future in order to avoid decreases?"
c) The Erring Conscience Misguided by one's own Fault
Since the examination of conscience is hardly conveyed and taught, one
may develop an erroneous conscience. One can even assume that the
agents of a system are hardly interested in people preferring obedience of

Stanley Milgram: Behavioral Study of Obedience, in: Journal of Abnormal and
Social Psychology. Band 67, 1963, S. 371–378, Stanley Milgram: Obedience to Authority. An Experimental View. Harper, New York 1974 (German title: Das Milgram- Experiment. About Obedience to Authority." Reinbek 14/1997: The reading
of this book and the discussion about the outcome of the experiment should become compulsory reading at every school.
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conscience to all other obedience, because almost all social systems demand obedience, and are hardly willing to accept obedience to other instances.
But it would be even worse if the "voice of conscience" was completely silenced. It is understandable that people repel feelings of guilt resulting
from moral failure, and silence their moral conscience in this matter. Here,
the fatal failure of the parental homes, the religious communities, the educational media becomes clear, which have never informed about the difference between the two types of conscience. At best, the "bad conscience" is
treated, but this refers to a perception without ethical meaning.
d) The Perplex Conscience
One speaks of a "perplexed conscience" when an action or decision must
be taken quickly and important reasons speak against all alternatives, but
a decision must nevertheless be made. In such cases, the ethical principle
is: You can and should do what you think is best in the situation. Decisions
that could be reversed if a decision turns out to be suboptimal should be
preferred. If it cannot be determined what that would be, then one should
try to avoid damage or to keep it as low as possible. But if this cannot be
estimated either, then one can (or may) do what one would most likely
want to do at the moment, which corresponds most closely to the current
need structure or the current interest. However, if such decisions are made
frequently, further moral conscience formation is certainly a bad idea, because perplexed decisions are always those that are subject to uncertainty
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(or uncertainty) as regards their outcome and their consequences.363 In order for such perplexing situations to occur as rarely as possible, conscience
must be trained.
Although an existential ethic presets unconditional postulates, some limits
of unconditionality do apply in human practice. In any case, however, this
applies if one follows the biophilia postulate: "It is never and under no circumstances permitted to deliberately kill a formally and materially innocent human being."364 Such killing can, even if it would be legally and morally permitted, for instance "to avert greater evil" lead to subjecting man
and his life to an ethically impermissible expediency.
Despite the clear formulation of the biophilia postulate, it is not always
possible to decide whether its claim to validity is limited in certain psychological or social situations that make action appear ethically permissible,
even though they contradict the postulate, for example by having a foreseeable necrophilic approach, or by expediting human life, thus depriving
it of its dignity.
e) On the Formation of Conscience

This does not preclude the introduction of "probability values". Probability "0"
would be assigned to a decision sequence that occurs as extremely unlikely; the
"1" would then correspond to the probability in the vicinity of safety. Such a quantification could be helpful in finding an optional unlocking (the "greatest rejoicing") and the least desirable (the "greatest regret").
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Formal or material liability may be given in cases of self-defense (when other
ways of securing one's own life are not possible) and (in a "constitutional state")
killing on the basis of a proper judgement.
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The failure of the First Enlightenment in the field of tension between human autonomy and political and economic benefit considerations is certainly primarily due to the failure of all the ones responsible for the formation of conscience (such as parental homes, schools, religious communities). They considered the educational contents, which were determined
by the protection of their interests, to be of primary importance. Education
degenerated to training. The speaking about conscience degenerated to
gossip. Moral orientation was (and is) much less in demand than economic
or political success.
Moral orientation is an aspect that plays an important role in the formation
of conscience. The decision between the primacy of morality and ethics is
to be made almost every day, because ethical aspects also play a significant
role when it comes to identifying one's own sustainable biophilic benefit
and making it significant. Morality, therefore, by no means demands a unilateral commitment to "philanthropy"365.
We want to determine only such decisions as morally responsible, which
are based on a responsible balancing of moral and ethical norms. Depending on their personal life experience and the level of education of their conscience, decision-makers will tend to consider one aspect, or other people
the other aspect. System agents, who are primarily concerned with the existence and expansion of the social system they represent, will above all

A philanthropically oriented person first seeks (and finds) the morally good in
other people. In order to make this searching and finding practical, it usually takes
a lot of time and a pronounced willingness to help. In Confucianism, "rén" is one
of the five virtues that every human being is called to acquire. In the USA, philanthropy is measured by financial commitment to others. Famous "philanthropists"
of this kind were and are Andrew Carnegie († 1919), Brooke Astor († 2007), Jean
Paul Getty († 1976), Bill Gates III (* 1955), Warren Buffet (* 1930).
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keep an eye on its benefits. The biophilic benefits of other people will come
second. Since the existence of social systems is also important for any personal biophilia, the primacy of increasing systemic benefit has its relative
right here. A responsible conscience, therefore, has the task of considering
the systemic benefits taking into account the personal benefits and including them in decisions. As many people are integrated into social systems
and are thus also committed to maintaining the system and act as system
agents, this conflict between the objectives of ethics and morality is inevitable. The aspect of sustainable biophilia is important. The immediate benefit may contradict the sustainable one. This applies to both the personal
and the systemic areas. In case of doubt, the sustainable benefit is preferable to the current one.
However, it is not a matter of biophilic basic orientation to pay attention
only to the situation in which action and decision-making take place. Rather, it is also necessary to create conditions that allow decisions to be made
and implemented with regard to biophilic practice. It was not uncommon
for social systems to form structures that make biophilic orientation difficult, if not impossible, in their actions and decisions. Such systems are often necrophilic (i.e. sustainably life-reducing) and, therefore, have no justification to continue to exist. However, since the destruction of such systems usually requires a great deal of effort, these systems often attempt to
protect themselves by all means, a consideration as to whether the probable expenditure justifies the expected yield must, therefore, be at the beginning of all actions. Since the system's constituent information is not sufficient in the long run to maintain it, sooner or later the system will collapse
or evolve into a socially acceptable one, rightly judged as a "bad" one.
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8. Limits to Ethical Commitment

A person's life always takes place within limits. The assumption of a
boundless life is an illusion that follows almost inevitably from the fact that
borders always border against something else. The subject of "boundaries"
is as important for biophilic living as it is for ethics that are committed to
biophilia.
Does an unconditional world know conditions? Certainly not! But it knows
boundaries. They are the limits of those who try to live the unconditional
life in practice. Every attempt can fail, be it because of objective or subjective requirements - just such limits. The acceptance of boundaries that are
fundamentally impossible for a person to exceed in a concrete life situation,
or only possible with an unreasonable effort, is an unconditional postulate
of applied biophilia, practiced love for life. Do boundaries mean a no to
life? The opposite is the case: life always occurs only within limits, it is
surrounded, occasionally even threatened by death. At best, the religions
know of a successful development of life, but philosophy does not.

8.1 Objective Limits
Objective boundaries are boundaries that are common to all people. They
are to be accepted and, insofar as they are not subject to the freedom of
decision of a human being, are not subject to any ethical evaluation. That
includes the ones that exist through:
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- belonging to a political, economic, social, cultural, religious system
which is regarded as valuable;
- actions with two sorts of outcomes;
- decisions under time pressure;
- decisions made under uncertainty when the biophilic outcome cannot
be determined due to indeterminable environmental influences;
- Epicia;366
- the "normative power of the factual"
a) The Limits drawn by the Belonging to a Social System
The sense of belonging to a social system, which is perceived as valuable,
demands the adoption of its values, interests, considerations and decisionmaking patterns, all of which labelled as self-evident. Those who dispense
themselves permanently from these will run the risk to be “excommunicated”.
Human existence and individuality are always realized within limits, but
the boundaries of individuality (i.e. the individual boundaries that are
given with physical, psychological and social existence) are at the same
time the boundaries within which realistic constructs settle.

According to Duden, a "principle of Catholic moral theology for the interpretation of human laws, which says that a human (also ecclesiastical) law is not necessarily obligatory in every case".
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In decision-making and acting within a social system, two constructs meet:
a) the self-construct of a human being367 and b) the construct he makes of
the social system for which his action is relevant. The reactions of the system are determined by people who have formed their own construct of
themselves as acting human beings and of the social system. Boundaries
touch without invalidating themselves. This can lead to destructive conflicts that testify to the detachment from reality of one of the parties. Who
might be a judge in such conflicts? This can only be ethics, in so far as it is
committed to being close to reality.
It is true that these boundaries must occasionally be abandoned in order
not to stop at them for a too long while; but ultimately the acceptance of
these boundaries is part of the effort to create a density of reality. The limits
of existence are different. Here, our thinking, feeling, wanting, hoping refers us to a transcendence into which we have to enter our lives in a biophilic development. If these boundaries are narrowly drawn by the specifications of social systems, whose values a person adopts as his own, it is necessary to widen them, perhaps even break them up. First of all, the limits
of being oneself, which the adherence of belonging to political, cultural and
religious systems involves, and which draw them rightly or wrongly. What
boundaries are rightly drawn? It is the boundaries that enable the preservation and development of personal life in all its dimensions.

The image that a human being makes of itself is of fundamental importance for
the formation of all other constructs, but above all for those whom he makes of
social systems, be they evaluated as friendly, hostile, or indifferent. The basis for
such construct formations is laid mainly in the second and third year of life.
367
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If a system requires actions or omissions on the basis of its structural specifications that are forbidden to a person by the judgement of his responsibly educated conscience, active resistance is required.
Belonging to at least one social system, be it a private partnership, or be it
the integration into a religious or political, cultural or economic system,
demands from its members certain decision-making patterns – it strengthens or punishes certain actions.
With every free integration into a social system, it is urgently necessary to
consider one’s belonging in a thorough examination: the way in which its
values (morality, politics, economy, culture) are internalized will determine the formation of social constructs and the values and interests inherent in them.
The way and intensity with which a person gets into the spirit of and integrates into a stable system and adopts his or her values, determines his or
her ability to criticize the ethical and problematic demands of the system
and its relevant decision-making patterns as well as the persons or institutions dominating the system.
If the system was internalized by an uncritical adoption of its values and
functions, as the Milgram attempts impressively prove, people will lose
any ethical ability to criticize in obedience to the systemic specifications,
and will even less be able to come to a judgment of conscience. If the system
became an introject, the ability to criticize is clearly limited, and there must
already be unmistakably anticipating demands that the ability and willing-
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ness to disobey against ethically unacceptable specifications become considerable. 368 Only the mature form of internalization, the identification,
does not make a system member system-blind, but also allows in critical
situations the formation of a conscience and action according to this verdict.
The structural requirements of the system, such as certain methods for enforcing the system's own values (fascistic or racist), are also considerable
and can only be met in the case that the identification with the system is
evaluated and lived in an ethically responsible way.
Here, a question arises that is important for the ethics of biophilia: In what
way do we have to decide when the increase and development of one's
own life stands in the way of the preservation and development of foreign
life, as it inevitably happens in social systems? Does life in a social system
mean a certain degree of self-abandonment in order to make life in a social
system possible, insofar as one's own way of life only takes place optimally
in such systems? An answer to this question cannot be given in principle.
It must be orientated towards the quite variable physical, psychological
and social talents of people acting together within a system.
One of the most significant aspects of the biophilic advantage of living in
social systems is the opportunity to identify unrealistic orientations, combined with the possibility of correcting them. Both psychological and social

It should be borne in mind that regressions (relapse into immature forms of
internalization) can always be expected when strong emotions determine the occupation of another person (such as love) or of a social system (e.g., when it is
necessary to defend its existence). Thus, erotic love can fall back into attitudes,
values, interests that are close to incorporation, e.g. fears of loss ("jealousy"). This
can lead to a person losing what he wants to preserve.
368
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conflicts point to a lack of realism. In the analysis of such conflicts in terms
of cause and course, it may be possible to identify the place where reality
is distant (even without therapeutic help), provided that some training has
been given.
Life in social systems requires every human being to relativize his values,
expectations, interests and needs. On the one hand, they are related to the
generalized correspondences with positive or negative generalized connotations in the system; on the other hand, they are related to those of the
interaction partners in concrete psychological and social situations. The existing compulsion to face the various situations demands the biophilia, if
necrophilic thinking, wanting and acting is not or should not be the result.
Depending on their objectives, social systems develop value concepts.
They expect their members to adopt the system-typical and system-specific
values369.
Social systems usually develop strategies that try to secure their valueideas and value-specifications. These include, for example, the production,
evaluation or suppression of information. However, strategies and techniques must also be mentioned that demand the well-being defined by the
system (e.g. the observance of moral norms or system-typical behavior).
Violation of such norms is usually punished; system-compliant behavior
is usually rewarded with recognition, influence on system activities, social
advancement, etc.

All values that follow from the first purpose to which a system is committed are
typical of a system. This includes political, economic, cultural, emotional and religious objectives. System-inherent are those values that give a system its identity
and distinguish it from any other system.
369
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When, it must be asked, are such reinforcements or punishments biophilic
in their consequence?
Here, one must remember that human personal life can only unfold fully
within social bonds.370 To accept the limitations of unfolding that go hand
in hand with these bonds is biophilic if the system gains distance from necrophilic practice, because of its structures or because of the admitted functions and actions of persons or subsystems, whose decisions have a predictable necrophilic outcome.
A system, however, which due to its structural specifications or institutionalized decision patterns reduces rather than increases the personal life of
the system members, is ethically problematic. Moreover, should such systemic activities be structurally pre-existing or necessarily follow from the
structures of the system, the system is to be rejected as structurally necrophilic. Then it will be necessary to refuse the obedience demanded by
agents of this system. The requirement of resistance can be ethically imperative if resistance is directed against considerable demands and the consequences of resistance can be demanded in accordance with the rules of proportionality.
The limits of social systems can be of very different kinds: The most important ones are probably those that are drawn guided by political, economic, cultural interests. The borders are mostly defended against resisting interests that appear on the inside or seem to threaten the system from
the outside. This defense ranges from the manipulation of information to
armed conflict.

Aristotle assumed that it was essential for a human being to be a citizen; Politeia
1253a1-111253a1-11.
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Diverging interests result in the forming of the system's own language
games, whose semantic and emotional connotation makes communication
between the conflict partners more difficult, sometimes even impossible.371
From this follows the ethical demand on every institution that is committed to the education of people: It is important to promote the active and
passive mastery of as many language games as possible and also created
by different interests. Here, too, the rule applies again: it is absolutely essential from an ethical point of view to examine the ethical quality of the
social systems whose values a person has agreed to internalize in order to
ensure that he belongs to the system:
Do systemic self-evidences allow or require necrophilic decisions?
Does the social system (e.g. through ideologies or elitist claims) present
itself as a purpose in its own right?
Dealing with one's own and systemically determined boundaries is an ethical postulate of considerable importance. If a social system imposes limits
on its members that hinder the optimal development of their own lives and
those of others, this can challenge them to resist. Thus, it is possible that a
capitalist economic order, which has been put into service by politics,
draws limits to the development of personal life.
Above all, systems that believe themselves to be elites tend to act for their
own ends. That is, their continued existence and well-being force them to

Many misunderstandings are due to such incomprehension or misunderstanding. This can have catastrophic consequences. Conflicts between persons or social
systems that can hardly be made good have their reason here. Even wars are due
to such misunderstandings.
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make decisions that are necrophilic.372 Such elitist consciousness can lead
to a will guided by military strength that pushes a state into the role of a
world police officer. But it can also be based on religion. In this context, an
end in itself means that all its activities, its influence to increase life, are
considered to be allowed and to be accepted by others. Economic elites are
usually market leaders. They often try to increase their political and economic influence through lobby work.
b) The Action with Double Output
How are actions to be judged ethically that have a double outcome: one
that is ethically responsible and one that is ethically reprehensible? The
question is by no means abstract, but concerns many actions of some importance. As examples, we would like to mention:
(1) "Collateral damage”. Such damages are to be valued according to the
rules of the weighing of goods. The most highly valued good is the life of
human beings, only then material goods follow. A distinction must be
made, here, between irreplaceable and replaceable goods. In the case of
replaceable goods, the material value of the damaged good can determine
the ranking: The First Enlightenment did not offer any help that allowed
an ethical and responsible weighing of interests. It allowed the slaughters
(these are events in the course of which humans slaughter humans; hence

In general, one distinguishes between elites of origin (such as nobility), functional elites (such as presidents of an economic or political system), ideological
elites who claim to know what is true and good, performance elites who want to
make sure that the level of their income or their power is saved, etc. All elites have
in common that they try to maintain their elitist position, which allows them to
make decisions that they do not grant to other people. Often this experiment has
necrophilic consequences for the affected non-elites.
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also in German: Schlachtfeld (battlefield)) were able to determine the
course of history. 373
(2) Abortion. The good of a "human embryo" is killed in order to realize
another good. The discussion is about the value of the "other good," which
it considers more worthy of protection than that of the embryo's life.374 A
footnote refers to a number of other cases.375

It is part of the tragedy of the modern era that, despite all attempts to translate
the First Enlightenment into practice, its history is marked by "battles". Trafalgar
(1805), Leipzig (1813), Waterloo (1815), Sedan (1870), Stalingrad 1942), Hiroshima
(1945) are consequences of a grandiose failure.
373

The timing of the emergence of personal life is controversial. The Catholic
Church and, following it in this matter, the Federal Constitutional Court, accept
the time of the merger of the cell nucleus. Against it, however, speaks the splitting
of the zygote that leads to the forming of identical twins. Since everyone is a human person, dignity, and with it, the unconditional right to life, would have to be
accepted only after twin formation.
374

The dropping of the atom bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki on August 6th and
9 , 1945. The aim was to reduce the consequences of the war, going by US policy
statements. The deaths of 92,000 people were admitted. The production of the pesticide methyl isocyanate. On December 1st, 1984, the "catastrophe of Bhopal" happened. Union Carbide India Limited produced a pesticide which released between
25 and 40 tons of toxic gases. It is estimated that between 3,800 and 25,000 people
died. Between 1962 and 1971, in the Vietnam War, the US Air Force, in operation
"Ranch Hand" authorized by John F. Kennedy in 1961, dropped more than 6,000
tons of Agent Orange. A "jungle defoliation" and the destruction of useful plants
to quickly end the war were carried out. The damage to the genetic material of the
population was accepted. Estimates of the number of victims range from 3,800 to
25,000 through direct contact with the gas cloud and up to 500,000 people were
injured, some of whom still suffer from the consequences of the poison today.
Countless have suffered brain damage, paralysis, pulmonary edema, or damage
375
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c) Decisions under Time Pressure
Many decisions which have a necrophilic outcome, were made under selfinflicted time pressure. They are to be judged ethically unequivocally. But
what about decisions that have to be made under a time pressure for which
one is not responsible? The classical ethics drafts then leave the ethical
evaluation to the judgement of the moment. This evaluation, however, is
usually determined by non-ethical motives such as political or financial interests, needs, expectations, self-evidences.
In an ethic of biophilia, however, one is referred to the conscience practiced
in it. If the psyche permits a quick and yet justifiable judgment of conscience, which has been safely trained in apparent or unimportant facts, it
will also be able to make an ethically justified judgement on important decisions, even under time pressure.
d) Decisions under Uncertainty
Such decisions are ethically relevant if their biophilic outcome cannot be
determined due to indeterminable environmental influences that cannot
be foreseen. By far the most important decisions of some significance that
a human being makes occur without certain knowledge of all the consequences of the decisions.376 This is of particular ethical concern if the consequences of action are significant for the maintenance or development of
to heart, stomach, kidney. According to the Red Cross, 500,000 Vietnamese, including 100,000 children, were still suffering in 2002 from the consequences, e.g.,
deformities.
Some authors, even those who have little to gain from freedom of will, establish
and accept a freedom of decision in situations where it is absolutely necessary to
make a decision. Al-Ghazālī (1058-1111) had a camel, placed between two equally
attractive date portions, which would starve to death if it was not free to choose
376
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one's own or others' personal life. This insecurity is an existential of human
life.377 The effort to diminish uncertainties, to secure all time and ultimately
to escape death is as human as it is futile. A biophilic life organization will
know this and accept this knowledge. Yet not only such uncertainties, but
also those of everyday life want to be accepted. The Promethean temptation to raise above one’s fate will hardly lead to biophilic action.
e) Epicia
Most treatises on ethics do not present any meaning of ethically demanded
disobedience. The scope of decisions of conscience can probably best be
checked by a person's standing up for the demands of Epicia. "Epicia" is
defined as the ability and willingness of human beings to act against the
wording of a norm when it would be in agreement with a "reasonable legislator" to act otherwise than in accordance with the norm.
European philosophy considered this topic quite early, because it is of
greatest importance for a being that lives in societies articulating and stabilizing themselves in norms. With Plato, Epicia received its rather negative sign, because, for Plato, the law-abiding life in the polis was the most
perfect expression of justice. Epicia, he said, was a weakening of the law,
at most a minor evil under some circumstances, which has its origin in the
weakness of human beings. So, the only chance would be to tolerate it, but
one of the two. In the 14th century, Johannes Buridan took up this idea and gave
a donkey a choice between two equally attractive haystacks.
The word "existential" designates a characteristic that is not categorical-coincidental and/or situational-valid, but is a property of all people, regardless of situations or coincidences, because and to the extent that they are human beings. To be
human is only possible for the price of the existential. Such existentials are: To be
in the world, to be in limits, to be with others, to be before the unknown.
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not to want it.378 Aristotle379, by contrast, regards a practice of Epicia rather
as a perfection of the law.
f) The "Normative Power of the Factual"
The word of the "normative power of the factual" suggests the question of
what the word calls "factual". The normative power of what is real is indisputable, although what is real usually only brings itself into effect in resistance. If the physical, psychological or social reality reacts to decisions
in a way that was not predictable, then a mistake in acting is to be assumed.380

378

Nomoi VI, 5; 757b.

He writes in the 14th chapter of the 5th book of his "Nicomachean Ethics", which
deals with justice: "Here it is necessary to deal with equity (epikia) and fairness
and to explain how equity relates to justice and fairness to justice. For on closer
examination, neither appears to be the same thing, nor to be different from one
another in terms of genre; and on the one hand we praise what is due and the fair
man in such a way that we praise them by transferring this expression to something else instead of “good” by making it clear that the adequate is the better; on
the other hand, if one adheres to logic, it appears not to be suitable that what is
proper deserves praise and yet is to be distinguished from justice. For either what
is right is not excellent and good, or what is adequate, if different from the right,
is not just, or if both are excellent and good, they are the same" (1137b 7 ff.).
379

The interpretation of the resistance of what is real against an action in the horizon of the real is always to be expected whenever both contradict each other. Many
people tend to seek resistance of what is real not with regard to constructions of
reality that are detached from reality. And it is precisely such "failure experiences"
that offer the chance to change one's own objectives with regard to their realitydensity.
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The argumentation with the normative power of the factual is often used
as a basta-argument when decisions are claimed to have no alternative.
They are then released from all responsibility. However, responsibility always presupposes the possibility of freedom of decision.
For an ethical evaluation of these standards set by facts, which can be more
effective than all other standards, without it being possible to exempt them
from the objection, to have made the decision "under duress", it is necessary to know and evaluate the situation that led to such compelling facts.
The situation has two dimensions, an objective one and a real one. In the
reality of a human being, a situation can present itself as hopeless and thus
free of any freedom and responsibility, which in reality knows alternatives.
If this situation was brought about negligently or even intentionally, for
example by equating objectivity with reality, and the decision concerns
one's own or another person's life, this decision must be evaluated ethically.381
Frequently, however, the compulsion of the factual, which forces one to
(usually only apparently) make decisions without alternatives, is generated by situations that are pretended to be inexorably "fateful". For the ethical evaluation of this "power“, it is important to explore its origin.
The safest strategy for emancipating oneself from the real constraints of
what is apparently given is to compare one's own interpretation of such
constraints with those of other people. Although it can never be ruled out

The talk of what was supposed to be without alternative has found its way into
the thinking and speaking of some politicians or managers. When politics or economy maneuvered themselves into a situation, which makes every responsible decision impossible, because it would always be under the constraint of the factual,
then, as a rule, past wrong decisions will have to be looked at.
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that this strategy cannot break the bars of one's own cage of self-evident
things, there is a chance to relativize one's own realities and the constraints
they impose and to overcome them with sufficient self-criticism.382

8.2 Subject-related Limits
In addition to such boundaries, ethically relevant, boundaries come into
play that cannot always be clearly distinguished from the apparently objective ones. These include boundaries that are drawn by physical, psychological or social specifications, whose existence does not lie in the responsibility of the individual. They can be of a habitual or situational nature,
and in psychologically or socially determined situations can they lead to
actions or decisions which exempt from ethical responsibility. This applies
in particular to decisions or actions whose consequences cannot be foreseen due to psychological or social factors.
The question as to whether people may have drawn subjective boundaries
in their ethical decisions is not always easy to answer in individual cases.
The question about the ethical orientation is, on the one hand, the question
about the formation and the "functional capacity" of somebody’s conscience, on the other hand, however, it has to be considered whether there
The possibilities of such measures are always then very limited if one's own
opinion is embedded into collective constructs and does not offer the chance to
banish one's own self-evidences by means of communicative effort. The "general
consciousness", the knowledge that has become general, can generalize these concepts to such an extent that one can be guided by a "European" or "Occidental"
image of man. However, this image of man then develops a "normative power”
which not only generates moral norms, but, insofar as it also has a meaning for the
creation of "collective moral norms", establishes the basic features and foundations
of political economic, cultural and religious self-evidences.
382
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are psychological or social dispositions that make acting according to the
guidelines of the biophilia postulate difficult or even make it virtually impossible. Since no man can be bound beyond the measure of what is possible for him, the question arises as to such fatefully erected borders (through
no fault of his own).
Three personality traits that can make a biophilic life organization difficult
are presented here. The presented characteristics can lead to construct formations in which the emotional composition of the constructs differs from
that of potential interaction partners to such an extent that fruitful communication can be very difficult. Insofar as the density of reality of recognition
can only be determined in an action following recognition, the securing of
the density of reality of recognition is also affected, here. This is considerable for an ethical orientation of action insofar as the only limited ability to
get engaged biophilically with other people does not necessarily concern
the development of one's own life, but that of the lives of others. Only three
of these limits are considered here:
- Broken basic trust,
- Collusions,
- Alexithymic disorders.
a) Broken Basic Trust
"Basic trust"383 refers to a psychological and social disposition that causes a
person to trust himself and other people in certain situations, and (especially in the case of new and unfamiliar experiences) to assume that such
In 1950, Erik H. Erikson introduced the concept of the "basic trust" in his writings, which is called "Urvertrauen" in German. According to Erikson, in the first
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encounters will generally have a good outcome. Human children will
share this radical trust with all mammalian children. It is congenital. If it is
disappointed during early childhood development, the innate trust is
transformed into mistrust, which can accompany a person throughout his
life.
b) Collusions
The facts to be dealt with, here, are presented in somewhat more detail,
since, on the one hand, it makes clear the distinction between reality and
constructed reality in social behavior, but, on the other hand, it is of considerable ethical significance.
"Collusion"384 designates the behavior of a social system. The members of
the system adjust to each other unknowingly neurotically-compulsively.
Their complementary and consensual behavior is rarely biophilic. As a
rule, they form a system in which personal life is diminished rather than
increased. They limit each other compulsively. 385 What is fatal: In this
pseudo-symbiosis, the participating partners feel comfortable and understood. This ensures that a collusion is usually very stable and difficult to
be corrected.

year of life, Freud's oral phase, the infant acquires a basic feeling for which situations and people he can and cannot trust.
384

The word is derived from Latin: colludere = to play together.

Jürg Willi (* 1934) has the following statement regarding a relationship between
two persons. The term “collusion” was coined for cases in which the neurotic dispositions of both partners fit together like keys and locks (Jürg Willi, "Die Zweierbeziehung. Causes of tension, malfunction patterns, clarification processes, solution models", Reinbek 1999).
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Such collusions are based on real facts that are transformed into a collusionary reality. Such constructs are, for example, the systems:
- Helper and helpless person,
- Judge and miscreant,
- Admirer and admired person,
- Rulers and ruled person,
- Commanders and obeying person,
- Knowledgeable and ignorant person,
- Victors and losers …
Complementary talents, needs, interests, expectations complement each
other here. Thus, the needs of admirer and admired person can complement each other in a narcissistic symbiosis. Common to all of them is that
one cannot be without the other one, as everyone fears to lose his right to
exist.
Since collusion formations are usually built up unconsciously, they appear,
although constructs, to the participants as legitimate, often even desirable
and exemplary interpersonal relationships based on reality. For a trained
outsider, however, such a social bond is usually easily recognizable. In
these cases, both partners have not processed certain central conflicts from
earlier mental development phases in their personality and are now living
out opposing, but complementary "solution variants" of these inner conflicts. Unconsciously, the partners often play clichéd and stereotypical al228

ternating complementary roles for each other in order to maintain their relationship. Their coexistence leads to neurotic arrangements that can lead
to increasing polarization over time. The extreme positions then lived can
become a burden for one or both partners if, for example, one partner becomes always more dependent, the other increasingly independent and
dominant.
Probably the most common social system of a collusion is the system:
helper/needy person, which entered discussion under the keyword "helper
syndrome"386. What is meant is a state in which helping has deteriorated to
an almost addictive compulsion. Helpfulness turned into a compulsion to
help. Psychoanalyst and psychotherapist Wolfgang Schmidbauer came
across this phenomenon mainly in social vocations (social workers, clergymen, doctors, therapists, nurses, teachers). The reason for this is that a person was denied help in his childhood, and that a compensatory ideal of
himself (that of the "helper") arose. "Helpless helpers" want to help all other
people, because they cannot help themselves otherwise.
While biophilic help recognizes when and to what extent help is appropriate, help can lose its biophilic character if it imposes unbidden help, although it is not (any longer) needed or not needed to the given extent. Such
help is particularly necrophilic if it makes clear to the person being helped
that he or she needs more help than what is really needed. Such unsolicited
and superfluous eagerness to help does not benefit the helpless person, but
the helper. He may then see himself as a "good person", but that is a selfmisunderstanding.

It was first described in 1977 by Wolfgang Schmidbauer (* 1941). "The helpless
helpers," Hamburg 1977 and "The helper syndrome", Hamburg 2007.
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Biophilic helpfulness only thrives beyond all collusions. It recognizes
when help is needed, for how long and to what extent it is desired, when
it has to end and when it is inappropriate to offer it.
c) Alexithymic Disorders
Alexithymia is a personality trait and no mental disorder with disease
value. However, it influences the formation of constructs and the interpretation of decision-making situations and is, therefore, also of ethical significance.
Alexithymic people orientate their emotional recognition to the outside
and perceive inner events only to a limited extent. Their own and other
people’s emotions and emotionally loaded situations are then constructed
in a way which is distant to reality. Obviously, a person whose "soul remains silent inward", whose own states of mind are not sufficiently conscious at his disposal, will not have it easy to increase his own and foreign
life, for he perceives his own and other people’s "life" in all its dimensions
only to a limited extent. Thus, it is not surprising that especially alexithymically disposed people produce constructs that are far remote from reality
because of the absence of perception of their own and other people's emotions and thus they miss biophilia in their recognition and action.
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9 On the Ethics of Social Systems
Social systems are to be qualified as non-ethical because they do not act
themselves. However, they have structures that make ethically responsible
action more difficult, or demand it then. They are always in danger of suggesting guidelines for decisions to the people living in them that are not
easy to advocate ethically. They create (for themselves) a multitude of
moral norms whose observance they force upon themselves and whose
sustained disregard they often punish with banishment from the system.
Systemic agents watch over the observance of systemic norms (moral and
legal). Some areas of life in which social systems operate are presented below. The ethical social compatibility of these systems and their decisions
must be considered.387

9.1 Aspects of Business Ethics
Answers to questions of business ethics often belong in the realm of ideology. The question of the function of private property divided the world
into blocks: Capitalist economic theories stood against laborist, socialist,

Social systems as systems never act. They only become active through their
agents. Decisions, on the other hand, can also be taken collectively via system bodies. Ethics, however, cushions the fact that the members of such a body follow their
trained consciences in the decision-making process and do not bow to systemic
constraints. A majority decision of such a system organ can lead to actions by system members that have predictable necrophilic consequences. Then, active disobedience against systemic decisions can be ethically demanded.
387
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communist "economic systems".388 From all these, numerous variants with
special interests developed. These interests determined the thinking, the
values, the structures of the political system in which they claimed legitimacy. In line with this, the following aspects have been defined and evaluated controversially:
- the role of economic justice,
- the economic role of private property,
- the role of industrial action,
- the role of competition,
- the role of politics in its interaction with the interests of economic systems.389

A social system cannot be economic in the strict sense of the word. The word
"economic system" thus designates a social system with predominantly economic
interests.
388

The thesis widely advocated in Marxism, according to which the political structures are to be grouped to the superstructure of an economically determined basis,
is by no means as absurd as it was usually represented. The thesis that the economy may keep "the state" only as the last object that can be economically exploited
may also find supporters in the present.
389
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9.2 Economic Justice
Since Aristotle at the latest, the topic of "justice" has been a central theme
of every elaborate ethic.390 Justice is a foundation of every lasting coexistence of human beings. Social systems develop, mostly unspoken, their own
understanding of justice. It becomes a moral norm that ensures the continued existence of the system.
Within the framework of an ethic of biophilia, the question arises as to how
justice must be designed in order to increase rather than decrease personal
life.
The definition of the word "justice" is an important preliminary decision to
answer the question. Justice is to be understood as an ethical norm. The
Roman jurisprudent Ulpian († 223) determined justice as the will to let everyone have his right. There are three sources of rights: the law, the treaty
and the human right.391
Thomas Aquinas refers to Ulpian in his doctrine of justice. In Aristotelian
tradition, he continues, it is not only a virtue (a firm will), but a quality of
decisions and actions.

Aristotle treats the subject in the context of his eudemonistic ethics. In the following, it will be considered under the aspect of biophilia.
390

Ulpian mentions as third source of law to be a Roman citizen "Civis romanus"
(a human being has rights because he is a Roman citizen, for example the appeal
to the emperor). In the course of time, "justice" becomes increasingly idealized,
and describes an ideal state of social coexistence in which there is a measured,
impartial state of interests and the distribution of goods and opportunities between the persons or groups involved that can be legally claimed.
391
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Today, one usually distinguishes between very different forms of expression of justice. This is of considerable importance for the ethics392 of economics: the equality of all people, which grants them the same rights and
opportunities regardless of gender, race or religion and avoids any discrimination. Social and vocational competence alone determine the distribution of work.
The "exchange justice" (Iustitia commutativa) regulates the economic relations between persons and social systems in the evaluation of performance
and counterperformance. The "market value" of both, provided that both
parties are of equal economic strength or enter into binding agreements in
a freely negotiated contract. This includes, for example, remuneration for
services rendered and compliance with contractual agreements between
partners.
Codetermination is a fundamental right that belongs to all people who live
in social relationships. Only the slave393 may not codetermine. Dependence
without codetermination is a characteristic of slavery and should have
been overcome by the First Enlightenment. As this was not the case, it is
one of the reasons now to demand a Second Enlightenment. The possession of capital alone, the right to dispose of an object alone never justifies

Max Weber believes that the demand for justice on the basis of ethical premises
was impossible. “The meaning of freedom of values", GA, Tübingen 7/1988, p.
505).
392

Even if it may seem strange, every person in this country currently lives from
the work of at least 60 slaves in our country, in Europe, abroad and overseas, cf.
in this regard: Evi Hartmann, How many slaves do you have? On globalization
and morality. Frankfurt am Main 2016. Check your own situation at http://slaveryfootprint.org/.
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a dependency which condemns one to immaturity. The Second Enlightenment demands maturity and condemns every immaturity of a person who
has reached maturity as a form of slavery that can never and under no circumstances be ethically justified. However, responsible codetermination
also implies, the obligation to cooperate. In labor law, it is the basis of every
democratic order, and led to a codetermination law in the Federal Republic
of Germany in 1976.
a) The Role of Private Property
"Private property" is understood, here, as the legally secured power of disposal of a natural or legal person over an object.394 This right of disposal
must have been acquired, if it wants to be ethically legitimated, through an
ethically responsible decision395 and, therefore, cannot owe its existence to
necrophilic practice.
b) The Social Obligation of Private Property
In the Federal Republic of Germany it has constitutional rank, as already
specified in 1919 by the Constitution of Weimar in § 153 para. 2. Art. 14, 2

G. W. F. Hegel drew attention to the fact that "private" in private property refers
to its origin from privare = to rob. A remark that Karl Marx seems to have appropriated.
394

The ethical legitimation of the acquisition of an object can also be founded on
good faith. It does not have to consider the succession of many generations, for
example in the case of inheritance.
395
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states: "Ownership obliges. Its use should at the same time serve the common good."396
With regard to the misuse of private property, a consideration by Marx
may be helpful, who, in 1844, in his "3rd Paris Manuscript", referred to the
consequences of such misuse. He is of the opinion that private property
can lead to people becoming estranged 1. to themselves, 2. to their social
environment, 3. to their work and 4. to nature.
The problem of alienation certainly does not affect all working people.
Only if a person, whether he is employed in dependent work or in selfemployment, does not have a job but is obsessed by his work, or in the case
of unemployment, can such alienations occur.
Even today, it is still necessary to examine whether and under what circumstances the private property of the private or public employer conducts employees into alienation.
c) The Role of Industrial Action
The first question to be answered, here, is that of the ethical permissibility
of strikes. Here, it is necessary to observe the ethical requirement of proportionality (which may in its result well deviate from that of law).

This article was dealt with in detail by the Federal Court of Justice (BVG). We
are referring, here, to the presentation of the judgments of the BVG.
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For an ethical evaluation of labor disputes397, it must first be stated that all
social systems "have "only" an auxiliary function serving to maintain and
increase personal life sustainably. Since they have no value in themselves,398 the interest of employers' associations, but also that of trade unions must therefore be valued in the service of increasing and developing
personal life.
From an ethical point of view, industrial action is an action with a double
outcome, that which was intended, a demand of the dependent workers
represented by a trade union, and the interests of the people concerned
directly by the strike (mostly employees) or indirectly.
The role of these people must be taken into account above all when the
strikers of some service sector are represented by a trade union, because
the service to be provided is for the people who are also indirectly affected
by the strike.

The word "struggle" suggests that there are victors and vanquished people. In
a labor dispute, however, it should be possible to arrive at a winner-winner result.
Winner-loser relations are usually counterproductive. Even if at the moment one
of the parties ends the fight as the winner, a win-win result must be aimed at in
the long run. To strive for this is biophilic and economically productive. The industrial disputes in the FRG generally obey this postulate.
397

The saying: "Common good takes precedence over self-interest" goes back in its
content to Montesquieu. In his work "L'esprit des Loix" of 1648 he wrote: "Le bien
particulier doit céder au bien public" (26, 15) ["The welfare of the individual must
give way to the public welfare"]. This saying excludes an egoistically parasitic interaction of a person with others. As long as it concerns the symbiotic coexistence
of humans, it has its right. However, it was and is abused by collectivist-oriented
systems.
398
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The weighing of goods must weigh the benefits claimed by the strikers
against the actual damage suffered by those indirectly affected by the
strike. In addition to the financial and social aspects, this weighing also has
an ethical aspect.
In conclusion, it can be said that, at least in Germany, the method of obtaining better conditions for employees of a company or business sector by
means of industrial disputes has served the common good in many respects since its inception.399
d) The Role of Competition
That competition plays an important role in interpersonal relationships is
undisputed. This competition for a better social position, for example,
within a social system or of the favor of another human being is given by
instinct and common to all living beings. The competition of social systems
of the same order (e.g. of political, ecclesial, economic … kind) should be
common to all living beings that associate themselves systemically.
For people and their associations, however, a rule applies that is foreign to
the rest of the world: people and, in a special way, the agents of their social
systems must orient their actions to ethical norms.
For the evaluation of one or the other competitor, the ethical maxim applies
that such competition must not lead to an action that has foreseeable necrophilic consequences or will have them with considerable probability.

These include the growth in the consumption ratio in GDP, the satisfaction of
blue-collar workers, loyalty to the company, willingness to take responsibility on
the part of employers and employees.
399
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e) The Role of Politics
The interaction between business and politics has probably been the subject of numerous discussions for as long as political systems have existed.
The development of such systems presupposes an interest of people who
try to secure their interests through such systems.
From the very beginning, politics has, therefore, been a service sector of
dominance. Economic units are, presumably, in families and family associations in order to safeguard and protect their interests. Supra-family systems became necessary, as such protection could no longer be ensured by
families alone. This may have led to the formation of social systems which
are no longer based on family relationships.
Political systems were and are, therefore, never objectives in themselves.
The competition between such systems should, therefore, not primarily
serve to maintain the system, but the preservation of the groups to which
they owe their existence.400 This seems to justify the question of the primacy of the economic side (in which there is oikos, house) over the political
side.401

The thesis that the political sector, defined by its functions, is to be counted as
a part of the superstructure, which also demands an economic basis for its preservation and protection, is quite plausible.
400

Although the situation at the beginning must not be uncritically referred to a
significantly later period, but it must always be taken into account and never be
dismissed as obsolete.
401
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10 On the Ethics of Political Action

The ethics of political action will have to fall back on a theory of the genesis
of political systems, but above all on that of the state.
Here, it is assumed that political systems are based on a treaty-like agreement402 of people with similar political values and interests who join forces
in order to achieve common goals.
Jean-Jacques Rousseau presents in his work: "Vom Gesellschaftsvertrag
oder: Prinzipien des politischen Rechtes" (On the Social Contract or Principles of Political Law) the main features of a political contract theory. 403
His theses:
1. The prerequisite of human community is a contract

Thus an analogous process is assumed which led to the training of the principles of justice. The emergence of political systems and the training of such principles are likely to be closely linked in time.
402

This agreement of rights is not to be understood historically. It is a construct
that makes it possible to better represent the developed forms of human coexistence.
403
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– in contrast to humans in their natural state.404
2. The basis of this contract is a common will, which does not correspond
to the sum of the individual interests, but is absolute.
3. The treaty is for the good of everyone405.
The latter requires that all contracting parties submit to the contract voluntarily (without coercion). The common will absolutely requires the voluntary, albeit not the explicit, consent of all those involved, but above all of
all those affected.
State-like structures were probably only created with the establishment of
settlement, with the emergence of regulated agriculture; at that time, the
interest to secure a territory against foreign claims became dominant.
Common expectations, needs, values that developed within these communities led to the development of rules that allowed these goals to be
achieved.
This includes common (moral and legal) standards. Among the moral requirements may be the willingness to defend the common territory against

The assumption of a fictitious "state of nature", in which people negotiate the
rules of their coexistence in such a way that a minimum of constraints, punishments and necrophilic dependencies are created, is a method that is already quite
old and still determines the order of the present.
404

And must, therefore, also include the sick, disabled, prisoners, disadvantaged
and so on. See also John Rawls, Eine Theorie der Gerechtigkeit, Frankfurt am Main
1979, (English: A Theory of Justice, 1971/5. Justice as Fairness, Frankfurt am Main
1992).
405
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foreigners; among the legal requirements may be the regulation of inheritance. The failure of the idea of a transnational European entity may show
just how important the respect for common collective values, expectations
and needs is for the development of supranational structures and functions. The creation of the EU is such a great project, which is doomed to
fail as a result of the thinking in categories of rapidly emerging success that
seems to be characteristic of the vast majority of politicians.406
Political ethics will examine the set of moral and legal norms developing
over time, but also the practices of action that are not regulated by such
norms, for their density of reality and thus for their ethical quality.
As with all social systems, political systems (municipalities, counties,
states, social security schemes) never are ends in themselves. To preserve
them and to shape their structures and functions must make clear their
service function. What services do they have to provide? The first thing to
be mentioned may be its protective function, which it owes to all human
beings, but also to the primary systems established by human beings in
order to protect them in their decisions and actions. In this context, the state
powers have different meanings: Legislative power is only encountered,
like primary systems, by citizens in an exercise of the rights of defense and

Politics of a democratically constituted system requires rapid success, because
they alone ensure a re-election in which most politicians are extremely interested.
Long-term projects have their difficulties to be realized. The ecological and political self-interests of the Member States outweigh the overriding interests. For example, the introduction of a transnational currency with a much too short transitional period (from 1.1.1999 to 31.12.2002), in which the Euro acted as a deposit
currency (creation of book money) to create a situation in which economic interests can be converted to convergence. Diverging economic and political interests
and values dominated the political and economic scene.
406
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the right of resistance and in actions of "extra-parliamentary declarations
of intent", as in demonstrations, for example.
Both encounter judicial power in many dimensions of their jurisprudence.
The executive power encounters both above all in the government offices.
From an ethical point of view, all state bodies are obliged, as far as foreseeable, to avoid necrophilous outcomes of their decisions and actions and to
promote decisions and actions with biophilic outcomes, as far as foreseeable.
One of the great opponents of ethically oriented decision-making in politics is the "normative power of the factual". A lot of goodwill and some
noble specifications fall by the wayside, because (seemingly or apparently)
the "facts" demanded or seem to demand a decision incompatible with ethical stipulations.
Now the question arises, as to how the organs of a state must act in order
to fulfill the biophilia postulate. In this context, some topics are dealt with
which are considerable for the ethics of political evaluation:
- Safeguarding fundamental rights,
- Securing the separation of powers,
- Securing peace inside and outside,
- The accompaniment of social transformation processes,
- The regulation of disturbed markets.
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10.1 Safeguarding Fundamental Rights
"Fundamental rights" is the name for the set of all rights which a human
being in a political community can assert morally and legally against organs of the community as well as against other members of this community. These rights arise from a contract-like behavior that is oriented towards generally accepted values (such as freedom, justice, and dignity).
The consensus of values concerns both values that establish rights ("fundamental rights") and values that are of an ethical nature.
The most significant fundamental right of ethical nature is the right to orient one's actions and values as closely as possible to reality (i.e. to ethical
principles that demand and ensure closeness to reality). This means a demand for active tolerance, which is based on the knowledge that all individual constructs are equal, as long as they do not contradict ethical principles, and that an action and valuing, which result in these constructs, create a fundamental right, which, like all fundamental rights, is to be
protected by the community. If these actions and these values compete
with those which are taken for granted in the community as standards, this
conflict must be carried out according to the rules of ethics (and not those
of morality). Exclusion from the community can only be approved ethically if it is a serious deviation from what is self-evident in the system, if it
has been examined which positions (those of the system or those of the
other one) are closer to reality (a system does not always represent density
of reality, but often it is the "rebel" who does) and which damage would be
caused to the individual by exclusion.
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The other fundamental rights are different from state to state and are
mostly named by the constitutions and interpreted and secured by the jurisdiction of the last instance.407
This raises the question of whether only democratically conceived systems
are capable of effectively safeguarding fundamental rights.
Like any other system, a state has no intrinsic value, but maintains its value
insofar as it helps people to maintain and develop their personal lives. This
assumption prohibits all structures and functions that do not do justice to
this task or even contradict it.408 What are the prerequisites for fulfilling
these conditions?

10.2 Subsidiarity
The principle of subsidiarity requires that objective personal, financial, social and economic problems be solved where they have arisen. The delegation "upwards" is ethically suboptimal because it means the incapacitation
of those directly concerned. Mental freedom can only unfold if the "pressure from above" is kept as low as possible. Only if it is not possible to solve
the problem on the spot, the solution may be delegated to higher levels. A
rash delegation would amount to a "disenfranchisement" of the affected
persons, which is to be rejected ethically, because it often reduces life.

The fact that the fundamental rights guaranteed by the constitution are constantly modified by the executive power in such a way that it is easier for it to
execute is a "blemish" of most democratic systems.
407

This function is clarified in a few words by the "Virginia Declaration of Rights"
of 12.6.1776 and the first American constitutional amendment of 1791.
408
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10.3 The Promotion of Structures that Promote Mental Freedom
The promotion of "outer freedom" is ethically meaningless if it is offered to
people who suffer from inner psychological bondage. Such unfreedom is
produced by fears and worries, by inner compulsions of thinking and acting, by permanent depression, by an uncritical acceptance of self-evident
things of any kind. All these are revealed by the offer of mere external freedoms as mere appearances, as an attempt at diabolical seduction.

10.4 Promoting a Participation in the Forming of Political Decisions
Participation in political decision-making presupposes the right to vote,
which ensures such participation for every voter.409 Without such participation, "democracy", the rule of the people, degenerates into an empty
phrase.
A democratic theory of fundamental rights understands the guarantee of
fundamental rights as competences transferred to the individual for political activity in the interest of the democratic process, and to be exercised
by him. Accordingly, participation in the democratic decision-making process is constitutively subject to the protection of fundamental rights. However, this does not take into account the fact that it is precisely non-participation in the democratic decision-making process and the renunciation of
political activity that constitutes individual freedom.

An electoral right that makes it easier for the executive sector only to fulfil its
functions certainly does not satisfy this condition. The emergence of an "extra-parliamentary opposition" can be an indication of poor voting rights. If the number
of non-voters exceeds the number of voters, a lack of democratic structures is to
be suspected.
409
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10.5 The Dignity of the Human Being
This section is preceded by the first sentences of the Basic Law of the Federal Republic of Germany. The transfer of this article into practice illustrates the most exquisite task of a state, but also the limits of its activities.
It says, "Human dignity is inviolable. To respect and protect it is an obligation of all state power."410
Here, too, the service function of the state becomes clear again. It is in the
service of defending human dignity. All its decisions are subject to this
claim. If it fails to fulfill this demand, it grants its citizens the right to resist.411
An ethic committed to constructivism will derive its maxims from dignity
insofar as dignity and respect for personal life are very closely linked. Only
an ethics of the biophilia gives the term, which the word dignity calls, its
sense and its meaning.
Insofar as the legislator has never explained the meaning of the word "dignity", the interpretation of this article is left in a wide-open space. It must
be clarified which term this great word refers to, if it is not to degenerate
into a mere phrase that at best transports emotions.

410

Art. 1, 1 Basic Law of the Federal Republic of Germany.

Art. 20 para. 4 of the Basic Law of the Federal Republic of Germany states: "All
Germans have the right to resist anyone who undertakes to eliminate this order if
other remedies are not possible".
411
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In contrast to the purely legal meaning of the word "human dignity", which
makes the word exclusively applicable to certain fundamental rights and
legal entitlements,412 the following is true from an ethical point of view:
Dignity be understood as the property of all human beings, which they
have independently of all other characteristics such as origin, race, sex, religion and status. It is not derived from the dignity of the genus, the belonging of every human being to the genus "Homo", but comes to every
human being due to his absolute uniqueness.413 This raises the question of
what characteristic or quality constitutes that uniqueness. Constructivism
and its ethics give an answer to this question, which was not possible for
all other philosophic approaches: It is the uniqueness of the world constructed by him and the responsibility to subject his actions in this world
to the ethical postulate of biophilia.

10.6 The Right to "Social Justice"
The safeguarding of social justice is, in general opinion but above all according to the self-understanding of all political parties, a preeminent task
of all state organs. Since all political parties have adopted the demand for
social justice, it can be assumed that everyone uses these words to refer to

After all, in the case of Jakob von Metzler, who was kidnapped and murdered
by Magnus Gäfgen on 27/9/2002, the German Government granted Markus
Gäfgen a claim of compensation after he had been warned of violence to make a
statement that would save the boy’s life.
412

The reference to the "likeness of God", the uniqueness of the genus "Homo" or
to the genetic uniqueness is certainly not sufficient to understand the dignity of
the individual, since they only address the dignity of the genus, but not that of
each individual human being.
413
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quite different terms. It is therefore first of all necessary to define the concept in more detail with ethical intent.
The fact that the organs of a state are obliged to make just decisions and
actions is seldom disputed in democratically constituted systems. But what
does "social justice" demand more or other than justice?414
In most cases, the word "social justice" is understood as the demand for an
appropriate distribution of material goods, jobs and resources, including
equal opportunities or at least opportunities of chances, through access to
the possibilities of satisfying basic needs such as nutrition, housing, medical care or educational opportunities. It is, however, subject to the hierarchization of such values. This is suggested by the word 'reasonable'.
From an ethical point of view, hierarchization is determined by the proximity and distance of the various characteristics to biophilia. First and foremost is the provision of the necessities of life. It is the prerequisite for the
preservation of physical and social life. In the second place may come the
appropriate distribution of material goods. It follows directly from the biophilic commandment of the equality of all human beings415 and ensures
the development of personal life. In third place will be equal opportunities
for access to occupations, personal development, education, material and
medical care. But also to be mentioned is the generational justice in the

Friedrich August von Hayek (1899-1992; 1974 Nobel Prize for Economics) took
the view that in such word combinations the word "social" was a "weasel word"
which emptied the following word of its notion. A decision is either fair or unfair;
if it is not fair, it is unfair.
414

This commandment may have been mentioned for the first time in the early
form of Sharia law. This should not be confused with the representation of the
religiously oriented method of law creation in Islam about a hundred years later.
415
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relationship of the people living today to future generations, above all by
limiting national debt, sufficient investments in education and environmental protection, but also within the family in the relationship of parents
to their under-age children as well as of children to their old parents. The
same also applies to environmental justice as an even distribution of environmental problems to different regions, and as a participation of all those
affected by environmental impacts in political decisions that concern their
environment and mean access to an environment that is as intact as possible.
When is the distribution of goods (material goods), jobs, resources (funds,
energy, land, raw materials), and opportunities "appropriate"?

10.7 Securing the Separation of Powers
An indispensable prerequisite of any democracy in practice is the division
of power into the legislative, executive and judicial branches with the dominance of the legislature directly elected by the people. The principle of the
separation of powers was introduced and demanded in the writings of
Montesquieu and John Locke,416 which were directed against the concentration of power and the arbitrariness of absolutism. Today, the separation
of powers is an integral part of every modern democracy, but its manifestation varies greatly from country to country.
An actual separation of powers is one that assigns actual power to the directly elected legislature, and assigns an auxiliary function to the executive, as an institution that is only indirectly elected, to execute the decisions
of the legislature. The division of power is always challenged by the actual
Montesquieu, "De L'esprit des Loix" (1748); John Locke, "Two Treatises on Government", London 1689.
416
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claim to power of the rulers, who try to submit legislature. It is one of the
oddities and absurdities of the present day that there are states that pretend to export democracy by military force without the precondition of the
separation of powers exists or at least is co-exported. The de facto rule of
the executive over the legislative power makes governance much easier,
but it contradicts a basic democratic order radically. The reduced importance of the legislative function necessarily leads to a surrender of the
citizens.417 This surrender manifests itself in the electoral behavior. Can one
still speak of a "living democracy" when voter turnout falls below fifty percent?

10.8 The Safeguards of Peace Inside and towards the outside
Securing peace within the political system "state" is a task that is sometimes
underestimated. What endangers the inner peace? Revolutions are probably the most significant disturbance of inner peace. They have their reason
in the widespread perception of injustice, if they are not externally controlled. This perception can lead to a collective or collectivized dissatisfaction, which manifests itself in violent action. What are the reasons for such
dissatisfaction? One possible cause is a major social imbalance in which
material and immaterial goods and access to them are unequally distributed.

10.9 The Accompaniment of Social Transformations
Human societies, no matter what genesis, no matter what objectives, no
matter what stability, are subject to transformation processes. The ethical
This applies in particular if the constitutional courts also place the "state functioning" into the center of their case-law.
417
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accompaniment of such processes requires a consideration for their goals,
if they are consciously controlled. If they are triggered by a processual dynamic, an effort will be ethically demanded to steer them as far as possible.
Before the demands of the biophilia postulate, these processes are to be
evaluated. Since the outcome of the process is rarely predictable, the likely
outcome (often indicated by the agents of these processes) must be evaluated ethically. Here, as with all uncertain exits of autodynamic processes,
it is important to observe the rules of decisions under uncertainty.
Of particular importance, however, is the preservation and safeguarding
of external peace.418 As early as 1944, the delegates of the UN recognized
that external unrest, especially when it reached warlike proportions, could
only be overcome if the intervention of a state in the warlike procedure of
a state took place with the unconditional consent of the UN Security Council.419 Moreover, that any military Intervention in foreign states without a
mandate by the Security Council is a war crime, and those guilty of such a

Since there may be states that are not interested in a lasting peace with the outside world because of economic or social requirements, such systems will have to
be rejected as they are in principle disposed to necrophilic decisions and are radically incapable of an ethic of biophilia. If inner or outer wisdom has some chance
of success, such wisdom may be ethically imperative.
418

The veto so often used by the USSR or Russia and the USA is not only negative;
it secures the spheres of interest of both nations. Barack Obama announced in his
speech of 14.10.2014 in The Hague the balance when he called Russia a "regional
power".
419
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crime must be condemned as war criminals.420 The bloodiest and most inhumane conflicts that have determined the history of peoples and nations
since 1945 can be traced back to such interventions.
Securing peace externally is one of the tasks of the state that is hardly ever
disputed. But the limits of such a task are controversial. It has been customary for states to not only endanger human lives but also (more or less
approbatively) accept their losses in order to secure their sovereignty. Such
action is undisputedly ethically reprehensible, even if it would be legally
or morally permissible.
a) Regulation of Disturbed Markets
The disturbances (e.g. by embargo politics, monopoly formation, oligarchy
etc.) of markets can lead to internal discord. The question arises, as to
which markets are particularly susceptible to disruption. It should be
borne in mind that markets have a substantial lobby at their disposal.421

"Where there is no plaintiff, there is no judge" was treated as a truism already
in Roman law; it is to be expected that little has changed in this fact even today.
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For Germany, the Anti-Corruption Act stipulates that members of the Bundestag are not bound by instructions from lobbyists and only obey their consciences.
This regulation is based on the constitutional guarantee of conscientious decision,
which precludes members from having to follow the instructions of their group
chairmen.
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Moreover, under the title "social market economy", very different ideas operate, which can take on very different forms not only between parties, but
also among politicians and economists.422
b) The Capital Market
Disturbances in the capital market can lead to considerable political distortions, which also affect citizens. Let us recall the insolvency of the Lehman
Brothers bank.423 The USA decided to save the bank from bankruptcy with
tax money. One insolvency had the consequence of a widespread banking
crisis424 because of the worldwide interconnectedness of large banks.
Due to the close integration of the capital market and the real economy,
this sector also experienced considerable rejections. For this reason, strict
conditions have been introduced in the US and the EU which impose conditions on banks with regard to their liable core capital. The USA and the
EU developed strategies to avert damage to the affected economies in the

This is a word which does not have an unambiguous meaning. Such words
serve less to communicate than to appeal to emotions.
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The financial crisis as of 2007 is a global banking and financial crisis as part of
the global economic crisis since 2007, which began in the summer of 2007 as the
US real estate crisis. The crisis was partly the result of a speculatively inflated real
estate bubble in the USA. Lehmann Brothers is an investment bank headquartered
in New York, which had to file for bankruptcy on 15/9/2008 due to the financial
crisis.
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In Germany, the HRE bank had to be completely taken over by the FRG. Commerzbank was only able to survive with massive state support.
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event of such an insolvency, so that the banks can be liquidated in an orderly insolvency procedure without burdening the states (ultimately the
taxpayers).
Stress tests (more demanding in the USA than in the EU) have been developed to identify the dangers of such insolvency for the economy in good
time. They are intended to help assess the situation of banks in the event
of a crisis.
But the problem of the insolvency of "systemically important banks" also
has a philosophical aspect. How did this phenomenon come about? Politics
were called upon to intervene in the capital market in a regulatory manner
to stabilize themselves. The word "Systemic relevance" is the name given
to the dependency of the politics on the banking sector. Such a dependence,
which limits the autonomy and scope of political decisions and places them
at the service of the economy, contradicts the basic thesis of a democracy
with the primacy of the political over the economic interest.425 If the political sector is determined or at least influenced by the interests of the economy, the question arises whether the area of the political is nothing more
than a superstructure that rises above the economic base. It then has the
function of securing the existence and development of this basis. The dictate of the grassroots determines political decisions. If, on the other hand,
one is convinced that the securing and increasing of one's personal life is
an ethical goal and that this goal can be optimally achieved in a democrat-

It should be remembered, here, that interests guide knowledge and thus action
even more than moral concepts do.
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ically constituted order, the economic constraints must not become the criterion of political decision-making.426 Systemic specifications and "necessities" can at best determine legal or moral norms according to content, but
never ethical norms.
c) The Agricultural Market
The EU agricultural market regulations are intended to serve the interests
of EU agriculture. This concern is justified, but also causes problems when
it comes to the state of national agriculture and the benefit of consumers of
their products.
Some states misuse the EU agricultural market as a profit community, as a
kind of ownership share that is not bound to anything else beyond that.
This type of regulation is ethically reprehensible, especially when it is suspected that such subsidies are primarily in the interest of a party.
The market regulation of agricultural products achieves a new quality
when farms are transformed into industrial enterprises. Agriculture is one
of the oldest cultural assets that mankind has produced. Therefore, it certainly has its own dignity. This is particularly important when free trade
agreements are concluded with countries that produce agricultural products largely industrially. Such agreements can, with dominant economic
interests, endanger valuable cultural traditions and existing ethically
based, e.g. ecological, orientations and also the structure of single and family-run farming.427

The Marxist assumption, according to which capital, if nothing else can be exploited any more, tries to exploit the state may well be worth considering, here.
427 The Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) between the US and
426
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Many such companies have had to give up in recent years due to a lack of
capital acquisition and capital formation, as their turnover did not provide
a sufficient basis for growth and further development. Thus, there is a
trend towards ever larger farms, towards an agricultural industry that ultimately no longer takes cultural, ecological and human interests into account.

the EU was conceived and envisaged as an agreement that makes a mockery of all
democratic rules. Only members of the German Federal Government had access
to the documents only available in the US Embassy. It was not until January 2016,
when the negotiations were almost completed, that some members of the Bundestag were allowed to view the texts in a separate room.
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Epilogue
It may have become clear in the last, extensive part on practical philosophy, which tried to rethink "ethics", that theoretical reflection should not
be an end in itself. It is necessary to justify the tolerance without which
biophilia cannot be lived. Even what is described with such great words as
"dignity", "freedom" and "justice" is subject to the biophilic law of tolerance.
A philosophy that does not treat human action and the rules that make it
human in the first place can hardly claim to have been conceived as a "love
of wisdom". If a philosophical blueprint finds any justification at all, then
it is in the design of an ethic, towards which it was oriented. To try that has
been the intention of the philosophical thoughts presented, here, so far. So,
it is probably justified to see both parts of this book, the theoretical and the
practical part, in one unit. It is the “practical philosophy” unit.
The ethics presented in this book rests on three pillars:
(1) It is an ethic of existence, because it is based on the DA, the existence
and dignity of every human being in his existence. In this it differs from all
thus-ethics, which look at the mere thus of people’s acting, without recourse on the DA.
(2) It presupposes only one single "dogma" as self-evident: The highest ethical value is the preservation and development of the personal life of each
individual human being - thus the absolute value of the human person,
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which all other values (such as justice and freedom) must serve. Every psychologically and socially healthy person428 strives to maintain and develop
his or her own personal life.
(3) It assumes that people as social beings are fundamentally symbiotically
(and not parasitically) connected with other people in order to achieve the
goal of preserving and increasing one's own personal life.
It is therefore necessary to rethink "ethics". A reorientation of ethical valuing, also and, presumably, above all in broad areas of the political and economic world is necessary if the commercialization of all values is to be
stopped. However, this is urgently necessary, not only for the sake of humanity, but also to ensure the survival of humanity in the long run.
Only the ethics of constructivism can secure the degree of tolerance that is
urgently needed for the survival of mankind, but also for the humanization
of one's own life.
In addition, this ethics also presents a truth criterion that can point the way
for all decision-relevant recognition, will and action. Truth cannot be
founded in evidence, as the philosophy of modernity proclaimed it, following René Descartes. Rather, what is regarded as evident must be questioned.
Certainty and truth play on very different stages. Nor can it be based on a
consensus found in a social system about the validity of a situation. The
history of the inhuman was able to invoke such criteria. True, i.e. optimally
oriented towards reality, is a statement that is relevant for decision-making

428

This definition of "health" follows the WHO definition.
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precisely when it leads to decisions that are biophilic or at least not necrophilic.
The "love of wisdom" is found in the ability and readiness to differentiate
between
- Objective reality and subjective reality,
- Truth and certainty,
- Appearance and reality
their bases and their practical applications. Such differentiation must also
be the goal of any philosophy that claims in any way to contribute something to the life practice of people. To meet this demand is the goal of constructivism and its ethics.
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On the Person and Work of Rupert Lay

Born on June 14th, 1929, in Drolshagen (North Rhine-Westphalia, NRW),
Rupert Lay joined the Jesuit Order in 1952. He studied philosophy, theology, theoretical physics and psychology as well as business administration. With his exams in Theoretical Physics, he understands his thinking
more scientifically than theologically. His first book "Our World" appeared
in 1959; by 2015, there were 48 books, many of them bestsellers and longsellers, like his book "Dialektik für Manager" (1974). Also "Manipulation
through language" (1977), "Leading by means of the Word" (1978), "Ethics
for Managers" (1989) and "The Power of Immorality" (1993) are success stories. After his habilitation in 1967, he became full professor for philosophy
of language and theory of science at the Jesuit University St. Georgen in
Frankfurt am Main. In 1968, he opened a psychotherapeutic practice, and
has since conducted trainings for managers and entre-preneurs, from 1971
also coaching, and become a member of the supervisory boards in various
companies. Thousands of executives seek his advice. The media call him
"manager pope" and "ethics guru". In 1996, the emeritus status was conferred on him. In 2000, he became Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the
Fairness Foundation, which he had founded in the same year; in 2003, he
became Honorary President of the Ethics Association of the German economy. In 2004, Rupert Lay was awarded the Fairness Prize of the Fairness
Foundation for his life's work in recognition of his services to ethical management and corporate ethics and was also appointed Honorary Chairman
of the Board of Trustees of the Fairness Foundation.
Rupert Lay has become a star of ethical orientation for many in his ascetic,
unagitated, modest and strict manner. With his resolute advocacy for the
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primacy of the human being over the cause, for personal freedom, for the
development of personal life, for the ethical connection in entrepreneurial
action and for an ethical maturity of executives, he has not only set standards for personal integrity through his publications and his consultations,
but also through his own decisions and actions. Humanity, said Rupert
Lay, does not exhaust itself in sentimentality and compassion, but rather
in living it in responsibility and respect for and in social systems. Against
all totalitarian claims, which also exist in an open society, in global enterprises and in modernized churches, he puts forward his certainty that there
are only a few truths, but many certainties and even more errors, and that
it is therefore wiser and more philosophical to work with caution and consideration, to be tolerant and open to new ideas. Absolute truths or even
dogmas are a horror to Rupert Lay. And so he challenges the self-righteous
church, but also some too self-assured managers. And he reveals what is
more necessary, today, than in the past: to create a fair dialogue at eye level
with the aim of helping values to be translated into practical solutions that
make the world beautiful, bearable and personal.
For the 20th edition of the book "Dialektik für Manager" by Rupert Lay,
Peter Gruber wrote among other things: "Not only the aesthetics of his
words, but the return to the "pure" origins of dialectics are the merit of this
dialectician of our time, who in my opinion is the leading one. I consider
him to be this because he teaches, trains and applies dialectic not only as
"the art of persuasion", but because it was he who published the second
page of dialectic again in 1990: The art of solving problems without domination. (...) Even though Jürgen Habermas has brought the discourse free
of domination back into the general consciousness, we owe Lay the clear
and practical references to the meaning of the value of the coexistence.
Rupert Lay: Someone stands up for a fair practice of dealing with contradictions and dissent. Even with oneself. Because "as people began to think
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about themselves, they soon noticed that they were "not identical with
themselves". This may become clearest in the experience that one acts differently than one "actually" wants. Freedom or trust, hope or love can only
be experienced together with the experience of coercion, distrust, despair,
hatred. We experience and undergo the things of our life that are particularly important to us, only together with their opposite, which must be at
least imaginable as possible. We are not free, trusting, hoping, loving only.
Also the opposite of all this is in us and makes us a part of it. We humans
(probably in contrast to the animals) are completely and utterly unreconciled with ourselves. In any case, I have never met a person who has not
lived his life between freedom and coercion, between love and hate, between joy and suffering, between trust and mistrust, between hope and
fear, between faith and unbelief. Surely one or the other prevails - many
times, it seems easy to speak about only one side temporarily, but never in
this life can we escape the in-between. We are entirely beings of the inbetween. If we are looking for ourselves (or another person), we have to
master the art of "seeing in between", because we always live in the inbetween. The Greeks formed the word “dialectic” for this art of in-between
seeing, of the in-between being (from: Lay, Guiding through the word).
Rupert Lay stands for the search for meaning in a complex world; for a
pastoral care that takes both seriously: the soul and the care; for ethical
orientation as a yardstick for leadership personality; and against the power
of immorality with the means of philosophical wisdom.
I would like to call Rupert Lay a Socrates-type person. Gernot Böhme ("The
Socrates Type", Frankfurt am Main 1988) has shown - also among the platonic overpaintings - to what extent the historical Socrates has developed
a Socrates type. And what can be discovered about Rupert Lay that makes
him appear to be a Socrates-type person?
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Socrates aimed to establish or perceive an inner authority in the human
being that makes people independent of conventions, dogmas, gossip, social unreasonableness and physical strain. He used the dialectical method
to question the all too self-confident self-confidence and to transform the
certainty into the dogmatic and into a truth free of error. He used the dialogue to promote self-knowledge and prudence, through which the consciousness of ignorance and knowledge become apparent. He used irony
to provoke himself and others, to become aware of one’s own self-contradictions and to learn how to treat each other humanely. And Socrates
opened up wisdom for man through his method of helping himself and
others to become aware of one’s own ignorance. Only those who have arrived there can know and experience that the most important asset a person has and uses to make him a personality is the ability to follow a selfimposed and self-binding orientation towards goodness and good action.
This orientation consists of some highest ethical value, the practical observance of which in as many cases as possible leads to the free and cooperative development of personal and social life. This guarantees the freedom, autonomy and responsibility that gives man his dignity and the opportunity to follow his inner voice in communion with others.
Rupert Lay is a Christian Socrates in type, because he founds these aspects
of the Socratic attitude and way of dialogue in a deep, personal faith in the
God proclaimed by Yeshua (Roman-Latin: Jesus). Through a person's
friendship with life, with living things, he can experience an inner orientation as closeness to God. And to discover in Jesus' life the mastery of what
it means to take this orientation seriously and truly follow it.
For Rupert Lay it is not decisive that people follow him in it. What is decisive for him is that people understand how we need the unity of rationality, emotionality and sociality. For only in this and in the understanding of
them lies wisdom, which protects us from not becoming obsessed by the
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things we deal with, and from remaining and becoming free for the gift
and cultivation of life. This is sometimes a long, sometimes hard road that
requires conversation, practice and self-control. But the path leads to
where happiness and good fortune are one and become happiness for others.
Dr. Norbert Copray

Managing Director of the Fairness Foundation
Frankfurt am Main
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Editorial notes
The publication of this book was kindly supported and sponsored by the
Karl Schlecht Foundation: ksfn.de.
Editing, proofreading, layout, typesetting and printing for the book were
carried out by the Fairness Foundation: fairness-stiftung.de.
You can read some out of print books by
Prof. Dr. Rupert Lay free of charge in the section 'Education. People you
can learn from' on:
karl-schlecht.de.

You can also watch numerous videos with lectures by and interviews with
Prof. Dr. Rupert Lay there and in the 'Fairness ethics' section of fairnessstiftung.de. You will also find further texts by him on the websites of the
Fairness Foundation on various individual topics
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Works by Rupert Lay in Selection
1959 Our world. Gestalt und Deutung (Its Form and Interpretation), Munich
1966 Die Welt des Stoffes, Munich, (2 volumes) 1969 Das Leben, Munich
1971/73 Basic Features of a Complex Scientific Theory, 2 Volumes, Frankfurt/Main, Germany
1974 Dialectic for Managers. Methods of successful Attack and Defense,
Munich
1975 Marxism for Managers. Critique of a Utopia, Munich
1976 Meditation Techniques for Managers. Methods for Personality Development, Munich
1977 Manipulation by language. Rhetoric, dialectics, forensics in industry,
politics and administration, Munich
1978 Leading by means of the Word. Munich
1980 Crises and conflicts. Causes, Procedure, Overcoming, Munich
1981 On a Philosophical Analysis of Economic Crises and Conflicts, Mainz
1981 Credo. Ways to Christianity in Modern Society, Munich
1981 The new Faith in Creation, Olten.
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1982 The Heretics. From Roger Bacon to Teilhard, Gütersloh
1983 Ethics for Economics and Politics, Munich 1985 On the Meaning of
Life, Munich
1986 The Power of Words. Language Systematics for Managers, Munich
1986 Between Economy and Christianity, Munich
1989 The Image of Man. Psychoanalysis for Practice, Frankfurt
1988 Philosophy for Managers, D.dorf
1989 Ethics for Managers, Düsseldorf
1989 Communication for Managers, D.dorf
1990 The Power of Morality, Düsseldorf
1992 How to deal with each other in a meaningful way. The Human Image
of Dialectics, Düsseldorf
1992 About the culture of the company, Düsseldorf
1993 The Power of Immorality, Düsseldorf 1993 Conditions of Happiness,
Hildesheim 1994 How to Create Enemies, Düsseldorf
1995 Post-church Christianity. The Living Jesus and the Dying Church,
Düsseldorf
1996 Heretics, Dogmas, Prohibitions of Thought. Being a Christian today,
Düsseldorf
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1996 The End of Modern Times. Being human in a world without gods,
Düsseldorf
1996 Successful Life. Find Yourself, Munich.
1998 Wisdom for Unwise People. A plea for more biophilia against the slipping into an inhuman world, Düsseldorf

2000 Character is not a handicap. Personality as an Opportunity, Berlin
2015 The Second Enlightenment. An Introduction to Constructivism, Hamburg
2017 About the love of life. Ethics in Constructivism as an Expression of
Biophilia, Hamburg
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The Karl Schlecht Foundation
The Karl Schlecht Foundation is a non-profit foundation with a focus on
"Good Leadership".
Its guiding idea is the improvement of leadership in business, society and
politics through humanistic values. Against this background, it promotes
the holistic, value-oriented personal development of young people and
prospective managers. To this end, it supports impact-oriented projects
and institutions in the five funding areas of leadership, ethics, education,
culture and technology.
The Karl Schlecht Foundation was founded as a non-profit foundation under civil law in October 1998 by graduate engineer Karl Schlecht. It is based
in Aichtal near Stuttgart and has an office in Berlin.
The Karl Schlecht Foundation focuses its work on five guiding questions:
Is it true?
Am I honest, sincere?
Is it fair to everyone involved?
Will it promote friendship and goodwill?
Will it serve the good of all concerned?
More on: Karlschlechtstiftung.de
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A look at the Fairness Foundation
The Fairness-Stiftung gemeinnützige GmbH was founded in May 2000 as
a non-profit limited liability company. It takes up the biophilia principle
formulated by Prof. Dr. Rupert Lay with the topic "Fairness" for practical
application in business, society and culture in order to make a special contribution to the development of fairness quality and fairness competence
in organizations and companies as well as in the leadership competence of
responsible persons. The Fairness Foundation is a member of the Federal
Association of German Foundations. The Board of Trustees of the Fairness
Foundation was founded under the chairmanship of Prof. Dr. Rupert Lay
and accompanies the work of the Fairness Foundation in the spirit of the
Fairness Charter established by the curators and the Director of the Fairness Foundation. The team of the Fairness Foundation consists of consultants, coaches, trainers and volunteer consultants from various professions.
Founder and managing director of the foundation is Dr. phil. Norbert
Copray, M.A., who, together with Jutta Schmidt, M.A., heads the Fairness
Foundation.
The Fairness Foundation in Frankfurt on the Main develops models, instruments, methods and practical solutions for the application of professional fairness, among other things from scientific and practical contexts
(best practice; fairness research; many years of experience in accompanying and advising personalities, executives, organizations and companies).
Fairness professionalism opens up considerable cooperation, process, remotivation and image gains in leadership and corporate culture, not at
least in and after crises, too.
The Fairness Foundation's fee-based services enable non-profit activities in
public relations, information and consulting.
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Fairness is an indispensable success factor for cooperation, confidence
building, quality and understanding as well as for economic, social and
human progress.
Responsible thinking and acting in demanding situations do not allow for
carelessness in fair practice. Personal fairness competence, which contributes to the fairness competence of the environment and an organization, is
qualitatively necessary.
The more companies and organizations are prepared to expand and practice their own fairness competence, the more the quality of fairness is promoted in society as a whole.
The Fairness Foundation advises and supports best practice of fairness
professionalism in order to make the success of the specialist and management competencies in companies, organizations and initiatives visible to
customers, addressees, employees and the public and to secure them in the
long term.
It offers fairness lines, fireside chats, seminars, coaching, training, consulting, lectures and support for fairness processes in organizations and companies.
More information, practical advice, consultation hours, advice addresses,
documents and documentations can be found at:
fairness-stiftung.de
The basic book on the subject:
Norbert Copray: Fairness. The Key to Cooperation and Trust. Gütersloh
2010 (available through the Fairness Foundation)
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What is the best orientation for our actions to protect life on our planet? What is
essential to preserve our life and the development of our individual and social
life? Biophilia - the love of life - is the basis, center and axis of a new ethic. This
ethic of constructivism recognizes the extent to which action, science - such as
physics, technology, theology - and politics are biophilic. The point is to biophilically align and shape everything that has consequences. To serve life and
the earth.
Decades ago, Rupert Lay took up the impulses of Albert Schweitzer and Erich
Fromm and developed them into a biophilic ethic, strictly oriented to the principle of biophilia. In this book, he presents them fundamentally and in practical
application for the first time.

Prof. Dr. Rupert Lay SJ, born 1929, after studying philosophy, theology,
psychology, theoretical physics and business administration as well as doctorate and habilitation from 1967 to 1997, he held a chair for philosophy and scientific theory at the Jesuit University in Frankfurt am Main (St. Georgen); he is a
member of the Jesuit Order and a priest.
Since 1967 psychotherapeutic activity and practice, and since 1968 consulting
and coaching for executives and managers. Since his retirement in 1996, he has
worked intensively as a management consultant and coach. He was a chairman
and member of the supervisory boards of various companies. 2000: Founding
member and Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the Fairness Foundation
founded in May 2000, honorary Chairman since 2004. 2003: Honorary President
of the German Business Ethics Association.
The globally active manager trainer and management consultant has published
49 books and numerous articles, primarily in the areas of corporate culture, corporate and leadership ethics as well as dialectic and rhetoric .
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